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Abstract
The development of nuclear fusion as an alternative energy source requires the research
on magnetically confined, high temperature plasmas. In particular, the quantification
of plasma flows in the domain near exposed material surfaces of the plasma container
by computer simulations is of key importance, both for guiding interpretation of present
fusion experiments and for aiding the ongoing design activities for large future devices
such as ITER, W7-X or the DEMO reactor. There is a large number of computational
issues related to the physics of hot, fully ionized and magnetized plasmas near surfaces of
the vacuum chamber. This thesis is dedicated to one particular such challenge, namely
the numerical quantification of self-consistent kinetic neutral gas and plasma fluid flows
in very complex 3D (partially chaotic) magnetic fields, in the absence of any common
symmetries for plasma and neutral gas dynamics.
In high-confinement (H-mode) plasmas, which are presently envisaged for ITER, an in-
stability occurs naturally at the plasma edge, leading to high transient heat and particle
loads to the first wall and the divertor targets. Extrapolations to ITER relevant power
levels indicate that this instability, the so called edge localized mode (ELM), will lead
to a significant reduction of the ITER wall lifetime and additional impurity production
reducing the plasma performance. A promising technique to control ELMs is the appli-
cation of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) at the plasma edge, as successfully
demonstrated at the DIII-D and JET tokamaks and recently under consideration for
ELM mitigation in ITER. Modeling of the perturbed magnetic field structure and com-
parison to experimental observations suggests the formation of an open chaotic system
at the plasma edge with remnant magnetic island chains, chaotic domains and short
magnetic flux tubes. However, quantifying the impact of such a complex magnetic field
structure on the edge plasma is still the subject of ongoing research. This is the topic
of the present thesis - and it requires at least 3D numerical transport models.
Distinct from conventional Eulerian 2D fluid solvers, applied routinely to magnetic fusion
edge plasma studies, complex 3D magnetic topologies are currently treated by the geo-
metrically more flexible Lagrangian schemes, supplemented by Monte Carlo procedures
for higher order derivatives (dissipative terms due to diffusion processes) and sources.
These particle based algorithms are combined with a field line reconstruction technique
for dealing with partially chaotic magnetic fields, involving field aligned grids. A gener-
alization from regular-structured to block-structured grids is carried out in this thesis,
which greatly enhances the applicability range of present 3D fusion plasma edge codes,
in particular also to poloidally magnetic diverted configurations, such as DIII-D and
ITER.
The EMC3-EIRENE code is such a 3D edge plasma and neutral particle transport code
and is applied in this thesis to two distinct configurations of open chaotic magnetic
edge layers: at the TEXTOR and DIII-D tokamaks. The DIII-D tokamak has been
chosen because of its recent progress in ELM mitigation by application of RMPs. The
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advancements of the code presented in this thesis have allowed for the first time 3D
self-consistent plasma and neutral gas transport simulations for RMP scenarios at DIII-
D with ITER similar plasma shape. A strong 3D effect of RMPs on the edge plasma
is found and analyzed in detail. It is found that a pronounced striation pattern of
target particle and heat fluxes at DIII-D can only be obtained up to a certain upper
limiting level of anomalous cross-field transport. Hence, in comparison to experimental
data, these findings allow to narrow down the range of this model parameter. This
constraint to cross field transport levels is more stringent in DIII-D than for TEXTOR
simulations, because of the shorter wall-to-wall connection length of magnetic field lines
(and hence already geometrically reduced role of cross field diffusion) in the latter.
Furthermore, improvements of the edge transport model, such as the implementation
of an edge transport barrier, are carried out and discussed in order to allow realistic
simulations of H-mode plasmas.
Of particular interest is also the reduction of steady state heat fluxes, even in absence of
the transient ones caused by ELMs. A favorable regime is the so called detached divertor
operation, in which plasma exhausts (particle and heat fluxes towards the divertor tar-
get) are extinguished in a neutral gas cloud, resulting in low plasma power and ion fluxes
to the material surfaces bounding the system. At TEXTOR, the achievement of a similar
favorable regime with a 3D perturbed boundary is studied in the RMP induced helical
divertor configuration. It is shown in this thesis that plasma states, which are both
consistent with the limited experimental data and show transition to reduced particle
and heat fluxes, can indeed be observed in numerical simulations of the TEXTOR helical
divertor. This is, however, at the expense of also reduced upstream temperatures, which
might not be consistent with an advanced tokamak operation (in which the hottest possi-
ble confined plasma periphery should be combined with the coldest possible plasma-wall
contact zone). The mechanism for the observed behavior is found to be a combination
of strong cross-field diffusion and consequently a damping of parallel counter-flows and
a sudden increase in momentum losses due to charge exchange with atomic hydrogen.
These findings are similar to results from simulations for the W7-AS stellarator. The
presence of impurities in the plasma (released wall material due to plasma-wall inter-
action) is found to have a significant impact on the plasma edge. They introduce an
additional cooling of electrons by line radiation, which affects plasma-neutral particle
interaction as well and eventually results in a strong reduction of the target ion flux.
The presented improvements of the EMC3-EIRENE code and the subsequent plasma
transport studies at TEXTOR and DIII-D allow future extrapolations to ITER relevant
scales. In particular the ongoing development of high-performance computers facilitates
the direct application of the EMC3-EIRENE code to RMP ELM-control scenarios at
ITER in the near future, at least from a point of view of the magnetic configuration
capabilities of the code and edge transport model, including transport barrier descrip-
tions. One critical remaining computational challenge is, however, the wall-clock time
of present supercomputers, when scaling CPU performance of the code from present
applications up to ITER size configurations. This may require structural modifications
of the EMC3 part of the code.
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1 Introduction
Controlled thermonuclear fusion is considered as an alternative to present sources for
the generation of base load electricity [1]. The idea is based on the physical processes
providing the source of thermal energy in the sun and the stars: the fusion of hydrogen
nuclei and thereby releasing the difference in binding energy in form of kinetic energy.
The easiest process to exploit in a fusion reactor on earth is the fusion of nuclei of the
two hydrogen isotopes deuterium and tritium:
2
1D +
3
1T → α (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV), (1.1)
which results in the production of an α particle (helium nucleus), an additional neutron
and the release of 17.6 MeV kinetic energy. The advantage of this process is its relatively
high reaction rate compared to other fusion processes, with a maximum at temperatures
of 10−30 keV. At these temperatures the hydrogen fuel is fully ionized, i.e. in the plasma
state. However, Coulomb collisions between charged particles have a much larger cross-
section than the reaction (1.1) and lead to particle and power losses. Therefore a good
confinement of this hot plasma is necessary for an efficient fusion reactor.
While confinement of the plasma is naturally given in the sun by its own gravitational
force, an artificial confinement has to be generated in the laboratory. The most promising
technique to achieve controlled thermonuclear fusion on earth is the magnetic confine-
ment in toroidal devices. Here, roughly speaking, electrons and ions are bound to mag-
netic field lines by the Lorentz force. Presently, two concepts for magnetic confinement
of fusion plasmas are applied: tokamaks [2, 3] and stellarators [4]. The basic difference
between these two concepts is the method of generating the magnetic confinement field.
In stellarators, the complete confinement field is produced by external coils, while in
tokamaks a part of the confinement field is produced by an induced plasma current.
The quality of plasma confinement is measured by the so called fusion or triple product
n ·T · τE of density n, temperature T and energy confinement time τE . Presently, the
tokamak concept is more advanced than the stellarator concept, and allows confinement
times of up to τE ≈ 1 s. For the next step fusion device ITER [5, 6] it is planned to
achieve τE = 4 − 5 s with a power gain of Q = Pfusion/Pheat = 10. Q is the ratio of the
usable fusion power Pfusion and the supplied heating power Pheat.
One of the critical issues in fusion devices is the exhaust of particles and energy, which
essentially determine the level of negative surface effects such as material erosion, fuel
implantation, dust formation etc. on plasma exposed surfaces. Concepts to establish
1
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these necessary exhausts are so called limiter configurations and poloidal divertor config-
urations, which are well-known in the field of plasma-boundary physics [7]. Advancing
from the conceptionally simpler limiter configuration to the poloidal divertor configu-
ration allowed the access to steep temperature gradients between confined plasma and
the plasma-wall contact zone, and, furthermore a high confinement regime, the so called
H-mode [8, 9], however, at the expense of introducing an additional instability, the so
called Edge Localized Mode (ELM) [10, 11]. These ELMs lead to high transient heat
and particle loads onto the first wall and the divertor targets. Extrapolations to ITER
relevant power levels indicate that this could lead to a significant reduction of the ITER
wall lifetime [12, 13].
An alternative configuration to the poloidal divertor is based on the concept of ergodic
divertors [14, 15], where external resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) are applied
at the plasma edge to improve the control of particle and energy exhausts as well as
to reduce the impurity content in the core plasma. Following earlier experiments, as
for example TEXT (USA) [16], CSTN-III [17], JIPP T-IIU (both Japan) [18] and Tore-
Supra (France) [19, 20], over the last several years RMP coils have also been installed
in various other tokamaks such as TEXTOR and DIII-D. An unexpected experimental
finding was that the application of RMPs provides a promising tool for suppression of
ELMs (at DIII-D [21, 22]) or mitigation (at DIII-D and JET [23]), the latter meaning
reduced size and increased frequency of ELMs. Recently, RMPs are under consideration
for ELM mitigation in ITER [24, 25] as well. The application of RMPs leads to formation
of an open chaotic magnetic field system at the plasma edge, turning plasma transport
within this system into a complex 3D problem. In particular magnetic surfaces are
destroyed at the plasma edge and the corresponding toroidal and poloidal symmetry is
broken. However, the various processes contributing to plasma transport are still not
fully understood and demand (in addition to experimental investigations) for extensive
3D numerical simulations for their quantification. The rapid progress in computational
resources over the last few years now allows to include 3D effects in calculations, therefore
extending previous research which was based on reduced (averaged) 2D and 1D transport
models [26, 27, 28, 29].
Because of the inherent 3D nature of the problem, the conventionally applied 2D plasma
flow and plasma surface interaction models in tokamak configurations (B2-EIRENE
[30, 31, 32], EDGE2D-NIMBUS [33, 34], SOLDOR/NEUT2D [35, 36]) are not appli-
cable in the presence of RMPs. 3D effects are naturally present in stellarators, for
which a computational edge plasma transport model already exist: the EMC3-EIRENE
code. This is a coupled version of the 3D macroscopic fluid plasma transport solver
EMC3 [37, 38, 39] and the 6D (in phase space) microscopic neutral gas transport solver
EIRENE [31], both are Monte Carlo codes. The EMC3-EIRENE code is routinely ap-
plied to conditions at the W7-AS [40, 41], W7-X [42] and LHD [43, 44] stellarators (the
latter, however, without the divertor region, partly due to issues with the particular field
line reconstruction method discussed below) and has been adapted to conditions at the
TEXTOR tokamak [45, 46, 47] and the ITER plasma-startup limiter configuration [48].
The motivation for this present thesis is to quantify 3D effects of resonant magnetic per-
turbations (RMPs) on the edge plasma in circular, limiter plasmas as well as in strongly
2
shaped poloidal divertor plasmas by means of numerical simulations. Confronting the
numerical tool with observations from present fusion devices with RMP fields is a neces-
sary step to establish a reliable “bookkeeping” tool also for predictions for future fusion
devices. This is of particular importance for the understanding of ELM mitigation by
RMPs in ITER. However, for the simulations of ITER relevant RMP scenarios with the
EMC3-EIRENE code, it was necessary to significantly advance and verify the code also
for H-mode plasmas in poloidal divertor configurations. These steps have been carried
out in the present thesis.
In all transport models mentioned above, the magnetic field B is externally prescribed
and kept fixed during the entire calculation. The extremely strong anisotropy of parallel
to perpendicular (to B) plasma transport does, however, require a precise knowledge
of B at any point and time in the simulation. To keep these two distinct physical
processes also separated in the simulation, a local, field aligned coordinate system (with
one coordinate line parallel to B) is used. The EMC3-EIRENE code package profits
from a very flexible representation of the magnetic field structure, which has already
enabled applications to such distinct configurations like the W7-AS stellarator and the
ITER plasma-startup limiter edge. A field line reconstruction technique is used, based
upon a computational grid with regular structured toroidal blocks, and combined with a
reversible field line mapping technique (RFLM) [49] at block boundaries. Such a regular
decomposition in the poloidal and radial coordinate, however, is not efficiently applicable
to poloidal divertor tokamaks, such as JET, DIII-D, ASDEX-U and ultimately ITER,
nor in the complete plasma edge of the LHD stellarator (i.e. including the divertor
region). This is because of the remoteness of the divertor plates from the inner edge
plasma boundary and the corresponding strong poloidal non-uniformity of the radial
width of the simulation domain. For poloidal divertor tokamaks, a uniform discretization
would either lead to issues related to the spatial resolution in different regions of the
computational domain (divertor region vs. upstream region) or, when extending the
simulation domain to a uniform radial width, largely waste computational resources.
In current 2D edge codes these issues are dealt with by using multiple connected grids
in a poloidal plane. The extensions of the EMC3-EIRENE code carried out in this the-
sis address the same problem, however within the existing 3D field line reconstruction
approach in a field aligned grid. The RFLM concept is supplemented with a cell sur-
face mapping technique, which can be implemented in the EMC3-EIRENE code. This
advancement allows an arbitrary - but for convenience still kept block-structured - de-
composition of the simulation domain. It is shown that a combination of (a) field line
mapping between toroidal blocks and (b) cell surface mapping including the transforma-
tion of the local coordinate system at some poloidal or radial cuts allows both accurate
magnetic field representations as well as plasma fluid and neutral gas kinetic transport
simulations. This thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 will briefly outline the general aspects of magnetic confinement of fusion
plasmas in tokamaks and introduce the concepts for particle and energy exhaust. In
particular the experimental setup used for the creation of chaotic magnetic edge
layers by RMPs at the TEXTOR and DIII-D tokamak will be described. Also
the model for the magnetic field and its numerical implementation is described
3
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and visualization methods for the resulting field structure are presented. These
methods involve tracing of magnetic field lines, which are - from a mathematically
point of view - solutions of an ordinary differential equation. The performance and
accuracy of several numerical integration methods are investigated and compared.
• To investigate the 3D effects of chaotic magnetic edge layers on the edge plasma,
the transport model implemented in the EMC3-EIRENE code will be reviewed
in chapter 3. It is a steady state fluid model for the edge plasma in the pres-
ence of trace impurities, including interactions with neutral particles. This model
is formulated as a set of coupled, strongly anisotropic, highly non-linear partial
differential equations of Fokker-Planck type.
• Chapter 4 provides a numerical scheme for a self-consistent solver for these equa-
tions. This scheme is then supplemented by a fast field line reconstruction method,
which is necessary even with present high performance computers. This transport
solver and the field line reconstruction method are both implemented in the 3D
transport code EMC3-EIRENE. In particular the advancement of the code to
block-structured grids is described here, which was necessary for simulations of
poloidal divertor configurations. In the last part of this chapter boundary condi-
tions and input parameters of the code as well as parallelization, execution time
and convergence of simulation runs are discussed.
• The advancements of the EMC3-EIRENE code allow for the first time the appli-
cation to ITER similar shape plasmas, as e.g. produced at the DIII-D tokamak.
This tokamak has been chosen because of its recent progress in ELM mitigation by
application of RMPs. Studies of RMP scenarios at DIII-D are presented in chapter
5. These include the investigation of striation patterns in particle and heat target
loads, the impact of short magnetic flux tubes and helical magnetic lobes. It will
be shown that the structure of the magnetic field is very well represented in the
plasma structure as well, resulting in a strong 3D spatial modulation of plasma
density and temperature. The EMC3-model for cross-field transport is extended
in order to simulate the effects of an edge transport barrier in H-mode plasmas.
• Of particular interest is a specific plasma state called detachment, with reduced
plasma particle and heat fluxes to the material surfaces bounding the system de-
spite intense upstream conditions. In chapter 6 it is studied whether a similar state
can be achieved at the TEXTOR tokamak in the helical divertor configuration, a
configuration where a 3D chaotic magnetic edge layer is created by the applica-
tion of RMPs. It will be shown that the 3D magnetic field configuration does not
allow to speak of phenomena such as high-recycling or detachment in the sense of
poloidal divertor upstream-downstream balances (“2-point models”). It will also
be shown that the level of cross-field transport and the presence of impurities can
have a significant impact on the plasma state.
The main results will be summarized in the conclusions. An outlook to future research
motivated by this thesis will be given as well, in particular with regard to the application
to ITER.
4
2 Chaotic magnetic edge layers in tokamaks
Presently, the tokamak configuration is the most advanced one and is currently inves-
tigated for the first prototype fusion reactors. Both devices investigated in this thesis
(DIII-D and TEXTOR) are tokamaks which apply RMPs to control plasma exhausts.
The basic idea is to enhance cross-field losses and hence, the plasma exposed surface
area. However, the detailed impact on the edge plasma is not fully understood so far
and still the subject of ongoing research. In particular the impact on the pressure gra-
dient in the edge transport barrier in H-mode plasmas is of great interest, because this
is correlated with the stabilization of so called peeling-ballooning MHD modes (see e.g.
[50, 51]) considered as the cause of ELMs [52]. The application of RMPs results in the
formation of an open chaotic magnetic field system at the plasma edge, i.e. magnetic
surfaces are destroyed and the corresponding toroidal and poloidal symmetry is broken.
Fusion plasmas are strongly coupled to the magnetic field, therefore this chapter gives
an introduction to the magnetic configuration of these edge layers before later chapters
review the plasma transport model and its numerical implementation.
The first section will give a brief overview of the general concepts for establishing plasma
exhausts, starting with an illustration of the magnetic confinement scheme in tokamaks.
Section 2.2 will introduce the TEXTOR and DIII-D tokamaks, which both apply RMPs
to create open chaotic magnetic edge layers. The plasma exposed surface area in TEX-
TOR is essentially determined by this, resulting in a magnetic field structure referred
to as helical divertor - or more precisely helical ergodic divertor - configuration. On
the other hand, the chaotic edge layer at DIII-D introduces a significant modification of
the plasma boundary and exposed surface area, but does not completely determine the
latter. Therefore this configuration is not regarded as an ergodic divertor but rather an
ergodized poloidal divertor. The groundwork for modeling chaotic magnetic edge layers
is described in section 2.3, starting with the ansatz for the perturbed magnetic field and
then analyzing numerical methods for field line integration. Visualization methods for
the resulting magnetic field structure are then reviewed in section 2.4.
2.1 The concepts of magnetic confinement and plasma exhaust
A tokamak is a toroidal device in which the plasma itself is used to produce an essential
part of the magnetic confinement field. The concept is extensively described in many
textbooks, e.g. in [2, 3], therefore only a brief introduction is given here to introduce
the relevant parameters for this thesis. The magnetic confinement is achieved by a
5
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Figure 2.1: Schematic view of a tokamak [53], demonstrating the setup for the super-
position of toroidal (blue) and poloidal (green) field components, and the
orientation of the cylindrical coordinate system (red) which is used through-
out this thesis.
superposition of a toroidal and poloidal magnetic field, which is illustrated by a schematic
view of the tokamak configuration in figure 2.1. The toroidal magnetic field Btor is
created by a set of field coils distributed around the torus (blue). The poloidal magnetic
field Bpol on the other hand, is created by a toroidal plasma current Ip (green). This
plasma current is induced by a transformer coil at the center. The outer poloidal field
coils (gray) are used for position and shape control of the plasma with a suitable choice
of parameters. The resulting helical magnetic field
Bequi = Btor + Bpol (2.1)
allows a stable plasma equilibrium and therefore the magnetic confinement of the plasma.
The plasma equilibrium in tokamaks is described by the axisymmetric Grad-Shafranov
equation [54] in the framework of ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), i.e. an ideally
conducting fluid. The equilibrium consists of nested magnetic surfaces in the form of
tori which are each made up of helical field lines [55]. Field lines can either close in
themselves after a finite number of revolutions, or completely fill a magnetic surface
(Note that this is sometimes referred to as ergodic, distinct to the behavior of field lines
in ergodic divertors which fill a finite volume, see section 2.1.3 and 2.4). The helical
winding of a field line on such a magnetic surface is characterized by the safety factor
q, which is the toroidal distance ∆ϕ that is required to perform one poloidal revolution
6
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(∆ϑ = 2pi, where ϑ is the poloidal angle, see figure 2.10):
q =
∆ϕ
2pi
. (2.2)
An alternative formulation is q = m/n, where m and n are the numbers of toroidal and
poloidal revolutions until the field line closes in itself. q depends on the magnetic field
components Btor and Bpol, and is essentially a function of some radial coordinate for a
magnetic surface, e.g. the minor radius in case of a circular plasma. The name safety
factor is due to its important role in plasma stability.
The control of particle and energy exhaust from a burning fusion plasma is a key issue for
the establishment of nuclear fusion as an alternative energy source. Certain requirements
for the plasma boundary turn this into a challenging field of research:
• Wall components must not be damaged by overheating. This imposes a limit on
the heat flux to plasma exposed surfaces which is given by current knowledge of
materials. E.g. a steady state heat flux of q = 10 MW m2 is expected for ITER
[56] (and even more during transient events such as ELMs). This is of the same
order of magnitude as the peak heat fluxes encountered during the atmospheric
re-entry of space crafts [7].
• Helium as the final product of hydrogen fusion can dilute the plasma and must
therefore be efficiently pumped out of the system (but before its kinetic energy can
be used for plasma heating). This is possible only by a certain level of plasma-wall
contact, therefore erosion and migration of wall material is unavoidable.
• On the other hand, efficient re-fueling with a high energy confinement is required
to maintain a steady-state burning fusion plasma.
Several mechanisms to control plasma exhausts are briefly reviewed below, starting with
the well-known limiter and poloidal divertor configurations [7]. Afterwards, the more
advanced concept of chaotic magnetic edge layers is introduced.
2.1.1 The limiter configuration
The concept of limiter tokamaks is rather simple: A limiting object is mounted in the
plasma chamber, which separates the plasma volume into two regions: a confined region
with closed magnetic surfaces and the so called Scrape-Off Layer (SOL), where field lines
have a short wall-to-wall connection length Lc ≈ 10− 100 m (depending on the machine
size). This allows controlled particle and heat fluxes to the limiting wall. However, these
particle and heat fluxes are restricted to a small area, which may exceed the limitations
of the wall material. Also, released impurities and recycled neutrals (ions and electrons
recombined at the wall) may directly enter the main plasma.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the poloidal divertor tokamak configuration. Directions of
plasma and neutral gas flow in the edge plasma region (highlighted in green)
are indicated by colored arrows.
2.1.2 The poloidal divertor configuration
A second configuration is the so called poloidal divertor, where field lines in the SOL
are magnetically diverted to the divertor target or plates. The concept of this config-
uration is sketched in figure 2.2, where the magnetic separatrix as a boundary for the
confined plasma is highlighted. In this configuration the plasma-surface interaction ar-
eas (the divertor plates) are far away from the core plasma. The two advantages of this
configuration are:
• Improved pumping capability for neutral particles and therefore a better control
of particle exhausts.
• Access to a high-confinement regime, the so called H-mode [8, 9], which is consid-
ered as standard scenario for ITER.
The plasma-wetted area, however, is still relatively small in poloidal divertors, which
results in high localized particle and energy fluxes. Furthermore, the H-mode introduces
an additional instability, the so called edge localized mode (ELM) [10, 11]. These ELMs
flush the plasma from impurities (and helium ash), but also result in high transient heat
loads onto the first wall (of the surrounding plasma chamber) and the divertor targets.
Extrapolations to ITER relevant power levels indicate that this will lead to a significant
reduction of the ITER wall lifetime [12].
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2.1.3 Chaotic magnetic edge layers
An advanced technique to control particle and energy exhausts is the application of
resonant magnetic perturbations in order to create an open chaotic magnetic edge layer.
The idea is based on the concept of ergodic divertors [14, 15] but is meanwhile applied
to supplement other configurations as well. RMPs are of particular interest as they have
been found to be a promising tool to control ELMs in ITER.
In a helical magnetic field system such as a tokamak, magnetic perturbations are resonant
to the helicity of particular magnetic field lines. As q in (2.2) is essentially a function
of the minor radius, the resonances can be restricted to the plasma edge (so that the
core plasma remains unaffected). Whenever q = m/n is a rational number, magnetic
perturbations can lead to the formation of magnetic island chains. The width of these
islands depends on the perturbation strength and its spectrum. If the perturbation
strength is increased so that two neighboring island chains overlap, then domains with
chaotic field line behavior occur. These field lines can fill the complete volume of overlap
between island chains and are therefore often called ergodic field lines. These kind
of systems are extensively investigated in the theory of nonlinear systems and chaotic
dynamics (see e.g. [57, 58, 59] or [60] for a qualitative introduction to this topic) and
it is well-known that so called regions of stochasticity can occur. However, stochastic
trajectories are a direct consequence of the non-integrability of a non-linear system,
which is still deterministic and does not contain ad hoc stochastic forces [59].
A characteristic parameter to study the level of stochasticity is the well-established
Chirikov-parameter [61, 26, 62]
σChir =
δ(m,n) + δ(m+ 1, n)
∆(m,n)
, (2.3)
which relates the distance ∆(m,n) between two neighboring resonant magnetic surfaces
(m,n) and (m+ 1, n) to the respective island widths δ(m,n) and δ(m+ 1, n). σChir > 1
is the necessary condition for island overlap, and hence also for stochasticity. Another
commonly used parameter is the so called Kolmogorov-length [62]
LK = pi q R0
(pi σChir
2
)−4/3
, (2.4)
the correlation length between two initially neighboring field lines and R0 the major
radius of the torus center (see figures 2.3 and 2.4). These parameters allow a first
analysis of the magnetic field structure induced by RMPs. However, in this thesis more
detailed methods are applied to resolve in detail the spatial structure. These methods
are introduced in section 2.4.
Often the chaotic edge layer is synonymously called stochastic boundary. However, this
notation is not used in this thesis to avoid confusion with the stochastic method to
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solve plasma transport in chapter 4. The general effect of RMPs is to introduce an
intermediate volume with enhanced cross-field losses between the confined plasma (with
closed magnetic surfaces) and the regular SOL. The experimental setup of two such
configurations are introduced in the following section. Plasma transport studies within
these configurations are performed in chapters 6 and 5, respectively.
Yet another concept is the island divertor where the resonance effect is used to create
large magnetic islands at the plasma edge. The position of these islands is chosen so
that the inner island boundary forms the magnetic separatrix while the outer boundary
is intersected by divertor plates. Such a concept is e.g. applied in the W7-AS and W7-X
stellarators.
2.2 Experimental setup of resonant magnetic perturbations
This section briefly describes the experimental setup of the DIII-D and TEXTOR toka-
maks. In particular the setup of the coils to generate resonant magnetic perturbations
is presented. Modeling and visualization of the resulting magnetic field structure is
discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.
2.2.1 The DIII-D tokamak
The DIII-D tokamak [63] (figure 2.3 (a)) is located at General Atomics in San Diego,
USA. DIII-D is a poloidal divertor machine for D-shaped plasmas with major radius
Rmaj = 1.66 m, minor radius rmin = 0.67 m at the midplane and vertical elongation of
κ ≈ 1.8. The toroidal field of up to Btor = 2.2 T can be generated with plasma currents
of up to Ip = 3 MA. The maximum heating power is Pheat = 16 MW for ∆T = 5 s by
neutral beam injection with an additional 6 MW by ion cyclotron heating and 4 MW by
electron cyclotron heating.
The DIII-D tokamak is equipped with a set of 2 × 6 frame-like coils at the Low Field
Side (LFS) (i.e. the outboard side with smaller magnetic field strength), the so called
I-coils, for resonant magnetic perturbation of the edge plasma. The I-coils can be wired
in even parity, as e.g. shown in figure 2.3 (b), or in odd parity, where each pair of upper
and lower coil is powered by opposite directed currents. The configuration presented in
figure figure 2.3 (b) creates a perturbation field with toroidal symmetry number n = 3
(i.e. ∆ϕ = 120 deg), other configuration allow n = 1 and n = 2 fields as well. Typical
currents are of the order II-coils = 3− 6 kA. In the present thesis only the perturbation
field of the I-coils is considered, while error fields due to coil misalignments and error
field correction by additional coils, the so called C-coils, are neglected. This is to study
an “ideal” perturbation with toroidal symmetry n = 3 (i.e. ∆ϕ = 120 deg).
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Figure 2.3: (a) Inside view of the DIII-D tokamak, the position of the I-coils is sketched
in black. (b) Wire-frame model of the I-coils, powered by positive (blue) and
negative (green) currents.
2.2.2 The TEXTOR tokamak
The TEXTOR tokamak (Tokamak Experiment for Technology Oriented Research) [64]
is located at the Research Centre Ju¨lich, Germany at the Institute for Energy Research
- Plasma Physics. TEXTOR is a medium-sized tokamak with major plasma radius
Rmaj = 1.75 m (figure 2.4) and circular plasma cross section. The plasma is limited
either by the DED target (blue) on the High Field Side (HFS) (i.e. the inboard side)
at rmin = 0.477 m or by the movable ALT-II target (red) on the Low Field Side at
rmin = 0.45− 0.47 m. The toroidal field of up to Btor = 3 T at the plasma center can be
generated and plasma currents of up to Ip = 800 kA can be induced with a pulse length
of up to ∆T = 10 s. The maximum heating power is Pheat = 9 MW.
The TEXTOR tokamak has been extended by a set of 16 helical coils [65], located on
the HFS at rmin = 0.532 m. Each coil performs one toroidal turn and covers a poloidal
angle of ∆ϑ ≈ 72 deg (see figure 2.4 (a)). The coils are covered by graphite plates
for protection during plasma discharges. These plates form the DED target which is
indicated in blue in figure 2.4 (b).
This coil-set allows a perturbation of the magnetic field which is resonant at the plasma
edge around the q = 3 - surface (at rmin ≈ 0.43 m). The wiring of the coils presented
in figure 2.4 (a) creates a perturbation field with poloidal base mode number m = 6
and toroidal base mode number n = 2, referred to as the m/n = 6/2 - configuration.
Other current distributions can be applied to create perturbation fields in 3/1 or 12/4
configuration (see e.g. [66]). The coil current in each configuration is limited to I12/4 =
15 kA, I6/2 = 7.5 kA and I3/1 = 3.75 kA.
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Figure 2.4: Inside view of the TEXTOR tokamak with the DED coils mounted on the
High Field Side (a), which are covered by graphite tiles for protection during
plasma discharges (b).
Coil currents can be either static or dynamic with frequencies of 1− 10 kHz which led to
the name Dynamic Ergodic Divertor (DED). However, in this thesis only static operation
is considered. As the plasma exposed surface area is completely determined by the helical
pattern of the magnetic field structure (see section 6.2), this scenario is also referred to
as helical divertor.
2.3 Modeling of the magnetic field structure
The magnetic field structure at the plasma edge is considered within the so called vac-
uum approach, presented in section 2.3.1. In this ansatz the vacuum perturbation field
is superimposed to an (axisymmetric) equilibrium field, while the modification of the
magnetic perturbation field due to a plasma response is neglected. The validity of this
approach is related to the issue of penetration of the RMP field into the plasma. This
is still the subject of ongoing research [67, 68, 69, 70, 71], studying the effects of field
amplification or shielding due to plasma rotation or diamagnetic effects, which may be
important at the pedestal in H-mode plasmas. However, a good agreement between
calculated magnetic field structure employing this vacuum approximation and exper-
imentally observed plasma edge structure has been found at the TEXTOR tokamak
[72, 73]. The latter reference includes an analysis of the screening of the perturbation
field by plasma rotation, which is found to be weak at the very plasma edge. However,
the validity of the vacuum approach still needs to be established for DIII-D H-mode
plasmas. Simulations of particle and heat transport in comparison to experimental ob-
servations as carried out in this present thesis can help to address this issue.
The resulting very complex magnetic field structure at the plasma edge is visualized by
two methods: so called Poincare´ plots or Connection Length plots (defined in sections
2.4.1 and 2.4.2). These methods are both based on field line tracing (i.e. integration),
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which is discussed in section 2.3.2. In this thesis the GOURDON code is used, which
applies an Adams-Bashforth method for numerical integration. The accuracy and per-
formance of this method will be compared to that of other integration methods such as
the Euler and Runge-Kutta method.
An alternative to numerical field line integration is the application of a so called sym-
plectic mapping method [74, 75, 76, 66]. This method is based on the Hamiltonian repre-
sentation of the field line equation. The advantage over numerical field line integration is
the intrinsic conservation of magnetic flux, but the disadvantage is the indirect and only
approximate treatment of the perturbation field by its Fourier components which essen-
tially depend on the underlying plasma equilibrium. This method is not used throughout
this thesis and is therefore not regarded any further.
2.3.1 Magnetic field in vacuum approach
The magnetic field Bvac in the vacuum approach is given by the unperturbed, axisym-
metric MHD equilibrium Bequi and the vacuum perturbation field Bpert, where the equi-
librium field in (2.1) is made up of a poloidal and toroidal component Bpol and Btor,
respectively:
Bvac = Btor + Bpol + Bpert. (2.5)
Presently, field line ripple effects resulting from a toroidally discrete set of magnetic
field coils are neglected (e.g. for TEXTOR the field line ripple, measured as maximum
deviation from toroidally symmetric magnetic surfaces, is less than 3 mm at rmin =
47.7 cm [77]). Therefore a toroidally symmetric radial dependence
Btor(R) = B0
R0
R
eϕ (2.6)
for the toroidal magnetic field Btor can be assumed. The cylindrical coordinate system
has been introduced in figure 2.1 with R = Rmaj. B0 is a reference value of the toroidal
field strength at the radial position R0, e.g. at the magnetic axis of the corresponding
MHD equilibrium. The poloidal field component Bpol = ∇ × Apol is related to the
poloidal magnetic flux Ψpol by the vector potential Apol = 12pi Ψpol∇ϕ:
Bpol(R,Z) = − 12pi R
∂Ψpol
∂Z
eR +
1
2pi R
∂Ψpol
∂R
eZ . (2.7)
The MHD equilibrium is determined by the Grad-Shafranov equation [54] for which
analytical solutions are known only in special cases [78, 79]. In the present studies Ψpol
is provided from the MHD equilibrium code DIVA [80] for TEXTOR calculations or
from the MHD reconstruction code EFIT [81, 82] for DIII-D calculations. In both cases
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Figure 2.5: Segment of a polygon defined by the nodes xi−1,xi. The magnetic field at x
produced by a current Ipoly through this segment is related to the distances
ξi, ηi and is directed along eζ,i = eξ,i × eη,i.
Ψpol is given as a 2D set of data values Ψij = Ψpol(Ri, Zj) which are then used in a 5th
order B-spline interpolation to obtain Ψpol(R,Z) (see e.g. [83, 84]).
Bpert is obtained by Biot-Savart law from a set of polygons that describe the shape of
the perturbation coils (i.e. the DED coils at TEXTOR or the I-coils at DIII-D). The
contribution to Bpert from a polygon with Npoly straight segments defined by the nodes
xi, i = 0, . . . , Npoly is given in [47, p. 50]:
Bpoly(x) = −µ04pi
Npoly∑
i=1
Ipoly
ηi
 ξi − Li2√(
ξi − Li2
)2
+ η2i
− ξi +
Li
2√(
ξi + Li2
)2
+ η2i
 eζ,i (2.8)
Li is the length of segment i and xm = 12 (xi−1 + xi), while the distances ξi, ηi and the
local, orthogonal coordinate system with eζ,i = eξ,i × eη,i are defined in figure 2.5. The
current Ipoly is set to the current in the respective perturbation coils.
The polygon representation of the DED coils at the TEXTOR tokamak is shown in
figure 2.6, where each polygon is composed of Np ≈ 600 segments. (2.8) is applied for
each of the 16 polygons that make up the set of DED coils.
2.3.2 Field line tracing
Magnetic field lines, as a visualization of B, are solutions of the ordinary differential
equation (ODE)
dx
dl
= b, b = |B|−1 B. (2.9)
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Figure 2.6: Wire-frame model of the DED coils at the TEXTOR tokamak. Each of
the 16 coils is represented by a polygon, powered by the current Ipoly. The
combination of positive (green) and negative (red) currents (from top to
bottom) shown here corresponds to a m/n = 12/4 configuration.
Due to the complicated nature of the perturbation field (2.8), an analytic integration of
(2.9) is not possible. Therefore (2.9) needs to be integrated numerically. The integration
of chaotic trajectories requires high accuracy, therefore a 5th order Adams-Bashforth
method is applied here. This method is described below and afterwards compared to
lower order methods.
Starting from a given initial point x0, the recursive integration scheme with stepsize ∆
reads:
xn+1 = xn + ∆
[
bn +
1
2
∇(1)n +
5
12
∇(2)n +
3
8
∇(3)n +
251
720
∇(4)n
]
, (2.10)
where ∇(k)n are the backward differences
∇(k)n ≡
k∑
m=0
(−1)m
(
k
m
)
bn−m, bi ≡ b(xi). (2.11)
The advantage of Adams-Bashforth methods over Runge-Kutta methods (of the same
order) is that b needs to be evaluated only once per integration step, while b at previous
positions can be stored and re-used. This is an important numerical issue, because the
evaluation of Bpert is numerically quite expensive. However, initial values have to be
obtained at the starting point x0. For this 4 Runge-Kutta-Gills backward steps
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xi−1 = xi − ∆6
[
k1 +
(
2−
√
2
)
k2 +
(
2 +
√
2
)
k3 + k4
]
, (2.12)
are used, where kj = b(xij) with xij from the table below:
j xij
1 xi
2 xi + 12 k1
3 xi + 12
(−1 +√2) k1 + (1− 12√2) k2
4 xi − 12
√
2 k2 +
(
1 + 12
√
2
)
k3
The magnetic field representation (2.5) described in the previous section with its compo-
nents (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) and the integration method described here are implemented
in the GOURDON code, which is later used for visualization of the magnetic field struc-
ture. For this, integration is stopped when a field line intersects the limiting wall or
after some termination condition.
Analysis of integration methods
The long-term accuracy of field-line integration is assessed in figure 2.7 by comparing the
Adams-Bashforth algorithm to other integration algorithms, starting with the simplest
algorithm, the Euler method (1st order in ∆), but also the Heun method (2nd order
in ∆, forward Euler method as predictor and trapezoidal method as corrector) and the
classical 4th order Runge-Kutta method. A DIII-D configuration with perturbation field
of toroidal mode number n = 3 is chosen for the magnetic setup and a field line on a
closed, but perturbed magnetic surface at (R0 = 118.8 cm, Z0 = 0 cm, ϕ0 = 0 deg) is
selected. The integration step is set to ∆0 = 1 cm, which corresponds to an average
toroidal step of ∆ϕ = 0.33 deg (with R = 175 cm). The long-term accuracy of the
integration methods is measured by the cross-field deviation of the field line
∆xn =
√
∆R2n + ∆Z2n (2.13)
in the poloidal plane ϕ0 from its exact path after n toroidal turns. As the exact path
of the field line is not known analytically, it is approximated by field line tracing, also
with the Adams-Bashforth method but with trace step ∆3 = 10−3 cm. The run times
of various algorithms on a 2.66 GHz Intel CPU system for tracing the selected field lines
for N = 1000 toroidal turns are summarized in the following table:
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Figure 2.7: Long-term accuracy of several integration methods: Euler (red), Heun
(green), Runge-Kutta (blue), Adams-Bashforth (light blue). The accuracy
is measured by the cross-field displacement ∆n after n toroidal turns for a
selected field line in a DIII-D like configuration.
Run times ∆0 = 1 cm ∆1 = 0.1 cm ∆2 = 0.01 cm
Euler (E1) 56 s 539 s 5.5 · 103 s
Heun (H2) 100 s 1033 s 1.0 · 104 s
Runge-Kutta (RK4) 215 s 1995 s 2.0 · 104 s
Adams-Bashforth (AB5) 52 s 527 s 5.2 · 103 s
As can be seen in figure 2.7 the displacement introduced by the Euler method is al-
ready ∆(0)E1 ≈ 1 cm after one toroidal turn, while it is only ∆(0)H2 ≈ 5 · 10−4 cm with the
Heun method and ∆(0)RK4 ≈ ∆(0)AB5 ≈ 10−5 cm with the Runge-Kutta or Adams-Bashforth
methods. Using the Euler method, it takes only a couple of toroidal turns for the dis-
placement to increase to the order 102 cm, which corresponds to the plasma cross-section.
Hence, with trace steps of ∆0 = 1 cm the Euler method is inadequate for the present
problem. Ultimately, the magnetic field structure is related to the plasma structure and
the long-term accuracy can be compared to characteristic plasma scales. At low colli-
sionalities, particles can have mean free paths of up to 100 toroidal turns, therefore the
Heun method is also not sufficient, because ∆(0)H2 & 1 cm after about 30 toroidal turns.
Only the Runge-Kutta and Adams-Bashforth methods yield ∆(0)RK4,∆
(0)
AB5 . 10−3 cm for
about 200 toroidal turns, where the Runge-Kutta method is slightly more accurate than
the Adams-Bashforth method, but runs a factor of 4 slower.
In figure 2.8 (a) and (b) the integration step is subsequently reduced to ∆1 = 0.1 cm
and ∆2 = 0.01 cm. The initial error after one toroidal turn (which is already about 1000
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Figure 2.8: Long-term accuracy for a field line on a perturbed, but closed magnetic
surface. Smaller integration steps than in figure 2.7 are used here: (a) ∆a =
0.1 cm, (b) ∆b = 0.01 cm.
trace steps of ∆0) of the Euler method decreases to ∆
(1)
E1 ≈ 0.1 cm and ∆(2)E1 ≈ 0.01 cm,
respectively. This stepwise decrease of the error by one order of magnitude each can
be expected from a 1st order method like the Euler method. The initial error of the
Heun method decreases from ∆(0)H2 ≈ 5 · 10−2 cm to ∆(1)H2 ≈ 5 · 10−4 cm and to ∆(2)H2 ≈
5 · 10−6 cm, which is expected from a 2nd order method like the Heun method. The
initial errors of the Runge-Kutta and Adams-Bashforth methods, however, decrease from
∆(0)RK4,∆
(0)
AB5 ≈ 10−5 cm to ∆(1)RK4,∆(1)AB5 ≈ 2 · 10−7 cm and to ∆RK4,∆(2)AB5 ≈ 10−9 cm,
which is not according to their respective 4th and 5th order scaling. This is probably
because at this low level of integration error, additional numerical (round off) errors may
become important, e.g. for the calculation of the intersection of the field line with the
reference plane at ϕ0.
The Euler integration methods introduces a long-term deviation of the order 102 cm, even
for much smaller integration steps. Hence, the Euler method is inadequate for all tested
levels of trace steps. The Heun method may be applied to the problem at hand, however,
only with small enough integration steps. But this significantly increases the run-time
of field line integration and is therefore not recommended. Runge-Kutta and Adams-
Bashforth methods yield much better long-term accuracies, even with larger integration
steps. As the Adams-Bashforth method is by a factor of 4 faster than the Runge-Kutta
method, it is the most suitable method for field line integration.
Applied to a field line with chaotic trajectory (figure 2.9) one can see that even with
the Adams-Bashforth method it is not possible to obtain a good long-term accuracy for
more than 100 toroidal turns. However, with a sufficiently low step size it is still possible
to use this method in simulations of transport processes in collisionless plasmas. The
plasma simulations in this thesis are for collisional plasmas (i.e. mean free paths are
much smaller), therefore the step size of ∆ = 1 cm is still adequate.
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Figure 2.9: Long-term accuracy for a field line with chaotic trajectory. Integration steps
of ∆a = 1.0 cm (a) and ∆b = 0.1 cm (b) are used.
2.4 Visualization of the magnetic field structure
The visualization methods for the magnetic field structure discussed below involve trac-
ing of magnetic field lines. That is, integrating the ODE (2.9) for the magnetic field
(2.5) with the contributions from (2.6)-(2.8). As described in the previous section, this
is done numerically using the 5th order Adams-Bashforth algorithm (2.10). Two differ-
ent methods for the visualization of the information obtained by field line tracing are
described in the following.
2.4.1 Poincare´ plots
The concept of Poincare´ plots originates from Henri Poincare´’s studies of dynamical
systems, in particular of the three-body problem applied to celestial mechanics [85].
Meanwhile, Poincare´ plots have become a wide-spread method in modern studies of
nonlinear systems and chaos [57, 60, 58, 59], not only for recent research on the three-
body problem [86]. The basic idea is to study periodic orbits of an n - dimensional
continuous dynamical system by its intersections with an n−1 - dimensional hypersurface
Σ, the so called Poincare´ section. Applied to magnetically confined plasmas in toroidal
devices, this means studying the intersections of magnetic field lines with a poloidal
reference plane ϕ0. The first return or Poincare´ map P is defined on Σ, which maps the
point p ∈ Σ to the first return of the corresponding trajectory to Σ. For magnetic field
lines, which can be parameterized by the toroidal angle ϕ, this is
P : (R(ϕ0), Z(ϕ0)) 7→ (R(ϕ0 + 2pi), Z(ϕ0 + 2pi)). (2.14)
This introduces a discrete dynamical system of dimension 2. Then the Poincare´ plot can
be regarded as visualization of the orbits of this system. The orbit for a given starting
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point (R0, Z0) is defined by the iterative application of (2.14), which is obtained by field
line integration. Let Pn, n ≥ 1 denote the n-th iterate of P and P 0 ≡ (R0, Z0), then the
corresponding orbit is given by the collection of points {Pn, n ≥ 0}. For the generation
of Poincare´ plots a set of starting points (Rm, Zm),m = 0, . . . ,M is selected, while
the iteration of P is stopped at some n = Nmax or when field lines intersect the wall.
The latter condition is the essential difference between an open and a closed dynamical
system.
Figure 2.10 shows Poincare´ plots for an RMP scenario at the TEXTOR tokamak with
m/n = 6/2 poloidal and toroidal base mode number. Start points are distributed at
the inner midplane (Z = 0) from R1 = 128 cm to R2 = 143 cm in equidistant steps of
∆R = 0.25 cm and from R2 to R3 = 158 cm in steps of ∆R = 1.0 cm. Field line tracing
is stopped at Nmax = 2000. The R,Z coordinate system in the selected ϕ0 - plane in
figure 2.10 (a) is converted to a ϑ, ψ∗ coordinate system in figure 2.10 (b), where ϑ is
the poloidal angle and
ψ∗ =
Ψpol − Ψ(axis)pol
Ψ(sepx)pol − Ψ(axis)pol
(2.15)
the normalized poloidal magnetic flux (which can be regarded as a radial coordinate
similar to rmin). Ψ(axis)pol is the poloidal flux at the magnetic axis (in the plasma center) and
Ψ
(sepx)
pol the poloidal flux at the unperturbed separatrix. This coordinate transformation
allows to focus on the edge plasma region. It can be seen that in the center region
(ψ∗ . 0.7), where RMPs are weak, closed but perturbed magnetic surfaces prevail.
Without perturbations, magnetic surfaces would appear as horizontal lines in figure 2.10
(b), therefore the choice of ψ∗ as radial coordinate. For ψ∗ . 0.8 magnetic island chains
are present [57, 59], most pronounced at the lower order resonances m/n = 4/2 and 5/2.
From ψ∗ ≈ 0.8 outwards a domain of chaotic field line behavior exists, which can be
seen by the scattered black dots in figure 2.10. This region is often also called (partially)
ergodic domain, because field lines fill the complete region (or some part of it). These
field lines are called ergodic field lines. A detailed analysis of the magnetic field structure
induced by RMPs at TEXTOR can be found in [87, 88, 89, 66]. While Poincare´ plots are
a very useful technique to investigate the long-term behavior of magnetic field lines on
perturbed flux surfaces, in island chains and in chaotic domains, it is not very conclusive
in regions where field lines intersect the wall after only a few toroidal turns. Hence, the
study of an open chaotic system requires an additional visualization method.
2.4.2 Connection length plots
Such an alternative visualization method for the magnetic field structure is based on the
wall-to-wall connection length Lc of magnetic field lines. For this, a number of starting
points (ξi, ηi), i = 0, . . . , N−1 is distributed on a selected surface, e.g. the same poloidal
plane used for Poincare´ plots. Then, field lines are traced from these starting points
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Figure 2.10: Poincare´ plots in (a) R,Z-coordinates and (b) transformed to ϑ, ψ∗-
coordinates, which allows to focus on the edge region. The corresponding
minor radius rmin at the LFS is given by the right vertical axis.
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Figure 2.11: Connection length plot at the same reference plane as the Poincare´ plot in
figure 2.10.
in both directions until they intersect the wall or until some cut-off length Lc,max is
reached. This yields the connection length in positive and negative direction L+c and
L−c , respectively, which is combined to the total wall-to-wall connection length
Lc = L+c + L
−
c ≤ 2Lc,max. (2.16)
Such a connection length plot is shown in figure 2.11 for the same RMP scenario used
above, where field line tracing is stopped at Lc,max = 200 m in each direction. Starting
points for field line tracing are distributed with a poloidal and radial resolution of npol =
361 and nrad = 181, respectively. This connection length plot shows the presence of
short magnetic flux tubes of Lc ≈ 50 m (blue), alternating in poloidal direction with
finger-like structure with ergodic field lines of Lc ≈ 200 m (green), the so called ergodic
fingers. It can be seen that this region with open field lines has a complex structure
which is barely observable in the Poincare´ plot 2.10. As both visualization methods give
complementary information about the magnetic field structure, a superposition of both
plot types is usually applied (see e.g. figure 6.1 (a)).
Connection length plots are also used to visualize the so called magnetic footprints,
that is the area where field lines intersect the wall. These magnetic footprints are of
interest, because they give a first indication of how the plasma surface interaction area
is influenced by RMPs. To generate such plots, starting points for field line tracing are
distributed on the limiting wall, e.g. the DED-target in figure 6.1 (b). This analysis
of the magnetic field structure already suggests that plasma transport is a complex 3D
problem.
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3 A 3D model for plasma edge transport
The plasma edge in fusion devices is a region of high physical diversity. It is the contact
region of the hot hydrogen plasma and a solid wall, which results in plasma recycling
(i.e. recombination of ions and electrons to neutral particles at the wall), but also leads
to erosion of wall material. The interaction between re-emitted neutrals and the plasma
can determine the state of the plasma edge [7, Chap. 4.8] (high-recycling, detachment,
see chapter 6), which is an important issue for the lifetime of wall components and
for the production of plasma impurities. Impurities, both by plasma-wall interaction
and by deliberate injection, can radiate a considerable amount of the power entering
the plasma edge and therefore can in turn impact the main plasma. Hence, a realistic
plasma edge model must include not only main (i.e. hydrogen) plasma transport, but
also the production and transport of neutrals as well as plasma impurities.
In this chapter the plasma edge model used for the simulations later in this thesis is
presented: a steady state model for a plasma with small impurity concentration in a
given magnetic field structure, including interactions with neutral particles. This model
is necessarily three dimensional, because of the inherent 3D magnetic field structure in
the presence of RMPs (see chapter 2). The present model is based on a fluid approach
for the plasma part, while neutral particles are considered within a kinetic description.
Balance equations for density n, mean velocity u and temperature T are derived in
section 3.1. These balance equations contain transport coefficients given by higher order
moments of the distribution function, and can be closed by appropriate assumptions
for these coefficients. Such coefficients are given by Braginskii in [90] for the case of
collisional and magnetized plasmas, such as the edge plasma in fusion devices. Details
are presented in section 3.2. The EMC3-model for a steady state plasma with small
impurity concentration (Za na  ni for some impurity species a and main ion species i)
is then derived in section 3.3.
3.1 Fluid dynamics
The fluid model is based on a kinetic description of the plasma state by a set of local one-
particle distribution functions fa = fa(x,v, t) for particle species a. The time evolution
is given by the Boltzmann equation
∂fa
∂t
+ v · ∂fa
∂x
+
Fa
ma
· ∂fa
∂v
= Ca, (3.1)
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the solution of which describes the statistical distribution in phase space (x,v) of one
particle. Fa is the macroscopic force field acting on particles of species a and ma the
corresponding particle mass. Microscopic properties due to collisions between particles
are included in the collision term Ca. In fusion plasmas the gravitational force can be
neglected and only the most dominant Lorentz force is considered:
Fa = qa
[
E +
1
c
(v ×B)
]
. (3.2)
E and B are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively, c is the speed of light and
qa is the electric charge of a particle from species a. Macroscopic plasma quantities for
species a are defined by moments of fa with regard to the particle velocity v:
Particle density (0th moment): na =
∫
d3v fa (3.3)
Fluid velocity (1st moment): na ua =
∫
d3v v fa (3.4)
Temperature (2nd moment):
3
2
na Ta =
∫
d3v
ma
2
(v − ua)2 fa (3.5)
Rather than solving (3.1), the fluid approach involves balance equations for na, ua and
Ta. These balance equations can be derived in a similar way to (3.3)-(3.5) by integration
of (3.1) with the same respective weighting and (3.2) for Fa:
Particle balance
∂ na
∂t
+
∂
∂x
· (na ua) =
∫
d3v Ca (3.6)
Momentum balance
∂
∂t
(ma na ua) +
∂
∂x
· (ma na 〈v v〉) − qa na
[
E +
1
c
(ua ×B)
]
=
∫
d3v Cama v
(3.7)
Energy balance
∂
∂t
(
3
2
na Ta +
1
2
ma na u
2
a
)
+
∂
∂x
·
(ma na
2
〈
v v2
〉) − qa na E ·ua
=
∫
d3v Ca
ma v
2
2
(3.8)
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These balance equations still contain the higher order moments 〈v v〉 and 〈v v2〉, where
〈· · · 〉 ≡ 1na
∫
d3v . . . fa and v v is the dyadic product of v with itself. Introducing defini-
tions for the quantities scalar pressure pa, viscosity tensor pia and conductive heat flux
vector ha
pa = na Ta (3.9)
pia = ma na
〈
w w − w
2
3
I
〉
(3.10)
ha =
ma na
2
〈
ww2
〉
(3.11)
with the random velocity w ≡ v − ua, 〈w〉 = 0 and unit tensor I allows to write the
higher order moments in the following form:
ma na 〈v v〉 = pia + pa I + ma na ua ua (3.12)
ma na
2
〈
v v2
〉
= ha + ua ·pia +
5
2
na Ta ua +
ma na
2
u2a ua (3.13)
It is exactly the treatment of these higher order moments which makes the difference
between conventional fluid dynamics and plasma fluid dynamics. The specific treatment
for magnetized and collisional plasmas is presented in the following section. Here the
approach by Braginskii [90] is followed, where pia and ha are related to the gradients
of lower order moments. Other approaches include balance equations for pia and ha as
well (see e.g. [91] for a treatment of transport processes in a multicomponent plasma by
Grad’s method, i.e. an expansion of the distribution function in Hermite polynomials),
however at the price of including even higher order moments to be accounted for. Even-
tually one has to stop the expansion for practical reasons and approximate higher order
moments to close the system of equations.
3.2 Magnetized and collisional plasmas
Before the balance equations (3.6) - (3.8) can be applied, this system of equations needs
to be closed, i.e. appropriate assumptions have to be made for pia in (3.10) and ha in
(3.11). Also the integrals of the collision term on the right hand side (r.h.s.) of (3.6)
- (3.8) need to be evaluated. The approach described by Braginskii is based on the
Chapman-Enskog method [92] applied to collisional and magnetized plasmas (ω τ  1)1
Then the distribution function fa ≈ f0a + f1a can be approximated by a Maxwellian f0a
1For typical conditions at the plasma edge n ≈ 5 · 1018 m−3, T ≈ 50 eV and B ≈ 2 T: ωe τe ≈ 6 · 105 and
ωi τi ≈ 2 · 104, where ωe and ωi are the electron and ion gyro frequencies and τe and τi the respective
collision times, see e.g. [90] or [93].
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with a small perturbation f1a  f0a . This allows to derive expressions for ha, pia as well
as for the collision integrals.
3.2.1 Approximation of higher order moments
ha in (3.11) can be identified as a heat flux which is assumed to be conductive, i.e.
due to the presence of a temperature gradient resulting in a small perturbation of the
Maxwellian distribution function. Under this assumption, ha can be written in the form:
ha = −κa‖∇‖ Ta − κa⊥∇⊥ Ta − κa∧ e‖ ×∇Ta, (3.14)
where ∇‖ = e‖e‖ · ∂∂x and ∇⊥ = (I− e‖e‖) · ∂∂x are the gradients parallel and perpendic-
ular to the direction e‖ of the magnetic field. κa‖, κa⊥ and κa∧ are so-called transport
coefficients, which can be given separately for parallel and cross-field transport processes.
A similar ansatz is made for the viscous momentum transport which is caused by the
gradient of the fluid velocity. E.g. for the parallel component:
e‖ ·pia · e‖ = −ηa‖ e‖ · ∇‖ ua‖, (3.15)
where ηa‖ is again a transport coefficient. The calculation of transport coefficients is the
subject of kinetic transport theory and beyond the scope of this thesis. Results within
the classical transport theory by Braginskii [90] considering Coulomb collisions, but
neglecting the influence of micro turbulence, have been found to be a good approximation
for parallel transport processes. Transport coefficients for electrons (index e) and ions
(index i) are given by
κe‖ = 3.16
ne Te τe
me
κi‖ = 3.9
ni Ti τi
mi
(3.16)
ηe‖ = 0.73ne Te τe ηi‖ = 0.96ni Ti τi. (3.17)
Cross-field transport processes, however, are found to be much larger than predicted
by the classical transport theory (and also by the neo-classical theory which accounts
for drifts in inhomogeneous B-fields) and are not fully understood so far. These are
discussed in the following section.
3.2.2 Anomalous cross-field transport
An extensive review of several theories for this anomalous cross-field transport is given
in [94], but without concluding in a single model. Hence, the cross-field counterparts of
(3.16)-(3.17) remain unknown at this point. In the present model the ansatz
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he,i⊥ = −κ∗e,i⊥∇⊥Te,i, κ∗e,i⊥ = ne,i χe,i (3.18)
for anomalous transport is used, where χe,i are free model parameters. The cross-field
viscosity is related to the cross-field particle transport, which is also anomalous and
accounted for by a diffusion ansatz, e.g. for ions:
Γi⊥ = ni ui⊥ = −D⊥∇⊥ ni, (3.19)
where D⊥ is the anomalous diffusion coefficient, also a free model parameter. Cross-field
viscosity of parallel momentum is then given by
(
pia · e‖
)
⊥ = −η∗a⊥∇⊥ ua‖, η∗a⊥ = ma naD⊥. (3.20)
Although cross-field transport is much larger than expected, it is still much slower than
parallel transport, and hence, a strong anisotropy remains: typically κ‖/κ⊥ ∼ 106.
3.2.3 Kinetic corrections
Also parallel transport processes may not be sufficiently described by (3.16) and (3.17)
which is suggested by 2D modeling benchmarks [95] and comparisons between 3D mod-
eling and experimental observations [96, 97]. Kinetic corrections to this fluid description
are e.g. suggested in [7] by limits of the parallel heat flux and viscosity. The free
streaming limit for the electron heat flux is given by
qe‖limit = αe ne vth Te, vth =
√
2Te
me
, (3.21)
while it is stated in [98] that the ion viscosity modulus can never exceed 47niTi. The
common way to include such limits in the transport model is to introduce an effective
heat flux
qe‖eff =
[
1
qe‖classic
+
1
qe‖limit
]−1
(3.22)
to replace the classical heat flux qe‖classic from (3.14). An analog expression is also
introduced for the parallel ion viscosity, whereas electron viscosity is usually neglected
as me  mi. The coefficient αe in (3.21) is a numerical factor of order 1 and needs to
be determined by kinetic calculations. In [7] αe is approximated to αe = 0.15, however
other approaches [28] suggest values of αe = 0.03 . . . 0.1. In any case, the ansatz (3.21)
remains ad hoc and introduces an additional free model parameter.
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3.2.4 Collision integrals for charged particles
The collision term Ca on the right hand side of (3.1) is the rate of change of fa due to
collisions between particles. It can be split in a part due to elastic collisions (Coulomb
collisions) and a second part due to inelastic collisions (e.g. due to ionization, recombi-
nation or charge exchange):
Ca = C(E)a + C
(I)
a =
∑
b
Cab(fa, fb) + C(I)a (3.23)
Here the Coulomb collision term has been split further to resolve the contribution
Cab(fa, fb) from each particle species b.
Particle transfer
Elastic collisions do not result in particle transformations, hence the r.h.s. in (3.6) is
given by ionization, recombination and charge exchange rates alone.
∫
d3v Ca =
∑
b
∫
d3v Cab︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 0
+
∫
d3v C(I)a︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡S(p)a
= S(p)a (3.24)
Momentum transfer
Momentum transfer between particle species is due to elastic and inelastic collisions.
Using (3.23) for the r.h.s. in (3.7) gives
∫
d3v Cama v =
∑
b
∫
d3v Cabma v︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡Rab
+
∫
d3v C(I)a ma v︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡S(m)a
= Rab + S(m)a . (3.25)
The transfer of momentum due to Coulomb collisions Rab = Ruab + R
T
ab given in [90] is
made up of two parts: a friction force Ruab due to a relative velocity ∆uab = ub−ua and
a thermal force RTab due to the presence of temperature gradients. Under the assumption
of a weakly perturbed Maxwellian distribution fa = f0a + f
1
a , the friction force is given
by (omitting the indices a, b) Ru = Ru0 + R
u
1 and the thermal force by R
T = RT1 . The
parallel component of the leading order term in Ru is (see appendix B in [99] for a
derivation):
Ruab‖ = µab na τ
−1
ab (ub − ua)‖ . (3.26)
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This expression includes the reduced mass µab = mambma+mb and the collision time τab for
particles of species a and b:
τ−1ab =
4
√
2pi
3
ln Λnb q2a q
2
b√
µab T
3/2
a
, (3.27)
which is in turn dependent on the Coulomb logarithm ln Λ. The latter results from a
cut-off of the Coulomb potential and is given in [90] by
ln Λ =
{
23.4 − 1.15 log10 n[cm−3] + 3.45 log10 T [eV], T < 50 eV
25.3 − 1.15 log10 n[cm−3] + 2.3 log10 T [eV], T > 50 eV
(3.28)
with a weak dependence on temperature and density, but often ln Λ ≈ 15 is assumed.
Including the first order correction Ru1 results in a correction factor of α0 = 0.51 for R
u
in (3.26) [90].
Thermal forces RTab are due to the presence of temperature gradients. The contribution
parallel to the magnetic field is given by
RTab‖ = na αab∇‖Tb, (3.29)
where the coefficient αab is given in [90] for collisions between ions and electron by
αie = 0.71Z2i , (3.30)
while for ion-ion collisions in plasmas with a dominant ion species i (na  ni) it is given
in [100] by
αai =
3
(
µ+ 5
√
2(Za/Zi)2
(
1.1µ5/2 − 0.35µ3/2)− 1)
2.6 − 2µ + 5.4µ2 , µ =
ma
ma +mi
. (3.31)
Energy transfer
Energy transfer between different particle species is treated in a similar way:
∫
d3v Ca
ma v
2
2
=
∑
b
∫
d3v Cab
ma v
2
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡ua ·Rab +Qab
+
∫
d3v C(I)a
ma v
2
2︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡S(e)a
= ua ·Rab + Qab + S(e)a . (3.32)
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Rab is the momentum transfer from (3.25) while Qab is the heat generated in species a
due to collisions with particles of the species b:
Qab = 3na
µab
ma + mb
τ−1ab (Tb − Ta) (3.33)
3.3 The EMC3-model
The fluid equations (3.6)-(3.8) combined with the magnetized and collisional plasma
approximations presented in the last section allow a multi-species description of the edge
plasma with 3 balance equations per species (and cross-field transport is determined by
(3.18)-(3.20)). Typically, fusion plasmas are hydrogen plasmas with some impurities
(such as e.g. carbon) of much lower densities. The model presented in this section
is a steady-state
(
∂
∂t = 0
)
transport model for a hydrogen plasma with small impurity
concentration (Za na  ni, where i denotes the main ions species and a is some impurity
species with ion charge number Za). The assumption of small impurity concentrations
allows to treat impurity transport in a separate approach from the main plasma. The
only effect of impurities on the main plasma in this approximation is an additional energy
sink Se,cool due to inelastic collisions between electrons and impurity ions (i.e. excitation,
ionization). In section 3.3.1 model equations for the main plasma are derived. Then, in
section 3.3.2 the model for impurities is derived.
3.3.1 Main plasma
The main plasma in the trace impurity approximation is a two component plasma of
electrons (e) and hydrogen ions (i) and hence, is described by a set of 6 balance equations.
This set can be reduced to 4 balance equations for ni, ui‖, Te and Ti under the assumption
of quasi-neutrality and locally ambipolar flow
ne ≈ ni, ue ≈ ui. (3.34)
Particle transport
The particle balance for the main plasma ions is given by (3.6), the ansatz for anomalous
cross-field transport (3.19) and collision term (3.24):
Particle transport (EMC3)
∇ ·
[
ni ui‖ e‖ − D⊥ I⊥ · ∇ni
]
= Sp (3.35)
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with I⊥ = I− e‖e‖. Sp is a source due to the ionization of neutral hydrogen.
Momentum transport
The model equation for parallel momentum is derived by the sum of (3.7) for electrons
and main ions, using the parallel viscosity from (3.15) and the collision term (3.25).
Applying (3.34) allows to neglect all terms with me in the resulting equation (me  mi),
because similar terms with mi are present. The contributions from the electric field in the
ion and electron momentum equations cancel each other (qe = −qi) and also friction and
thermal forces Rei = −Rie. The anomalous cross-field viscosity for ions η⊥ = mi niD⊥
is taken from (3.20), leading to the model equation for parallel momentum:
Momentum transport (EMC3)
∇ · e‖
[
mi ni u
2
i‖ − η e‖ · ∇ui‖
]
− ∇ · I⊥ ·D⊥∇
(
mi ni ui‖
)
= −e‖ · ∇p + Sm (3.36)
where Sm is a source due to ionization of or charge exchange with with neutral particles.
Energy transport
The model equations for electron and ion temperatures are derived from (3.8) with the
parallel heat flux (3.14) and the cross-field heat flux (3.18), while contributions due to
a finite viscosity are neglected. The adiabatic cooling term ma na2 u
2
a ua is also neglected
with respect to 52 na Ta ua (because it does not fit easily in the applied numerical scheme)
for sub- or near sonic flows ua ≤ cs:
ma na
2
u2a ≤
ma na
2
c2s =
ma na
2
Te + Ti
mi
≈ ma
mi
na Ta <
5
2
na Ta. (3.37)
This is a good approximation for electrons (me  mi), but for ions near the target
plates (ui ≈ cs, Bohm condition with cs from (4.48)) this term results in an increase of
heat convection by 40 %. Recently it has been implemented in the model and its impact
is discussed in [47]. In addition, the term qa na ua ·E can be neglected as well, using
Ohm’s law in the small larmor radius approximation [101]
E + ui ×B = ηr j (3.38)
with electric resistivity ηr and electric current density j. Using the quasi-neutrality and
ambipolarity (3.34) conditions yields
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j = qi ni ui + qe ne ue ≈ 0, (3.39)
and multiplying (3.38) with qa na ua gives
qa na ua ·E ≈ 0, a = e, i. (3.40)
The resulting model equations for electron and ion energy transport are
Electron energy transport (EMC3)
∇ · e‖
[
5
2
Te ni ui‖ − κe e‖ · ∇Te
]
− ∇ · I⊥ ·
[
χe ni∇Te + 52 TeD⊥∇ni
]
= −3me
mi
ne
τei
(Te − Ti) + See − Se,cool
(3.41)
Ion energy transport (EMC3)
∇ · e‖
[
5
2
Ti ni ui‖ − κi e‖ · ∇Ti
]
− ∇ · I⊥ ·
[
χi ni∇Ti + 52 TiD⊥∇ni
]
= +
3me
mi
ne
τei
(Te − Ti) + Sei
(3.42)
where See and Sei are energy sources due interactions with neutral particles, while Se,cool
is an energy sink due to excitation and ionization of impurities. The details of Se,cool
will be discussed in the next section.
3.3.2 Impurities of small concentration
The transport model for trace impurities is reduced to one balance equation. Due to
the similar masses of impurity and main plasma ions (with respect to the electron mass
me), a common temperature Ta ≈ Ti is assumed for all ion species. Parallel momentum
is determined by the force balance
0 = Fp + FE + Ffr + Fth,e + Fth,i (3.43)
between
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Pressure gradient: Fp = −∇‖pa (3.44)
Electrical force: FE = Za na eE‖ (3.45)
Frictional force: Ffr =
µai na (ui‖ − ua‖)
τai
(3.46)
Electron thermal force: Fth,e = αae na∇‖Te (3.47)
Ion thermal force: Fth,i = αai na∇‖Ti (3.48)
with αae from (3.30) and αai from (3.31). This force balance is consistent with a fluid
momentum balance equation (3.7) when inertial and viscous contributions are neglected.
This assumption significantly changes the quality of this equation: the partial differential
equation is reduced to an algebraic equation, which can be directly solved for ua‖. The
electrical field in (3.45) is determined by the electron momentum balance by neglecting
all terms containing the electron mass:
eE‖ = −
1
ne
∇‖pe − αie∇‖Te, (3.49)
which is consistent with the approach for the momentum balance of the main ions plasma
in (3.36). Now the explicit expression for ua‖ is:
ua‖ = ui‖ +
τai
µai
[
ce Za (Za − 1)∇‖Te + (αai − 1)∇‖Ti −
Za
ne
∇‖pe
]
− τai
µai na
Ti∇‖na (3.50)
= Va‖ −
Da‖
na
∇‖na, Da‖ =
τai Ti
µai
(3.51)
This expression for ua‖ is then used in the impurity particle balance equation
Impurity transport (EMC3)
∇ · [na Va‖ e‖ − Da‖ e‖e‖ · ∇na − Da⊥ I⊥ · ∇na] = S(p)a . (3.52)
The sources S(p)a on the r.h.s of (3.52) are given by ionization and recombination rates
(incl. charge exchange) for impurity ions a of charge Za and their adjacent charge stages:
S(p)a = R
(ion)
Za−1→Za + R
(rec)
Za+1→Za − R
(ion)
Za→Za+1 − R
(rec)
Za→Za−1. (3.53)
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Figure 3.1: Rate coefficients for ionization and recombination of carbon, taken from a
Corona model.
The feedback on the main plasma is given by a sink Se,cool in the electron energy
equation (3.41) which includes energy losses due to ionization and radiation:
Se,cool =
Zmax−1∑
n=0
P (rad)n +
Zmax−1∑
n=0
EnR
(ion)
n→n+1, (3.54)
where En is the ionization energy for ions of charge n.
Reaction rates
The reaction rates P and R in (3.53) and (3.54) are of the generic form
Xab = na nb rab (3.55)
where rab is the rate coefficient for the specific process between particles of species a and
b. Rate coefficients for ionization and recombination obtained from a Corona model are
presented in figure 3.1 for carbon. The Corona model is valid for an optically thin plasma
at low densities such as in the Corona of the sun. In this case excitation and ionization
is due to collisions with electrons only (and only from the ground electronic stat), while
relaxation and recombination is due to radiative transitions only. The Corona model
has been used for the description of impurities in fusion plasmas for many years, e.g.
the reaction rates in figure 3.1 are taken from the impurity transport code STRAHL
[102] and have also been used in previous transport studies with the EMC3-EIRENE
code. Recently, the EMC3-EIRENE code has been advanced to use data from a gen-
eralized collisional radiative model [103] for R and P provided by the ADAS project
[104]. A comparison of the two models and their impact on impurity transport has been
investigated in [99].
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4 Numerical simulation of the plasma edge
The model equations derived in chapter 3 are of a Fokker-Planck similar type. Analytical
solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation (FPE) are known only for some special cases
[105], and in particular no analytical solution is known for the present 3D case with
local, non-linear transport coefficients. Hence, a numerical treatment is necessary. In
this chapter the numerical framework of the EMC3-EIRENE code is presented with a
focus on the plasma transport part (EMC3).
In section 4.1 a stochastic simulation (Monte Carlo) method for solving linearized FPEs
is presented (see e.g. [106] for an introduction to stochastic simulations). The presented
method naturally accounts for the strong anisotropy of parallel and cross-field transport
processes, because of its formulation within a local, field aligned coordinate system:
e1 = −
(e‖ · ∇)e‖∣∣(e‖ · ∇)e‖∣∣ , e2 = e‖ × e1, e3 = e‖. (4.1)
This coordinate system is reconstructed from a field aligned grid which has to be gener-
ated in a pre-processing step. The particular field line reconstruction method is described
in section 4.2, where the original method implemented in EMC3 is generalized to block-
structured grids to allow more flexible configurations. In particular, this generalization
has allowed for the first time the application of the 3D edge transport model in chapter 3
to ITER similar plasma scenarios, such as that investigated at the DIII-D tokamak (see
chapter 5). A summary of that generalization is given in [107]. In section 4.3 the EMC3-
EIRENE code is introduced, presenting the boundary conditions and input parameters
for the code. A self-consistent, non-linear solution of the model equations is obtained by
an iterative application of the code to the linearized problem. Furthermore, simulation
runs on high performance computers are discussed, including convergence criteria for
the final solution.
4.1 A Lagrangian solver for Fokker-Planck type equations
The model equations for particles (3.35), parallel momentum (3.36) and energy transport
(3.41),(3.42) are of the generic type
∇ · [VplF − Dpl · ∇F ] = S, (4.2)
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for some plasma quantity F , such as ion density ni, parallel fluid velocity ui‖ or ion
and electron temperature Ti and Te, respectively. Continuity equations for impurity
transport are of the same type as well. The structure of F is determined by a scalar
source S, convection vector Vpl and diffusion tensor Dpl. The fast parallel transport
processes can be separated from the much slower cross-field ones by considering the
special form of Dpl in (4.2):
Dpl = D‖ e‖ e‖ + D⊥
(
1 − e‖ e‖
)
. (4.3)
(4.2) can be transformed into a steady state Fokker-Planck type equation
∇ · [VfpF − ∇ ·DfpF ] = S, (4.4)
with corresponding Fokker-Planck drift and diffusion coefficients Vfp and Dfp, respec-
tively:
Vfp = Vpl + ∇ ·Dpl︸ ︷︷ ︸
=VD
, Dfp = Dpl. (4.5)
This results in the additional drift VD given by
VD = ∇D⊥ + e‖ e‖ · ∇ (D‖−D⊥) + e‖ (D‖−D⊥)∇ · e‖ + (D‖−D⊥) (e‖ · ∇) e‖. (4.6)
As mentioned in the introduction, analytical solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation
(4.4) are known for some special cases [105], but not for the present case of an extremely
anisotropic, highly non-linear, three dimensional set of partial differential equations.
Common numerical techniques for solving partial differential equations are finite volume
or finite element methods (see e.g. [108, 109, 110]) which belong in the class of Eulerian
solvers. Lagrangian schemes provide another class of solvers which are more flexible
with regard to the geometry of the problem. For the present problem, the geometry
is essentially given by the magnetic field structure, because of the strong anisotropy of
parallel and cross-field transport processes. The Lagrangian scheme presented in the
following section provides a solver for the linearized version of (4.4). The concept of this
technique has been presented in [39] and is only briefly reviewed here. It is based on the
relation between the Fokker-Planck equation and a specific Ito stochastic process (see
[111]) and involves the simulation of fluid parcels ∆F , i.e. weighted trajectories of the
stochastic process, with initial distribution determined by S and dedicated transition
probability p = p(x, t; x′, t+ τ) for their dynamics.
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4.1.1 The Fokker-Planck equation and its relation to stochastic processes
Originally, the Fokker-Planck equation (FPE) was used to describe the Brownian motion
of test particles in a fluid [105]. It describes the time evolution of the probability density
function for the particle position. However, it can also be applied to the general case
of the distribution functions F , which is dependent on N macroscopic variables xi, i =
1, . . . , N . The FPE then reads
∂F(x, t)
∂t
=
− N∑
i=1
∂
∂xi
D
(1)
i (x) +
N∑
i,j=1
∂2
∂xi∂xj
D
(2)
ij (x)
F(x, t), (4.7)
where D(1) is the drift vector and D(2) the diffusion tensor. The formulation of a par-
tial differential equation for W such as (4.7) implies that W (x, t0 + τ) at some later
time t0 + τ is completely determined by W (x, t0). This feature is closely related to a
Markov process, which is a stochastic process describing the random evolution of a mem-
oryless system. In the present case (differential equation) one speaks of a continuous
Markov process, whereas for neutral particles, when the transitions are described by a
(Boltzmann) collision integral, the Markov process is discontinuous (jump process).
Consider a Markov process (in N = 3 dimensions) with transition probability p(x, s|y, t),
then the distribution function F fulfills:
F(x, s) =
∫
d3y p(x, s|y, t)F(y, t). (4.8)
One can show (see [111]) that for (4.8) to correspond to the FPE (4.7) the following
conditions are required for p:
lim
t↓s
1
t− s
∫
|y−x|>ε
d3y p(x, s|y, t) = 0 (4.9)
lim
t↓s
1
t− s
∫
|y−x|<ε
d3y (y − x) p(x, s|y, t) = D(1)(x, s) (4.10)
lim
t↓s
1
t− s
∫
|y−x|<ε
d3y
1
2
(y − x) (y − x) p(x, s|y, t) = D(2)(x, s) (4.11)
with ε > 0. It can be shown [111, p. 108] that individual sample paths of the stochastic
process determined by p can be described by the Ito stochastic differential equation
(SDE)
dXt = a(Xt) dt +
k∑
i=1
bi(Xt) dW it , (4.12)
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for a k-dimensional Wiener process Wt = (W 1t , , . . . ,W
k
t ) and drift and diffusion coeffi-
cients a(Xt) and bi(Xt), respectively, which fulfill:
D(1) = a, D(2) =
1
2
k∑
i=1
bi bi. (4.13)
An approximate solution for the inhomogeneous FPE (4.4) can be obtained by simulating
an ensemble of sample paths, i.e. histories of the stochastic process (4.12), with initial
distribution and weight determined by S. An elaborate review of the relation between
the probability density and trajectory point of view is e.g. given in [112].
4.1.2 Discrete time approximation of sample paths
Before turning to a discrete time approximation, parallel and cross-field transport pro-
cesses in (4.12) are separated in a field aligned coordinate system (4.1) using (4.5) in
(4.13) and for k = 3:
a = Vfp = a‖ e‖ +
2∑
i=1
ai ei (4.14)
b1,2 =
√
2D⊥︸ ︷︷ ︸
b1,2
e1,2, b3 =
√
2D‖︸ ︷︷ ︸
b‖
e‖. (4.15)
Starting from the integral expression of (4.12) for a small, but finite time step τ with
Xn = Xtn , tn = n τ and X0 sampled from S:
Xn+1 = Xn +
2∑
i=1
tn+1∫
tn
dt ai ei +
tn+1∫
tn
dt a‖ e‖ +
2∑
i=1
tn+1∫
tn
dW it bi ei +
tn+1∫
tn
dW
‖
t b‖ e‖ (4.16)
and following the reasoning in [39] and [41] for the parallel transport processes, one
obtains that the contribution from D‖e‖e‖ in (4.3) results only (up to a 2nd order
expansion of a field line) in a displacement along the field line. All parallel transport
processes combined result in the displacement ∆Ln along the field line with
∆Ln = V‖pl τ + (∇ ·D‖ e‖) τ +
√
2D‖ τ ξn, (4.17)
where ξn is a Gaussian distributed random variable. The remaining cross-field transport
is approximated by:
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∆X⊥n = (a1e1 + a2 e2) τ +
√
4D⊥ τ b⊥ (4.18)
a1 = e1 · (Vpl + ∇D⊥) (4.19)
a2 = e2 · (Vpl + ∇D⊥)−D⊥
∣∣(e‖ · ∇)e‖∣∣ (4.20)
b⊥ = cos(2piηn) e1 + sin(2piηn) e2, (4.21)
where ηn is a uniformly distributed random variable. The choice of cross-field trajecto-
ries on a circle reflects a) that the two cross-field unit vectors e1 and e2 can be selected
arbitrarily and b) the isotropic property of cross-field transport. This first order in
τ approximation of the stochastic integral in (4.16) is known as the Euler-Maruyama
approximation for SDEs [113], in analogy to the Euler approximation for ordinary dif-
ferential equations.
Single trajectories j of the stochastic process represent sample fluid parcels, which are
assigned a weight wj according to the source distribution S (dimension: quantity of S ·
volume). Because of the application of random numbers, this Lagrangian scheme is often
also referred to as Monte Carlo (MC) method, while sample fluid parcels are referred
to as MC particles (see also appendix A for a discussion of random numbers and their
generation in computer simulations). Sampling many such trajectories then allows to
approximate the distribution function F . E.g. a so called track length estimator can be
applied in a computational grid with Ncell cells (see e.g. figure 4.1 and 4.3)
Fi = 1
Vi
NMC(i)∑
j=1
wj τji, i = 1, . . . , Ncell, (4.22)
s2F ,i =
1
V 2i (NMC(i)− 1)
NMC(i) NMC(i)∑
j=1
(wj τji)
2 −
NMC(i)∑
j=1
wj τji
2 (4.23)
to provide an estimate Fi of F in grid cell i with standard deviation sF ,i. Here Vi is
the volume of cell i, wj the weight of MC particle j, τji the time it spend in cell i and
NMC(i) the number of MC particles that actually visited cell i. This terminology results
from the case that F is a particle flux n · v, hence wj ∼ v (velocity of the particle), and
hence, wj · τji ∼ l (length of track in cell i).
4.1.3 Spatially inhomogeneous transport coefficients
Generally, the representative diffusivity Dpl in (4.2) is not constant in space, even in
the case where the transport coefficients in their original meaning might be spatially
constant, like for the cross-field energy transport where the effective conductivity nχ
varies in space despite a constant χ. The following two-step method is used in the
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EMC3 code to account for a ∇⊥n contribution in the energy balance equation. Its
implementation in the code has been advanced in this thesis to include effects of spatially
varying χe, χi and D⊥ as well.
Transforming the plasma transport equations of type (4.2) into Fokker-Planck type
equations (4.4) introduces the additional drift term VD = ∇D in (4.5). E.g. in case
of D⊥ = D⊥(x), the explicit calculation of the cross-field derivative in the jump step
∆Xd = VD τ in (4.18) can be avoided by introducing the correction step ∆Xc to the
regular diffusion jump step ∆XD = b⊥
√
4D(Xn)τ in (4.18). ∆Xc is determined by the
difference of D evaluated at Xn and Xn + ∆XD:
∆Xc = ∆XD (Xn + ∆XD) − ∆XD (4.24)
= b⊥
(√
4D (Xn + ∆XD) τ −
√
4D(Xn)τ
)
(4.25)
The equivalence of ∆Xc and ∆Xd (at least on average) for small jumps ∆XD is seen
from the expansion
√
D(Xn + ∆XD) =
√
D(Xn) + ∆XD · ∇D(Xn)
2
√D(Xn) + O(∆X2D). (4.26)
Neglecting the higher order terms results in
∆Xc = b⊥
√
4τ
1
2
√D(Xn)∆XD · ∇D(Xn) (4.27)
= 2 b⊥b⊥ · ∇D(Xn) τ. (4.28)
Remember b⊥ from (4.21) which has the property
〈2 b⊥b⊥〉 =
〈
2 cos2(2piη)
〉
e1 e1 +
〈
2 sin2(2piη)
〉
e2 e2
+ 〈2 cos(2piη) sin(2piη)〉 [e1 e2 + e2 e1] (4.29)
= e1 e1 + e2 e2 = I⊥ (4.30)
and so on average 〈∆Xc〉 = ∆Xd. Hence, using ∆Xc from (4.24) rather than ∆Xd
therefore allows to avoid the explicit calculation of cross-field derivatives. Spatially
varying transport coefficients are e.g. expected in the edge transport barrier region in
H-mode plasmas and this procedure is used in section 5.4 for simulations of such plasmas.
Several tests have been performed to verify the correct implementation in the EMC3-
EIRENE code (see appendix B.2). The nature of this two-step method is consistent
with a Stratanovich interpretation of the SDE (4.12) which is equivalent to (4.2) if the
unmodified transport coefficients Vpl and Dpl are used in (4.13).
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Figure 4.1: Field aligned grid with 2 toroidal blocks of ∆ϕ = 45 deg each. This kind of
grid is e.g. used for simulations of the edge plasma at the TEXTOR tokamak
in the presence of an RMP field with 4-fold toroidal symmetry.
4.2 Fast reconstruction of magnetic field lines
The application of the numerical method presented in the previous section requires jump
steps along and perpendicular to magnetic field lines. Although it is in principle possible
to use one of the integration methods for field lines which were discussed in section 2.3.2,
a field line reconstruction method can be used to speed up plasma transport calculations.
The field line reconstruction method described below is based on a computational grid
(see figure 4.1) which is constructed from a set of pre-calculated field lines. This proce-
dure allows a speed-up of 3-4 orders of magnitude with respect to full field line integration
“on the fly” at the position of fluid parcels. The generation process for such a magnetic
field aligned grid is described in section 4.2.1. Magnetic field lines can be reconstructed
from this grid by interpolation, this is described in section 4.2.2. The computational
grid is divided into several blocks in toroidal direction (e.g. blocks A and B in figure
4.1, hereafter referred to as toroidal blocks) to prevent strong grid deformations in er-
godic regions. For this, a field line mapping between adjacent blocks is introduced in
section 4.2.3. A similar multiple local magnetic coordinate system approach is e.g. used
in the 3D heat transport code for edge plasmas E3D [114]. Contrary to the cubic spline
interpolation scheme used there, the method used here applies a simpler, (tri-) linear
interpolation scheme, which is regarded as sufficiently accurate but still simple enough to
allow calculations of plasma fluid transport (in magnetic coordinates) as well as kinetic
neutral particle transport (in Cartesian coordinates) within one single geometry module.
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4.2.1 Generation of a field aligned grid
Each toroidal block m (= A,B in figure 4.1) of the 3D magnetic field aligned grid is
generated by tracing field lines starting from a 2D base grid at a fixed toroidal position
ϕ = Φm. For the purpose of field line interpolation (see section 4.2.2) the base grid is
made up of quadrilaterals. The generation process of the 3D grid can be divided into
the following steps:
1. Determine toroidal range for the simulation domain according to the symmetry
of the selected plasma scenario (e.g. ∆ϕsim = 180 deg for an m/n = 6/2 RMP
scenario at TEXTOR (see section 2.2 or chapter 6) or ∆ϕsim = 120 deg for an
n = 3 RMP scenario at DIII-D (see chapter 5).
2. Divide the simulation domain into nZ toroidal blocks of size ∆ϕblock = ∆ϕsim/nZ .
For TEXTOR simulations a value of ∆ϕblock = 45 deg is typically used [45] (i.e. 2
blocks for the m/n = 12/4 configuration or 4 blocks for the m/n = 6/2 configura-
tion), while for DIII-D simulations a value of ∆ϕblock = 40 deg is chosen, which is
close to the TEXTOR value but reflects the different toroidal symmetry at DIII-D.
3. To prepare the base grid, at first the inner and outer simulation boundary is
generated for each toroidal block. A closed magnetic surface is taken as inner
simulation boundary, which is marked green in figure 4.2 for an example of a
poloidal divertor configuration. It is obtained by the Poincare´ method described
in section 2.4.1. At the outer plasma edge no such magnetic surface exists in the
presence of RMPs. In this case the reference scenario without RMPs is considered
to obtain the R,Z-contours of field lines on the unperturbed magnetic surface. For
poloidal divertor configurations two separate field lines are taken to identify the
outer SOL boundary and the lower boundary of the private flux region, respectively
(both marked light blue in figure 4.2).
4. Make a quadrilateral decomposition to provide a 2D base grid for each toroidal
block. For TEXTOR simulations it is sufficient to perform a regular structured
decomposition in the radial and poloidal coordinate, such as in figure 4.1. This is,
however, not appropriate for simulations of poloidal divertor configurations such
as DIII-D, because of the remoteness of the divertor plates from the inner edge
plasma boundary and the corresponding strong poloidal non-uniformity of the
radial width of the simulation domain (compare figure 4.2 and 2.2). For poloidal
divertor tokamaks, a uniform discretization would either lead to issues related to
the spatial resolution in different regions of the computational domain (divertor
region vs. upstream region) or, when extending the simulation domain to a uniform
radial width, largely waste computational resources. Therefore, a block-structured
decomposition is more appropriate.
The block-structured decomposition into quadrilaterals is guided by the unper-
turbed separatrix (red line in figure 4.2). Each block has its own radial and poloidal
resolution nr, np, only n
(2)
p = n
(1)
p + n
(3)
p is required for a continuous transition be-
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Figure 4.2: Example of a base grid for a poloidal divertor configuration. The simulation
domain is bounded on the inside by a closed magnetic flux surface (green)
and on the outside by R,Z-contours of unperturbed field lines in the SOL and
in the private flux region (light blue). The decomposition into quadrilaterals
is guided by the unperturbed separatrix (red): ψ∗ = 1, eq. (2.15).
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Figure 4.3: 3D field aligned grid for a poloidal divertor configuration with 3 toroidal
blocks, where each toroidal block is made up of 3 sub-blocks. The toroidal
blocks are continuous in real space, but shifted apart in this figure to highlight
the grid structure.
tween blocks. A topological view of this kind of decomposition is given in the inset
in figure 4.2. The following grid resolution is used for the simulations in chapter
5:
nr np
Core (Block 1) 48 720
SOL (Block 2) 32 864
PFR (Block 3) 6 144
However, a lower resolution is chosen for the example in figure 4.2 for the purpose
of visualization. Grid points of the base grid in toroidal block m at ϕ = Φm are
labeled
x(base)i = (Ri, Zi), i =
(lm)
ij , m = 1, . . . , nZ (4.31)
l = 1, 2, 3
i = 0, . . . , n(l,m)r
j = 0, . . . , n(l,m)p .
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5. The 3D grid is created by tracing field lines xi(ϕ) (such as the green line in figure
4.2), starting from x(base)i (black dot) in steps of ∆ϕ = ∆ϕblock/nt in forward
and backward direction, where nt is the toroidal resolution. This provide the grid
points
xi,k = xi(ϕmk ), ϕ
m
k = Φm +
k − nt/2
nt
∆ϕblock, k = 0, . . . , nt. (4.32)
Later, field lines are approximated by these grid points by
xi∗(ϕ) = ϕ∗ xi,k + (1− ϕ∗) xi,k+1 (4.33)
ϕ∗ =
ϕ− ϕmk
ϕmk+1 − ϕmk
, ϕ ∈ [ϕmk , ϕmk+1]. (4.34)
An example of such a 3D grid is shown in figure 4.3, where toroidal blocks are shifted
apart to highlight the grid structure.
4.2.2 Interpolation of field lines
Any magnetic field line can now easily be reconstructed within each toroidal block by a
bilinear interpolation
x(ξ, η, ϕ) =
4∑
n=1
xi∗n(ϕ)Nn(ξ, η), ξ, η ∈ [−1, 1], (4.35)
where {in;n = 1, . . . , 4} denotes the set of the 4 surrounding field lines from (4.33).
Nn(ξ, η) are the shape functions of a 4-node (bilinear) quadrilateral which are well-
known in finite element methods (see e.g. [108]):
Nn(ξ, η) =
1
4
(1 + ξn ξ) (1 + ηn η) (4.36)
and
n 1 2 3 4
ξn -1 1 1 -1
ηn -1 -1 1 1
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Figure 4.4: (a) Two hexahedral grid cells at the interface between toroidal blocks. (b)
Schematic view of the numerical realization of the reversible field line map-
ping technique.
This setup defines a local, field aligned coordinate system, where coordinate lines given
by (ξ, η) = (ξ0, η0) are field line representations, i.e. a field line is parameterized by
the toroidal angle ϕ with its corresponding (R,Z) coordinates given by (4.35). This
provides a simple and fast method to reconstruct field lines within a toroidal block. For
a complete field line reconstruction, however, this method has to be combined with a
field line mapping between adjacent blocks, which is described in the following section.
4.2.3 Mapping of field line coordinates
The field line coordinates ξ, η have to be mapped from one toroidal block to the adjacent
one at their mutual interface, while the real space position xreal is fixed. Such a procedure
has been described in [49] for the application in 3D plasma edge modeling codes. This
section provides the details of an efficient numerical implementation, which has been
advanced in this thesis to allow block-structured decompositions.
The continuity condition for a field line at the interface plane ϕint between toroidal block
A and B (figure 4.4 (a)) reads
xA(ξA, ηA, ϕint) = xreal = xB(ξB, ηB, ϕint), A =
(lAA)
iA,jA
,B = (lBB)iB ,jB (4.37)
where xA,xB are given by (4.35) evaluated in the respective grid cells denoted by A,B.
For (4.37) to be a reversible mapping, it is necessary that the quadrilateral faces at the
interface are convex [115]. This ensures the invertability of (4.35).
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The tricky part of (4.37) is that while the cell number A in toroidal block A is known
(assuming the field line needs to be traced from block A to B), the cell number B in the
adjacent toroidal block B is not a priori known. This is because of the discontinuous cell
interface between toroidal blocks (see figure 4.4 (a)). Finding the correct cell number
B and accordingly the field line coordinates (ξB, ηB) is necessary to obtain the field
line representation in toroidal block B. However, this task can be numerically quite
expensive for a given point x in a large grid, which is usually the case when accurate
field line reconstruction is required. To minimize the computational effort, the following
reference-field-line method can be applied instead.
A coarse cell mapping Cmap is defined in a pre-processing step, only once for each
magnetic configuration. This mapping is defined for one reference field line (ξ0, η0) in
each cell at a toroidal block boundary, e.g. for ξ0, η0 = 0 (black dot in figure 4.4.a), and
returns the corresponding position (ξ′0, η′0) in block B:
Cmap : A → (B, ξ′0, η′0). (4.38)
Once this mapping is set up, it can be used to speed up the procedure for solving (4.37)
for any point (ξA, ηA) (see schematic view of this procedure is given in figure 4.4 (b)):
1. Calculate the displacement ∆x between the current and the reference field line
∆x ≡ x(A)(ξ0, η0)− x(A) (ξA, ηA) , (4.39)
whenever a field line defined by (A, ξA, ηA) at a toroidal block boundary needs to
be mapped to the adjacent toroidal block.
2. Carry out the precomputed mapping Cmap for the reference point (ξ0, η0) in cell
A to find the intermediate coordinates (B, ξ′0, η′0) = Cmap(A).
3a. Use (4.35) to relate ∆x from (4.39) to the corresponding displacement (∆ξB,∆ηB)
in the new field line coordinates. If (∆ξB,∆ηB) remains within cell B (such as for
the blue displacement ∆i in figure 4.4 (a)), then
(B, ξB, ηB) = C(A) − (0,∆ξB,∆ηB), (4.40)
are the new field line coordinates in block B. These are the exact coordinates of
the field line.
3b. However, in case of cell crossing displacements like ∆cc (red displacement in figure
4.4.a) the step ∆cc is segmented into two parts, while the cell number B is updated
at the cell boundary. Also, the local field line coordinates need to be transformed
between adjacent cells. The details of this procedure depend on the grid topology.
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Figure 4.5: Orientation of the local coordinate systems, i.e. cell surfaces isurf, i′surf be-
tween adjacent cells. Example: η = 1 - surface (isurf = 3) meets ξ′ = −1 -
surface (i′surf = 4). Local coordinates can be related to a surface coordinate
sc and a perpendicular coordinate pc at the cell interface.
Structured grids
In structured grids with radial, poloidal and toroidal cell indices ir = 0, . . . , nr − 1;
ip = 0, . . . , np − 1; it = 0, . . . , nt − 1, the updated cell number and the corresponding
coordinate transformation are given by the simple relation:
i′p = (ip ± 1) mod np, ξ′ = ξ, η′ = ∓1 (4.41)
or i′r = ir ± 1, ξ′ = ∓1, η′ = η (4.42)
at poloidal (4.41) or radial (4.42) cell surfaces, respectively. The advantage of structured
grids is that (4.41) and (4.42) are rather simple to compute, however, the disadvantage
is that structured grids have only a very limited flexibility regarding the shape of the
simulation domain. In particular, as stated above, the simulation of a poloidal diver-
tor configuration requires at least a block-structured decomposition of the simulation
domain, which is a special case of an unstructured decomposition.
Unstructured grids
The field line reconstruction method described above is still applicable in unstructured
grids, only (4.41) and (4.42) need to be generalized. In unstructured grids, the grid
connectivity is defined by a neighbor relation Mneigh between adjacent cells A, B (see
figure 4.5 for the numbering convention of cell surfaces isurf, i′surf):
Mneigh : (A, isurf) ↔ (B, i′surf). (4.43)
Because of the particular field line reconstruction method, the local field line coordinates
need to be transformed as well (figure 4.5). For this an additional transformation matrix
Mξη needs to be defined:
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(ξ′, η′) = Mξη · (ξ, η), (4.44)
where ϕ is fixed in the special case when the structure in toroidal direction remains.
This transformation matrix depends on the relative orientation of the surfaces isurf, i′surf
(for details see appendix B.1):
Mξη(isurf, i
′
surf) = (−1)k ·Mj (4.45)
with
M0 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, M1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
(4.46)
and integer valued indices k, j:
k = b(isurf + i′surf)/2c, j = (isurf + i′surf) mod 2.
As was already shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3, not a fully unstructured grid, but a block-
structured decomposition is sufficient for the edge plasma simulations at DIII-D in chap-
ter 5. Grid cells at block boundaries are connected by (Mneigh, Mξη) from (4.43) and
(4.45), while a regular structure remains within each block. This allows the application
of (4.41) and (4.42) inside each block. While the decomposition guided by the un-
perturbed separatrix seems natural from a magnetic configurational point of view, the
method described above is flexible enough to allow for different kind of decompositions
as well.
This generalized field line reconstruction method has been implemented in the 3D plasma
and neutral gas transport code EMC3-EIRENE within the scope of this thesis. The
numerically correct implementation is analyzed in appendix B.1.
4.3 The EMC3-EIRENE code package
The Lagrangian method for solving Fokker-Planck equations from section 4.1 is com-
bined with the field line reconstruction method from section 4.2 and implemented in
the 3D edge plasma transport code EMC3. Interaction of the edge plasma with - and
transport of - neutral gas are treated by the EIRENE code. The details of neutral par-
ticle production and transport in the EIRENE code are beyond the scope of this thesis
and can be found in references [116, 31]. Both codes, EMC3 and EIRENE, are itera-
tively coupled to obtain a self-consistent solution of the edge plasma in interaction with
neutral particles (see figure 4.6). The EMC3 code is divided into three modules for the
calculation of individual plasma parameter.
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Sources: Sp, Sm, See, Sei
Plasma background: n i, ui, Te, Ti
Access to common geometry module
Trilinear hexahedral grid
Field line reconstruction and statistics
EMC3 EIRENE
Field line integration
Plasma transport Neutral particle transport
Macro fluid model Micro (kinetic) model
iterative coupling
Figure 4.6: Schematic view of the EMC3-EIRENE code package.
The STREAMING module combines the calculation of main plasma density ni and
parallel flow ui‖, the ENERGY module combines the calculation of electron and ion
temperatures Te and Ti, and the IMPURITY module combines the calculation of the
densities na, a = 0, . . . , Z for an impurity species with nuclear charge Z (e.g. Z = 6 for
carbon). In summary:
Plasma parameter Module in the EMC3-code
Te, Ti ENERGY
ni, ui‖ STREAMING
na, a = 0, . . . , Z IMPURITY
Plasma parameters are evaluated on a computational grid by (4.22), which is the sum
of the individual contributions of the simulated fluid parcels. In the following, this grid
is referred to as plasma grid, because the plasma parameter are defined on it. It is
not necessarily the same as the grid used for field line reconstruction (the latter being
referred to as magnetic grid), as counting sample paths is independent from the magnetic
field structure. However, for convenience the plasma grid is based on the magnetic grid.
Firstly, the limiting surfaces such as walls or divertor targets are approximated in the
plasma grid by “cutting-out” all cells in which the center point is located behind this
surfaces (from the plasma point of view). This is demonstrated by the dashed areas in
figure 4.7. Boundary conditions for the plasma are then defined on these approximated
surfaces (see below). However, plasma conditions are mapped to the real surface for the
coupling to the neutral transport code EIRENE (see [77]). Close to the wall the same
resolution is used for the plasma grid and for the magnetic grid, because in this region
typically large parallel gradients occur. Further inside, several magnetic grid cells in
toroidal direction are combined to one plasma grid cell.
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EMC3 + EIRENE
EIRENE only
In−Fluxes
Decay lengths
Recycling + Bohm condition
R
Z
Figure 4.7: Schematic view of the simulation domain and the type of local boundary
conditions applied in the EMC3-EIRENE code: for the DIII-D tokamak
(left) and the TEXTOR tokamak (right).
4.3.1 Boundary conditions and input parameters
Boundary conditions are necessary for solving partial differential equations such as the
plasma transport equations (3.35), (3.36), (3.41) and (3.42). Different kinds of boundary
conditions are applied in the EMC3-EIRENE code (see figure 4.7).
• Inner simulation boundary: (marked dark blue in figure 4.7) The boundary
conditions at the inner simulation domain are prescribed total fluxes across that
surface.
Γ(p)in Particle in-flux (main plasma)
Γ(m)in Parallel momentum in-flux
Γ(e,i)in Energy in-flux (power) for electrons and ions
Γ(imp,a)in In-flux for impurity species a
To obtain the particle in-flux Γ(p)in for the core plasma, the simulation domain
for EIRENE is extended further inside to the core plasma. All neutrals which are
ionized in this region are considered to contribute to Γ(p)in in steady state. No cross-
field transport of parallel momentum is assumed at the inner simulation boundary,
i.e. Γ(m)in = 0. The energy in-flux is Γ
(e,i)
in is set to the effective heating power
Pin = Pheat − P (core)rad taken from experimental observations, where Pheat is the
total heating power and P (core)rad the radiated power in the core plasma. Pin is
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distributed in equal parts to electrons and ions, hence Γ(e)in = Γ
(i)
in =
1
2 Pin. No
mass accumulation in the core is assumed for impurities with atomic number Z in
steady state:
Z∑
a= 0
Γ(imp,a)in = 0. (4.47)
The distribution to individual charge stages is left as a free parameter, which is
analyzed in section D.2. In addition to these fluxes, the plasma density nin at the
inner simulation boundary is prescribed. This is realized iteratively by scaling the
total target particle flux Γtarget accordingly.
• Outer simulation boundary: (marked green in figure 4.7) At the outer simula-
tion boundary and for purely diffusive cross-field transport, an exponential decay
is expected for each plasma parameter. This decay is characterized by e-folding
lengths λp, λm, λee, λei, λimp,Z . If, however, the simulation domain extends far
enough outward into the SOL, then these parameters are of no significance in the
simulations [117]. Decay lengths are related to absorption / reflection probabilities
for the realization within a Monte Carlo scheme.
The outer simulation boundary for EIRENE, i.e. for neutral gas transport, is
extended further outside to include the complete divertor region. This is necessary,
because neutral particles are not bound to the magnetic field and can propagate
freely also in regions with no plasma. At these outer- and innermost surfaces
for EIRENE (black boundaries in figure 4.7) reflection and thermal re-emission of
neutral particles is assumed.
• Target surfaces: (marked red in figure 4.7) At target surfaces 100 % recycling
of the plasma is assumed. That is plasma ions and electrons recombine to neutral
particles. Hence, the target particle flux distribution Γtarget provides the source
for neutral particles. The Bohm condition [101, 7] of sonic flow ui‖ = cs with the
local ion sound velocity cs provides the boundary condition for parallel momentum,
while the electron and ion heat flux is related to the particle flux by sheath heat
transmission coefficients γe = 2.5 and γe = 4.5, respectively:
q
(e)
target = γe Te Γtarget, q
(i)
target = γi Ti Γtarget, cs =
√
Te + Ti
mi
. (4.48)
In addition to these boundary conditions, coefficients for anomalous cross-field trans-
port D⊥, χe, χi have to be specified as input parameters in order to fully determine the
transport problem to be solved. A spatial distribution of D⊥, χe, χi can be described as
well, e.g. for the analysis of H-mode plasmas in section 5.4. The implementation in the
code is based on the procedure described in section 4.1.3.
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4.3.2 Parallelization and scalability
The numerical implementation of the Lagrangian algorithm presented in section 4.1
is ideally suited for parallelization on multi-processor computing architectures. Each
calculation of the plasma parameter, i.e. each iteration step, can be divided into the
following steps:
• Calculate transport coefficients Vfp and Dfp
• Sample trajectories of fluid parcels
• Collect contributions from each fluid parcel in each grid cell and calculate plasma
quantities according to (4.22)
Here the major numerical effort is to generate the trajectories. The calculation of trans-
port coefficients is independent from cell to cell and therefore can be easily distributed
to NCPU computing cores. Also fluid parcels are independent from each other and can
therefore be distributed to several computing cores as well. The code is parallelized with
the MPI (Message Passing Interface) library [118]: Transport coefficients are broad-
casted to all NCPU processes and then trajectories of fluid parcels are sampled on each
process separately. Finally, results from each computing core are gathered and stored
for the next iteration step.
This parallelization scheme allows to run the EMC3-EIRENE code on several high per-
formance computers. The simulations presented in this thesis have been performed on
the following systems:
• JUMP (Ju¨lich Multi Processor) [119], an IBM Power6 575 cluster of 14 nodes
with 32 processors each.
• JuRoPA/HPC-FF (Ju¨lich Research on Petaflop Architectures) [120], a cluster
of 2208+1080 nodes of 2 Intel Xeon X5570 (Nehalem-EP) quad-core processors
each.
• VIP [121], another IBM Power6 575 cluster, located at Rechenzentrum Garching,
205 nodes with 32 processors each.
Performance tests have been carried out for the STREAMING module (ni, ui‖ calcula-
tion) and for the ENERGY module (Te, Ti calculation). These tests have been performed
on the VIP system at Rechenzentrum Garching with simulations of an RMP scenario at
TEXTOR. The performance is measured by the speedup
S(NCPU) =
T (NCPU)
T (1)
(4.49)
which is the ratio between the run times T on NCPU processors and on one processor,
where the total number of MC particles NMC = NCPU × NMC / CPU is kept constant.
The speedup of the EMC3-EIRENE code is shown in figure 4.8. It can be seen that
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Figure 4.8: Speedup of the STREAMING (ni, ui‖ calculation) and ENERGY (Te, Ti
calculation) modules of the EMC3-EIRENE code. The test case is an RMP
scenario at the TEXTOR tokamak.
the speedup for the given NMC and the selected TEXTOR configuration is almost linear
up to NCPU = 512 processors, for both the STREAMING and ENERGY subroutines.
Following Amdahl’s [122] law for the speedup of a parallelized program
S(NCPU) =
1
rs +
rp
NCPU
rs + rp = 1, (4.50)
allows to estimate the fraction rs of the program that remains sequential. A fit of (4.50)
to the data in figure 4.8 using GNUPLOT [123] yields
rs(STREAMING) = (0.86± 0.02) · 10−3, rs(ENERGY) = (0.56± 0.01) · 10−3
(4.51)
for the sequential parts of the STREAMING and ENERGY module, respectively. Note
that these results strongly depend on the value of NMC and the selected plasma sce-
nario (magnetic field configuration, boundary conditions, transport coefficients). The
sequential part rs limits the maximum number of CPUs that can be used for an efficient
speedup. Certainly, this limit will shift upwards when more MC particles have to be
traced for better statistics required in specific problems. Thus, a hard CPU limit does
not exist for the EMC3-EIRENE code in this sense.
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Figure 4.9: Scaling of the execution times TSTR and TENE of the STREAMING and EN-
ERGY modules with the time step τ for a TEXTOR and DIII-D simulation.
4.3.3 Execution time of simulations
The execution time T of a single iteration step significantly depends on the scenario at
hand. Clearly, it depends on the magnetic field structure of the plasma edge, or in detail
on the combination of short and long open field lines and their intermixture. But it is
also strongly dependent on the physical model parameters such as the radial width of
the simulation domain and on the level of parallel and cross-field transport. And thirdly,
it also depends on the time step τ in the discrete time approximation (4.17) and (4.18)
of the trajectories of the stochastic process (4.12) associated with the corresponding
plasma transport equation (4.2) as well as on the particular source and sink treatment
strategies in the code (which are not discussed here). Hence, a simple scaling of T with
certain parameters cannot be expected. Nevertheless, the impact of τ and D⊥ on T is
investigated below.
The scaling of the execution times TSTR and TENE of the STREAMING and ENERGY
modules, respectively, with the time step τ is shown in figure 4.9 for RMP scenarios
at TEXTOR and DIII-D, where NMC / CPU = 104 MC particles on 32 CPUs are used.
Cross-field transport coefficients are set to a level which is typical for the simulations in
chapters 6 and 5. It can be seen that TSTR (DIII-D) and TENE (DIII-D) are one order
of magnitude larger than the respective values for the TEXTOR simulation. This is
because the simulation volume, in particular the radial extent, for the edge plasma in
DIII-D is much larger than for TEXTOR. An extrapolation to ITER, which is again
much larger than DIII-D, indicates that one might run into problems with the wall clock
time limit Twall (the maximum run-time for a program), which is set to 12 − 24 h on
the supercomputers mentioned in the previous section. Therefore, one should consider a
further investigation of the source and sink treatment strategies in the code and, related
to that, restrict the life-time of a MC-particle (e.g. by introducing artificial sources and
sinks). This has to be left to subsequent work and cannot be performed within the scope
of this thesis.
Other parameters that impact the execution time are the coefficients for anomalous
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Figure 4.10: Execution times TSTR and TENE of the STREAMING and ENERGY mod-
ules in dependence of cross-field transport D⊥.
cross-field transport D⊥, χe and χi. TSTR(D⊥) and TENE(D⊥) are shown in figure 4.10,
where χ⊥ = 3D⊥ in all cases. From the type of the cross-field jump of a MC particle in
(4.18) one might expect T ∼ D−1/2⊥ scaling, if cross-field transport alone is relevant to
connect sources and sinks. However, this is not necessarily the case, because T depends
on many coupled parameters as mentioned above. Nevertheless, a certain scaling can be
observed for the selected scenarios, which can be analyzed by the ansatz
T (D⊥) = T0
(
D⊥
D0
)α
. (4.52)
The data in figure 4.10 can be used to fit the coefficient α, which yields for the TEXTOR
scenario:
αSTR = −0.209± 0.004, αENE = −0.275± 0.009. (4.53)
It can be seen that the impact of D⊥ on the execution times of the DIII-D RMP scenario
is stronger, which is reflected in the coefficients
αSTR = −0.486± 0.009, αENE = −0.353± 0.003. (4.54)
This difference can be explained qualitatively by the following reasoning: In figure 6.2
(c) it can be seen that there is a strong parallel plasma flow throughout the plasma edge
in the TEXTOR RMP scenario, while the parallel plasma flow is much weaker in the
DIII-D scenario presented in figure 5.7 (c). Hence, in the DIII-D scenario cross-field
transport is relatively more important, and therefore has a stronger impact on T .
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4.3.4 Convergence study
The plasma transport equations (3.35), (3.36), (3.41) and (3.42) are non-linearly coupled.
Therefore the transport coefficients Vfp and Dfp in (4.4) depend on the solutions F for
all plasma parameters ni, ui‖, Te and Ti. Hence, the self-consistent simulation of the
plasma edge requires an iterative application of the transport code EMC3-EIRENE. In
an abstract form, the numerical implementation of the solver for the linearized version
of (4.4) can be written as a Ncell-dimensional function φ:
φ : RNcell → RNcell ,Fin 7→ Fout, (4.55)
where Vfp = Vfp(Fin), Dfp = Dfp(Fin) are non-linear functions of Fin. Then a self-
consistent solution F is necessarily a fixed point F∗ = φ(F∗) of the mapping φ, which
can be obtained numerically by a fixed point iteration
F (n+1) = φ
(
F (n)
)
(4.56)
for some initial value F (0). However, the issue of convergence of noisy fixed point iter-
ations is still open. For the present studies the measure of convergence for simulation
runs is taken to be the relative change ∆F between iterations:
∆F2 =
4
∑Ncell
j=1 wj
(
F(n−1)−F(n)
F(n−1) +F(n)
)2
∑Ncell
j=1 wj
, wj = pj Vj , (4.57)
where each grid cell is weighted with its volume Vj and the local pressure pj (the hot
and dense plasma region is of higher interest than the near vacuum region at the far
edge). Relaxation is essential for obtaining a rapid convergence in solving a non-linear,
coupled system of equations. For the present calculations the relaxation scheme
F (n,relax)j = αrelaxF (n−1)j + (1− αrelax)F (n)j (4.58)
is applied after each iteration step. An approximate convergence is reached, when ∆F
is reduced to a low, but finite level ∆F0. This finite ∆F0 is not related to machine
precision, but instead to the noise level sF ,i in (4.23) which is naturally present in Monte
Carlo procedures. How quickly this saturation level is reached for a given number of
MC particles depends on the detailed transport characteristics of the system at hand,
on the choice of under-relaxation factors αrelax , smoothing by averaging, etc...
While for fixed transport coefficients (i.e. fixed Fin in (4.55)) the fluctuations sF ,i of
Fout scale according to the central limit theorem (sF ,i ∼ N−1/2MC ), this can in general
not be expected for the relative changes ∆ne, ∆Te, ∆Ti in the full non-linear problem.
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Figure 4.11: Convergence study for relaxation factors αrelax = 0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4. All
simulations are performed with NMC = 64 k MC particles.
These relative changes are not statistically independent from each other, because the
plasma transport equations (3.35), (3.36), (3.41) and (3.42) are strongly coupled: i.e.
also the transport coefficients themselves in the corresponding SDE (4.12) are updated
after each calculation, because they depend non-linearly on the iterated plasma state.
Therefore, e.g.
∆T (n)e = ∆Te(n
(n−1)
e , u
(n−1)
i‖ , T
(n−1)
e , T
(n−1)
i , αrelax, NMC) (4.59)
depends non-linearly on the previous solutions of all plasma parameters, the relaxation
factor αrelax as well as on the number of MC particles. Hence, a simple ∆F0 ∼ N−1/2MC
scaling cannot be expected for the iterated, non-linear system.
The approximate convergence is now investigated for a TEXTOR scenario. The relative
changes ∆ne, ∆Te and ∆Ti after each iteration step are displayed in figure 4.11 for
various relaxation factors, where all simulations are performed with NMC = 64 k MC
particles. For αrelax = 0, the relative change of the density is reduced to ∆ne = 7 %
after the 9th iteration and stays on that level for a few iterations. The relative changes
of the electron and ion temperature, however, reach a minimum of ∆Te = 26 % after the
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Figure 4.12: Convergence study for the triple iterated logistic map using r = 3.83: (a)
yn and (b) ∆yn.
8th and ∆Ti = 7 % after the 7th iteration, respectively, but immediately increase again.
No stable solution for Te and Ti is reached and then also ∆ne increases again.
Although a stable fixed point iteration is required for the application in plasma transport
simulations, this can not necessarily be expected from a non-linear, multi-dimensional
function such as (4.55). In particular, even the very simple, well-known logistic map
introduced in [124] (see also [58, 125] for a discussion)
xn+1 = r xn (1− xn) (4.60)
exhibits chaotic behavior for 3.57 . r ≤ 4 with small intervals of non-chaotic behavior
in between. One such island of stability is located in the region of r = 1 +
√
8, where the
sequence (4.60) oscillates between 3 values, i.e. the sequence yn = x3n, n ∈ N converges
(see red line figure 4.12 (a)). Convergence to machine precision is reached after 50, where
the convergence in figure 4.12 (b) is measured by the relative change
∆yn =
∣∣∣∣2 yn − yn−1yn + yn−1
∣∣∣∣ . (4.61)
Now an additional noise term sn = 0.01 yn ξ with normal distributed random variable ξ
is introduced into the triple iterated logistic map yn:
y∗n = yn + sn = (1 + 0.01 ξ) yn. (4.62)
As can be seen in figure 4.12, even a relatively small noise of 1 % can result in a sudden
chaotic behavior of the noisy sequence. At first, it takes about 40 iterations for the
sequence to be attracted to the unperturbed fixed point. But then, after about 180
iterations, the sequence is suddenly attracted to one of the other two fixed points of yn
but returns after a few iterations, while after 650 iterations it suddenly jumps to the
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Figure 4.13: Convergence study for relaxation factors αrelax = 0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4. All
simulations are performed with NMC = 512 k MC particles.
third fixed point and stays there for 300 iterations. Hence, the stability of an iterated,
non-linear sequence can be significantly affected by noise. This is reflected in plasma
transport calculations by the divergence of the iterated Te and Ti in figure (4.11) for
αrelax = 0. Introducing a relaxation factor αrelax, such as in (4.58) for the plasma
transport simulations, allows to stabilize the iterated map y∗n (at least for the first 1000
iterations shown in figure 4.12).
Such a stabilization can also be observed in the plasma transport simulations in figure
4.11, however the level of stabilization depends on the value of αrelax. For αrelax = 0.1,
the relative changes are reduced to ∆ne = 6 %, ∆Te = 4 % and ∆Ti = 5 % after 8
iterations. However, this is stable only for a few further iterations. Then fluctuations
related to the non-linear transport characteristics of electron heat conductivity provoke
an instability in Te. Increasing the relaxation factor to αrelax = 0.2, results in a slightly
lower ∆ne = 5.8 % after the 8th iteration, as well as ∆Te = 3.4, ∆Ti = 4.6. This is
then stable for about 25 iterations, but afterwards an instability in the Te calculation
arises as well. An even higher relaxation factor of αrelax = 0.4 results in ∆ne = 5.4 %,
∆Te = 2.2 % and ∆Ti = 3.5 %, which is stable at least for up to 80 iterations. Also note,
that with αrelax = 0.4 the intrinsic noise level ∆F0 is reached later than with αrelax = 0.2
(e.g. after about 16 iteration for Te).
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Figure 4.14: Solid lines: relative changes ∆ne, ∆Te and ∆Ti for increasing αrelax ac-
cording to (4.63), starting from a “converged” solution with αrelax = 0.4
and NMC = 512 k. Dashed lines: relative changes for αrelax = 0.4 and
NMC = 4096 k.
Increasing the number of MC particles reduces the intrinsic error level ∆F0. Whether
this is sufficient to stop the divergence of T (n)e is investigated now. The simulations from
figure 4.11 have been repeated with NMC = 512 k MC particles. The relative changes
between plasma transport iterations are presented in figure 4.13. Indeed ∆ne,∆Te and
∆Ti are reduced with respect to figure 4.11: For αrelax = 0, the initial (after 8 iterations)
noise level of ne is reduced to ∆ne ≈ 3 %, however, T (n)e still diverges with higher NMC.
The initial noise level for αrelax = 0.1 is reduced as well, after 10 iterations: ∆ne = 2.3 %,
∆Te = 1.9 % and ∆Ti = 1.7 %, but T
(n)
e starts to diverge a few iterations afterwards.
Even for αrelax = 0.2, where ∆Te is reduced to 1 %, T
(n)
e is only stable up to the 60th
iteration. The relative changes ∆ne = 2.1 % and ∆Ti = 1.5 % are stable at least up to
the 80th iteration. Only αrelax = 0.4 is sufficient to keep ∆Te below 1 % for at least 80
iterations, where ∆ne = 1.9 % and ∆Ti = 1.3 %.
Instead of increasing NMC to reduce the noise level ∆F0 once a stable solution has been
reached, one can also subsequently increase αrelax. Starting from a “converged” solution,
e.g. for αrelax = 0.4 and NMC = 512 k (now iteration number n = 1), the relaxation
factor αrelax(n), n ≥ 2 is given for subsequent iterations with the same NMC by
αrelax(n) =
n− 1
n
. (4.63)
This corresponds to a weight of 1/n for the new iteration with respect to the integrated
(over iterations) number of MC particles n ·NMC. The relative changes ∆ne, ∆Te and
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∆Ti from such a procedure are displayed in figure 4.14. As can be seen there, all relative
changes obey an n−1 scaling, as can be expected (see appendix A.4). This scaling
is much stronger than what one can achieve with the same computational effort by
simply increasing NMC (dashed lines in figure 4.14). Increasing NMC by a factor of 8
to NMC = 4096 k leads to a reduction of relative changes by about
√
8, but which takes
about 4 iterations. This corresponds to the computational effort of 32 iterations with
NMC = 512 k, where the relative changes are already reduced to 132 when following the
relaxation scheme in (4.63). Hence, the procedure of increasing αrelax according to (4.63)
is very effective and more adequate to increase the accuracy of the simulation results
than by simply increasing NMC.
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5 Plasma transport in poloidally diverted
RMP discharges at DIII-D
Presently, the most promising application of RMP induced chaotic magnetic edge layers
is the control of Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) in ITER relevant plasma scenarios, such
as under investigation at the DIII-D tokamak (see chapters 1 and 2 for references). ELMs
are naturally present in H-mode plasmas, and result in high transient heat loads onto
the first wall and the divertor target. As mentioned in the introduction, extrapolations
to ITER relevant power levels indicate that this could lead to a significant reduction of
the ITER wall lifetime. Because of its recent success in ELM control at DIII-D and JET,
RMPs are now under consideration for ITER as well. However, the detailed impact on
the edge plasma is not fully understood so far and still the subject of ongoing research.
In particular, the impact on the pressure gradient in the edge transport barrier in H-
mode plasmas is of great interest, because this is correlated with the stabilization of so
called peeling-ballooning MHD modes considered as the cause of ELMs.
In this chapter the resulting 3D effects on an ITER similar shape plasma at DIII-D are
analyzed which are introduced by RMPs with toroidal mode number n = 3 . With the
generalization of the magnetic field line representation technique and grid connectivity
carried out in section 4.2.3, the EMC3-EIRENE code has become a flexible tool to ana-
lyze these 3D effects in detail for the first time for poloidal divertor configurations. The
subsequent sections are organized as follows: at first, an overview of the magnetic field
structure in DIII-D is given in section 5.1. This is followed by a brief analysis of plasma
profiles along an axisymmetric SOL field line in section 5.2. It will be shown that high-
recycling features of the SOL can be found in simulations for poloidal divertor tokamaks
with the EMC3-EIRENE code. Then, in section 5.3, the resulting 3D effects on the edge
plasma in the presence of RMPs are analyzed. In particular, the patterns of particle
and heat flux on the divertor target and their dependence on the level of anomalous
cross-field transport are investigated. Furthermore, 3D volumetric effects are analyzed,
namely the impact of helical magnetic lobes and short magnetic flux tubes. Realistic
simulations of H-mode plasmas require an advancement of the cross-field transport model
in the EMC3-EIRENE code in order to include the effects of an edge transport barrier.
No concluding model has yet been found for anomalous cross-field transport, and hence,
only an ‘ad hoc‘ ansatz can be made here. Several approaches are investigated in section
5.4. In addition, the impact of hydrogen pumping and re-fueling is investigated as well.
This last section motivates more detailed studies, which, however, have to be left for the
future.
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5.1 Magnetic field structure
In the following sections an ITER similar shape plasma scenario at DIII-D is considered,
which is based on discharge #132731 with the characteristic values:
Btor(R = 175 cm) = 1.85 T
Ip = 1.52 MA
q(ψ∗ = 0.95) = 3.6
The shape of the plasma is characterized by the elongation κ and triangularity δ:
κ =
h
w
, δ =
du + dl
w
, (5.1)
where w, h, du and dl are defined by the shape of the separatrix (see figure 5.1 (a)). For
the present case: κ = 1.9 and δ = 0.51. The magnetic separatrix divides the confined
plasma region from the outer scrape-off layer plasma region where field lines intersect
divertor targets within relatively short distance (see figure 2.2). In terms of nonlinear
dynamics, the separatrix associated with the hyperbolic fixed point x0 (with regard to
the Poincare´ map P in (2.14)) - more frequently called the X-point - is given by two
invariant manifolds: the stable and unstable manifolds W s and W u, respectively [57].
These manifolds are defined by field lines xp(l) that enter or leave the X-point (where l
is the length along the field line defined by xp(0) = p):
W s = {p|xp(l)→ x0 as t→∞} (5.2)
W u = {p|xp(l)→ x0 as t→ −∞} . (5.3)
In the unperturbed case both stable W s and unstable W u manifolds coincide and form
the separatrix as shown in figure 5.1 (a). However, in the presence of resonant magnetic
perturbations the two separatrix manifolds W s and W u no longer coincide, but still
provide a boundary for the plasma as no field lines can intersect them. When these
manifolds approach the X-point in the unstable direction they start to oscillate wildly
and intersect each other (but not themselves) as illustrated in figure 5.1 (b). These so
called homoclinic tangles are well known in perturbed nonlinear dynamical systems [57,
p. 222] and have been investigated as well in poloidally diverted tokamaks, e.g. in [126].
The RMP field in the present case is generated by the I-coils only (figure 2.3), which
are powered by a current of Ic = 4 kA in the present case. The error field due to coil
misalignments and the empirically determined error field correction by the C-coils are
neglected. This approach has been chosen to study the physics of the intentionally
applied perturbations. In a future analysis this should be compared to the more realistic
case. The resulting magnetic field structure in the vacuum approach (see section 2.3) is
visualized in figure 5.3. The wall-to-wall connection length Lc of magnetic field lines is
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Figure 5.1: (a) The unperturbed separatrix associated with the hyperbolic fixed point
x0 is defined by the stable and unstable manifolds W s and W u, respectively.
The shape can be characterized by the elongation κ and triangularity δ which
are related to the height h, width w and the radial displacements du and dl of
the uppermost and lowermost positions. (b) stable and unstable manifolds
for the perturbed system.
displayed in color in combination with a Poincare´ plot. The complex field structure has
been the topic of recent research [127, 128, 129] and includes:
• magnetic island chains (visualized by the Poincare´ plot),
• partially ergodic domains (yellow, red and white regions with scattered black dots
from the Poincare´ plot),
• short magnetic flux tubes (Lc ≈ 100 m, blue regions) and
• helical magnetic lobes (Lc ≈ 400 m, green regions), guiding field lines from inside
the former separatrix (i.e. without RMPs, normalized poloidal flux ψ∗ = 1) to the
divertor targets, and thereby creating a helical striation pattern on the targets (see
figure 5.2) .
These helical lobes are formed by the separatrix manifolds and extend into the regular
scrape-off layer (SOL). They introduce an intermediate layer between the confined region
and the regular SOL. Stable and unstable manifolds may intersect each other (but not
themselves) [57]. As a result, inward loops of these manifolds exclude certain regions (the
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Figure 5.2: Magnetic footprint on the divertor target at the inner strike point (ISP).
short magnetic flux tubes) from this intermediate layer. A detailed discussion can be
found in [130]. This mesh of short flux tubes is suspected to act as an additional 3D SOL
and hence, as a sink for the plasma [131]. This functionality is motivated by modeling
and experimental observations at the TEXTOR tokamak [132, 72, 97]. In the following
the effects of such a magnetic field structure on the edge plasma are investigated.
5.2 Parallel profiles in the axisymmetric SOL
Before turning to the full 3D calculations, a brief confirmation is given in this section
that the code at least reproduces robust 2D edge plasma features. Here: establishment
of the well characterized “high recycling regime” with re-ionization of recycling neutrals
dominantly occurring in the divertor itself. For this the DIII-D configuration described
above is used, but with RMPs turned off. Plasma profiles along a flux tube slightly
outside the unperturbed separatrix (figure 5.1 (a)) are discussed. For these the frequently
employed so called 2-point models [7] are known to be applicable.
Parallel profiles of ne and Te in the SOL at ψ∗ = 1.01, i.e. slightly outside the separatrix,
are shown in figure 5.4 (for details on the input parameters nin, Pin, as well as the
transport coefficients D⊥, χ⊥ see section 5.4). Clear features of a high-recycling SOL
are found: large parallel temperature gradients, resulting in predominantly conductive
heat transport to the target (i.e. conduction limited regime), and large densities in front
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Magnetic Field Structure
(a) (b)
(c) ϑ1
ϑ2
ψ∗=0.99 - surface
Figure 5.3: Magnetic field structure of a typical DIII-D plasma with ITER similar shape
in the presence of an n = 3 RMP field. The wall-to-wall connection length
Lc of magnetic field lines is indicated by color in addition to a Poincare´
plot, i.e. intersection points of field lines with a reference plane. (a) full
cross-section at ϕ = 0 deg, (b) zoom of the HFS midplane region, (c) zoom
of the X-point region. The position of the unperturbed (and axisymmetric)
ψ∗ = 0.99-surface is marked by a white-black dashed line with the end points
corresponding to poloidal angles of ϑ1 = 197.4 deg and ϑ2 = 206.5 deg,
respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Parallel profiles of (a) electron density ne and (b) electron temperature Te
at ψ∗ = 1.01 (i.e. just outside the separatrix ψ∗ = 1, see also figure 5.1 (a)).
of the divertor target. The density increases from an upstream value nu ≈ 4.0 · 1019 m−3
at the stagnation point to nt ≥ 30.0 · 1019 m−3 at the target at the outer strike point
(L = 0 m). The temperature, on the other hand, drops from Tu ≈ 75 eV to Tt ≈ 5 eV.
Such a behavior can indeed be expected for the given collisionalities [7]:
ν∗SOL = 10
−16 · nu[m−3] · Lc[m]/2 · (Tu[eV])−2 ≈ 20 (5.4)
with Lc = 57 m for the selected SOL field line in figure 5.4. Following the simple SOL
model for the conduction limited case in [7] allows to relate the temperature gradient
factor fT ≡ Tu/Tt to the SOL collisionality (see equation 4.109 in [7]):
ν∗SOL ≈ C f1/2T
(
1 − f−7/2T
)
, C =
4
7
κ0
(γe + γi) e cst
10−16. (5.5)
With κ0 ≈ 2068 and cst ≈ 3.36 · 104 ms obtained from local temperatures at the target,
one can estimate the temperature gradient factor to fT ≈ 42. This is significantly larger
than the value of fT ≈ 15 observed in the simulations, but can be explained by the
following extensions to the highly idealized “Basic 2-Point Model” (see section 5.4 in
[7]):
• Volumetric power losses due to radiation and charge exchange losses are accounted
for by the power loss factor fpower:
fpower ≡ Pvol
Pvol + Ptarget
(5.6)
where Pvol are the total volumetric power losses and Ptarget the total power losses
at the target plates.
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• Momentum losses due to frictional collisions with neutrals are accounted for by
the momentum loss factor fmom, which is defined by the simple pressure balance
equation
2nt Tt = fmom nu Tu. (5.7)
• Heat convection is included by the conduction factor fcond:
fcond =
q‖cond
q‖cond + q‖conv
, (5.8)
which accounts for the tendency of heat convection to reduce temperature gradi-
ents.
Using the simulations results one finds that fpower ≈ 0.01 (EMC3-EIRENE output in
(5.6), fmom ≈ 1 (from (5.7) and nt, Tt, nu, Tu from figure 5.4) and fcond ≈ 0.26 (from
(5.8) evaluated at the target):
qcond = κ0 (Tt[eV])
5/2 ∂Tt
∂L
[eVm−1], qconv =
5
2
nt Tt cst. (5.9)
Hence, heat convection still plays a significant role in the present scenario. These exten-
sions allow to estimate the effect on fT (see equation 5.27 in [7]:
fT
∣∣∣
Extended Model
= fT
f
6/7
cond f
2
mom
(1 − fpower)2 ≈ 13.5. (5.10)
This is much closer to the value fT ≈ 15 observed in the simulations. Another, more
global and less quantitative parameter typically used to characterize “high recycling
conditions” is the SOL flux amplification factor R (R > 1 for “high recycling”) with
R = Γtarget/Γinto SOL. Γinto SOL is not a direct output of the code, but Γinto edge = Γ
(p)
in
is (see section 4.3.1). Using this latter parameter to calculate R results in a different
absolute value, which depends on the radial width of the simulation domain. However,
in comparison to typical TEXTOR simulations, this approach gives for the present “high
recycling” case at DIII-D a value which is by more than one order of magnitude larger.
Recently, a “high-recycling regime” was predicted also for the W7-X stellarator by simu-
lations with the EMC3-EIRENE code [133], which has not been observed in all prior sim-
ulations for W7-AS and LHD. Therefore, together with the present finding this demon-
strates that the EMC3-EIRENE code is indeed applicable to high-recycling scenarios in
tokamaks. A detailed benchmark with a 2D transport code is beyond the scope of this
thesis and can be found in [134].
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5.3 3D effects on the edge plasma
The transport model presented in chapter 3 accounts for anomalous cross-field trans-
port by free model parameters D⊥, χe,⊥ and χi,⊥, where χ⊥ = χe,⊥ = χi,⊥ is assumed
throughout this chapter. Particle and heat fluxes to the wall - although guided by
the underlying magnetic topology - depend on the transport characteristics in the very
complex 3D plasma edge and in particular on the level of cross-field transport. Exper-
imentally, the patterns of target particle and heat fluxes are the clearest indication for
3D effects induced by RMPs. Therefore section 5.3.1 is dedicated to the imprints of
the plasma on the divertor target: At first the level of cross-field transport which is
consistent with experimental results is estimated. Afterwards a direct comparison to
experimental observations is given. 3D volume effects are then investigated in section
5.3.2 with particular focus on helical magnetic lobes and short magnetic flux tubes. The
results presented in this section have been published in [135].
5.3.1 Particle and heat flux pattern on the divertor target
Estimation of cross-field transport
Three independent transport simulations with D⊥,1 = 1.0 m2 s−1, D⊥,2 = 0.25 m2 s−1
and D⊥,3 = 0.1 m2 s−1 are performed with χ⊥ = 3D⊥ in each case. These calculations
are based on the magnetic configuration of DIII-D discharge 122342 with a simplified wall
geometry: the wall is approximated by a horizontal plane (i.e. neglecting the 45 deg tile
at the high field side). The magnetic footprint in the presence of RMP fields splits into
a characteristic striation pattern, as discussed above. Both, particle and heat fluxes to
the wall are guided by the underlying magnetic topology and hence, a similar striation
pattern is expected also for the particle and heat flux. Simulation results of particle
and heat flux onto the divertor target Γtarget and qtarget , respectively, are presented in
figure 5.5. Both, Γtarget and qtarget show a clear helical pattern for all transport levels.
However, a sharp striation pattern is present only for low enough cross-field transport
(D⊥ . 0.25 m2 s−1). Such a sharp striation pattern is indeed observed in the experiment
for the particle flux [127, 128], distinctly different from the more blurred pattern which
emerges with transport model D⊥,1, where Γtarget is spread over 15 cm along the wall.
Hence, D⊥,2 provides a rough upper limit for the free model parameter for cross-field
diffusion. At TEXTOR, however, simulations with EMC3-EIRENE have shown that a
pronounced pattern prevails for much higher values of D⊥. In particular, sub-structures
in the target particle and heat fluxes there have still been visible at a cross-field transport
level of D = 1.4 m2 s−1 and χ⊥ = 4.1 m2 s−1 [97]. The reason for this is related to the
shorter connection length at TEXTOR, allowing for higher D⊥, χ⊥ for still sufficiently
low overall cross-field losses as compared to parallel losses.
Remarkably, only very weak striation patterns are observed for the heat flux in low
density RMP experiments such as DIII-D discharges 122342 and 132731 [136] while
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Figure 5.5: Particle (upper row) and heat flux (lower row) footprints Γtarget and qtarget
at the outer strike point for three levels of cross-field transport.
heat flux splitting is observed in high density DIII-D RMP experiments [137]. In the
former, the main peak heat flux is located just at the strike point, which is closer to the
low χ⊥ case in figure 5.5. The presence of a clear striation pattern in the corresponding
simulation results, however, indicates that some physical processes may be missing in the
present transport model when considering the difference between high and low density
plasmas1. A more detailed discussion is given in the next paragraph. However, the same
qualitative behavior was also found in earlier heat transport simulations with the E3D
code [138]. These simulations now demonstrate that this mismatch cannot be explained
by the additional accounting for self-consistent particle and momentum transport nor
by the self-consistent recycling neutrals, which both are included in the present model
but not in [138].
Analysis of target particle and heat fluxes
For a direct comparison to experimental observations, the magnetic configuration of the
more recent DIII-D discharge 132731 (from figure 5.3) is considered again. Now the
complete wall geometry is included in the simulations. Here, transport coefficients of
D⊥ = 0.2 m2 s−1 and χ⊥ = 0.6 m2 s−1 are used, which are slightly below the upper limit
estimated above. The input power is set to Pin = 6.3 MW, which corresponds to the
experimental value during the H-mode phase of this discharge.
Profiles of the resulting target particle and heat fluxes at the inner strike point are
shown in figure 5.6 (blue solid lines), where nin = 1.2 · 1019 m−3. Both profiles are
1Further analysis of the experimental results, which have become available only after completion of
this present thesis, do now indicate also heat flux striation pattern similar to those found in the code
application. It should be noted that in particular inferring target heat fluxes experimentally is a
highly indirect and very subtle issue in itself.
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Figure 5.6: Profiles of (a) target particle flux Γtarget and (b) heat flux qtarget (blue solid
lines) in comparison to experimental observations (red dashed lines) and the
local connection length Lc (black dotted lines). The blue numbers in the
figure indicate the positions of Γ1, . . . ,Γ4 and q1, . . . , q3 which are mentioned
in the text.
well aligned to the magnetic topology (black dotted lines). The modeled particle flux
is compared to the observed Dα emission (red dashed line) which is correlated to the
experimental particle flux (with an additional dependence on edge plasma parameters
which is, however, not considered here in detail. See section 6.4.1 for this issue). Both
profiles show a clear splitting and are in qualitative agreement. The slight shifts in the
two outer peaks are probably due to error fields (e.g. misalignments of the field coils)
which are neglected in these simulations. The peak particle flux of Γ1 = 1.95 kA m−2 is
reduced to Γ2 = 1.50 kA m−2 at the first and Γ3 = 0.90 kA m−2 at the second minimum.
The outer peak is with Γ4 = 1.55 kA m−2 at 80 % of Γ1. A similar splitting is found
for the modeled heat flux (figure 5.6.b) which prevails after including the complete wall
geometry. The experimental peak heat flux of q1,exp = 3.2 MW m−2 drops to q3,exp =
0.5 MW m−2 without any significant splitting. Furthermore, the modeled heat flux is
with q1 = 4.7 MW m−2 and q2 = 5.3 MW m−2 significantly larger than the observed one.
Even the ratio of the second minimum q3 = 1.6 MW m−2 to q1 is significantly larger
(35 %) than the experimentally observed one of only q3,exp/q1,exp = 16 %.
Kinetic corrections to the parallel heat conduction in the fluid model, which have recently
been investigated in context with modeling of RMP scenarios at the TEXTOR tokamak
[47], might be necessary to improve agreement. It has been found in simulations for
RMP scenarios at TEXTOR that Te in front of the target is reduced when these kinetic
corrections are applied, but not in the axisymmetric reference case. How this relates to
the target heat flux pattern at DIII-D, however, has still to be determined. In addition,
the treatment of cross-field transport in the present model needs to be advanced to
include effects of an edge transport barrier in H-mode plasmas. This is investigated in
section 5.4. Both types of corrections have already been taken into account in other
approaches [28, 29], there, however, without the full 3D magnetic topology.
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5.3.2 3D structure of the edge plasma
The complex magnetic field structure in figure 5.3 already suggests that a 3D spatial
modulation is also present in the entire edge plasma. That there is indeed a complex
3D structure in the edge plasma is demonstrated in this section. The inner boundary
of the simulation domain for the edge plasma is located at ψ∗ ≈ 0.77, where boundary
conditions are set to nin = 1.2 · 1019 m−3 and Pin = 0.9 MW. This corresponds to
experimental values observed during the L-mode phase in DIII-D discharge 132731. The
resulting strong spatial modulation of the edge plasma is demonstrated in figure 5.7 (a)
and (b) for the electron density ne and electron temperature Te by 2D cuts at a toroidal
reference plane ϕ = 0 deg. Clearly, the structure of the magnetic field is reflected in
the edge plasma as well. In particular, the parallel plasma flow pattern in figure 5.7 (c)
demonstrates the 3D character of the plasma edge layer. The 3D modulation is now
investigated in more detail, in particular the effects of helical magnetic lobes and short
magnetic flux tubes in the X-point region.
Helical magnetic lobes
In the presence of RMPs an intermediate layer between confined plasma and the regular
SOL exists. In this layer field lines have an intermediate connection length of the order
Lc ≈ 400 m (green regions in figure 5.3), which is smaller than that of ergodic field lines
further inside but larger than field lines in the regular SOL and in the short flux tubes.
This layer is bounded by the separatrix manifolds in the form of helical magnetic lobes
which extend into the SOL. The helical nature of this boundary is most pronounced in
the X-point region (figure 5.3.c), but also clearly visible on the high field side (HFS)
midplane (figure 5.3.b). With the EMC3-EIRENE code it is possible to investigate the
detailed effects of this structure on the edge plasma. It is demonstrated in figure 5.8
and 5.9 that the structure of these magnetic lobes also emerges in the modeled ne and
Te profiles. These figures show 3D visualizations of ne and Te by means of selected
2D cuts (rainbow colored) and iso-parametric surfaces (blue shaded). In particular the
ne,1 = 4.5 · 1018 m−3 and Te,1 = 60 eV surfaces reflect very well the structure of the
helical magnetic lobes at R ≈ 108 cm. But also further inside in the ergodic domain the
ne,2 = 8.5 · 1018 m−3 and Te,2 = 120 eV surfaces in figure 5.8 and 5.9 show a clear 3D
pattern.
It can be expected from these figures that radial profiles of ne and Te depend strongly
on the toroidal and poloidal position, inside the former separatrix as well as outside.
Radial profiles located at the midplane (Z = 0 cm) are of particular interest, as these
are usually measured in the experiment. Such midplane profiles are extracted from figure
5.8 at ϕ1 = −10 deg (red line, position B) and ϕ2 = 50 deg (blue line, position A) and
compared to the corresponding connection length in figure 5.10. In particular it can be
seen in parts (c) and (d) of figure 5.10 that ne and Te in the magnetic lobe (index A)
at R = 108 cm, i.e. just outside the former separatrix, is increased with respect to a
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Figure 5.7: 2D cuts at the reference plane ϕ = 0 deg of (a) electron density ne, (b)
electron temperature Te and (c) Mach number. All figures are combined
with a Poincare´-plot (black dots).
toroidal position where no such lobe is present (index B):
ne,A = 4.2 · 1018 m−3
ne,B = 2.9 · 1018 m−3
Te,A = 68 eV
Te,B = 37 eV
which is an increase by 45 % for ne and 84 % for Te. This behavior is in agreement with
findings from simulations of limiter RMP scenarios at TEXTOR and DIII-D with similar
magnetic field structures, also performed with the EMC3-EIRENE code [139]. As the
toroidal position of diagnostic equipment in the experiment is fixed, direct comparison
to experimental observations remains challenging. However, with a new RMP coil set
planned for DIII-D, it will be possible to rotate the RMP field and hence, to move the
magnetic field structure in front of the diagnostics. Furthermore, such a toroidal depen-
dence is indicated experimentally by q-scans (i.e. by ramping up the plasma current)
[140].
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5.8.
Short magnetic flux tubes
Short magnetic flux tubes, i.e. field line bundles with short connection length Lc ≈ 100 m
(blue regions in figure 5.3), exist in the domain inside the former separatrix [130]. These
short flux tubes are suspected to act as an inward extension of the usually axisymmetric
scrape-off layer (SOL). In figure 5.11 profiles of ne and Te on the ψ∗ = 0.99-surface in
the X-point region are shown and compared to the connection length of field lines. On
this surface short flux tubes alternate with partially ergodic regions with long connection
length of field lines. A strong modulation of ne and Te between short flux tubes (index
F ) and long field lines (index L) is found. Average peak and minimum values are:
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ne,F = (4.96± 0.13) · 1018 m−3
ne,L = (6.62± 0.11) · 1018 m−3
Te,F = (86.2± 0.4) eV
Te,L = (94.5± 1.2) eV
which corresponds to a density reduction of 25 % and a temperature reduction of 9 % in
the short flux tubes. This is in qualitative agreement with earlier experimental obser-
vations and modeling (also with the EMC3-EIRENE code) at the TEXTOR tokamak
[72, 97], even the more pronounced effect on ne. These findings suggests that short
flux tubes either act like an additional strong SOL sink or are not filled efficiently by
cross-field diffusion from neighboring longer field lines.
From figure 5.3.c it seems that these short flux tubes have a well-defined (non-fractal)
cross-section of about 1 cm × 1 cm and thus can be discussed within a 1D SOL model.
However, when tracing this cross-section along the flux tube from the upstream position
(near the X-point) to the divertor plates (figure 5.12), a strong deformation of the shape
occurs just after one toroidal turn. The flux tube gets stretched in one direction to
more than 30 cm while in the other direction it is compressed to less than 1 mm (see
magnification in the upper left inset in figure 5.12), which results from a conservation of
toroidal flux in the tube as it connects to different radial positions. After a few toroidal
turns, completing a full poloidal turn, the stretching relaxes again, but then the flux
tube is folded into U-shape. This is demonstrated in figure 5.12 by the blue contours
(especially by the magnifications in the right inset) which show the shape of the flux
tube after trace steps of ∆ϕ = 120 deg. In the end this U-shape is stretched again so
that the flux tube creates an expanded footprint of ∆ϑ = 120 deg in toroidal direction
on the inner strike point. The footprint of the flux tube is displayed in red in figure
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Figure 5.12: Visualization of a magnetic flux tube from its upstream position near the
X-point (green) to the inner strike point (red). The blue contours are the
shape of the flux tube in the R−Z plane after steps of ∆ϕ = 120 deg. The
upper left and right insets are magnifications of the R−Z contours, where
the positions are marked by gray boxes. The lower left inset displays the
shape of the footprint of the flux tube on the wall.
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5.12, where the lower left inset displays the shape of the flux tube on the wall. A similar
behavior is also observed for the other part of the flux tube from its upstream position
to the outer strike point.
This space shape-analysis already suggests that it would be over-simplistic to formulate
a 1D transport model in these 3D flux tubes. This fact is now revealed in very detail for
the first time by comparing profiles of ne, Te and Mach number M along this selected
flux tube to a 1D sheath-limited SOL (isothermal fluid) model [7]. Such a model was
used at TEXTOR to describe plasma transport in similar short flux tubes there. Let
x ∈ [−L,L] denote the coordinate along the flux tube with connection length 2L, then
the isothermal fluid model is:
n(x) =
n0
1 + M2(x)
(5.11)
M(x) =
1
yˆ
[
1 −
√
1− yˆ2
]
, yˆ =
x
L
(5.12)
T (x) = T0 (5.13)
with free model parameters n0, T0 at the upstream position and uniformly distributed
sources. Figure 5.13 (a)-(c) shows averaged profiles (blue solid lines) for ne, Te and
M calculated from 4 selected field lines within the flux tube and corresponding profiles
from a simple 1D isothermal model (red dashed lines). Obviously, the 1D isothermal
fluid model does not reproduce the plasma parameters in this strongly distorted magnetic
flux tube. In particular Te = const along the flux tube is not observed: the upstream
value of Te = 85 eV drops to Te = 51 at the target. The density, on the other hand,
increases from an upstream value of ne = 0.5 · 1019 m−3 to ne ≈ 1.0 · 1019 m−3 at the
outer strike point, while it is only slightly increased at the inner strike point. The
qualitative behavior of ne and Te is more similar to that in a “high-recycling flux tube”
(see section 5.2), however, the pronounced pattern in M confirms that 3D transport
effects are important. In any case, sources are not uniformly distributed along the flux
tube. These are due to diffusion from long field lines into the flux tube, but also due to
ionization of neutrals. To account for particle sources, let us assume for simplicity that
the former are proportional to the flux tube surface per toroidal angle A(ϕ), then ne
and M in the isothermal fluid model are still determined by (5.11)-(5.12), however with
yˆ replaced by
yˆ(x) =
1
Y
∫ x
0
dl A(ϕ(l)), Y =
∫ ϕ(L)
0
dl A(ϕ(l)). (5.14)
The modified Mach number profile is shown in figure 5.13.c by a red dotted line. This
correction slightly changes the M profile, however, it can not explain the results from 3D
modeling. Certainly, the source distribution is far more complex when considering 3D
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Figure 5.13: Profiles of (a) ne, (b) Te and (c) M along the flux tube from figure 5.12. The
flux tube average (blue solid lines) is calculated from 4 field lines within the
flux tube and compared to a 1D isothermal fluid model (red dashed lines).
The red dotted line in (c) is from an extended model (eq. 5.14) with local
sources adapted to the flux tube surface. (d) Parallel profiles of particle and
momentum sources Sp and Sm due to interaction with neutral particles.
transport effects, in particular when ionization sources Sp are included. Furthermore,
momentum sources Sm need to be included as well, as is demonstrated in figure 5.13 (d).
Without Sp and Sm it is not possible to obtain a flow reversal and an increase of ne in
front of the target as observed for the modeled profiles in figure 5.13. The 3D edge model
in the EMC3-EIRENE code includes transport and ionization of neutrals. The resulting
effects on the plasma are included in the balance equations (3.35), (3.36), (3.41) and
(3.42) by particle, momentum and energy sources Sp, Sm and See, Sei, respectively. Sp
and Sm along the flux tube are shown in figure 5.13.d. Clearly, neutral particles penetrate
into the upstream region of the flux tube and contribute to particle and momentum
sources for the plasma. The penetration of neutrals depends on local plasma parameter,
and hence, it is an intrinsic 3D transport problem. In conclusion, it is apparently not
possible to use an isolated 1D transport model on top of a 3D magnetic geometry, not
even for rather simple short magnetic flux tubes. Nevertheless, earlier research is based
on such a procedure [132, 20].
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5.4 Edge transport modeling for H-mode plasmas
Realistic simulations of H-mode plasma require an advancement of the cross-field trans-
port model in the EMC3-EIRENE code. This advancement is necessary to include the
effects of an edge transport barrier, which is thought to be responsible for the increase
of confinement in H-mode plasmas. A numerical scheme has been developed in section
4.1.3 which allows for the implementation of spatially varying cross-field diffusion coeffi-
cients without the explicit calculation of the arising cross-field gradients in the transport
equation. Although cross-field diffusion coefficients can now be specified as an arbitrary
3D function in EMC3, only a one parametric dependency is investigated in the follow-
ing. In particular D⊥ = D⊥(ψ∗), χ⊥ = χ⊥(ψ∗) is assumed, which makes D⊥ and χ⊥ a
“radial” function only.
The remaining part of this chapter is dedicated to the effects resulting from a transport
barrier on the edge plasma. At first, different models for D⊥, χ⊥ are presented in
section 5.4.1 and are then analyzed within an axisymmetric scenario in section 5.4.2.
Then findings from this first analysis are applied to an RMP scenario in section 5.4.3.
This section is intended as motivation for subsequent work, a detailed analysis cannot
be performed in this thesis.
5.4.1 Ad hoc modeling of an edge transport barrier
An analysis of detailed edge transport barrier physics is out of the scope of this thesis.
Therefore only ad hoc models forD⊥ and χ⊥ are presented and discussed in the following.
These models are then applied to an axisymmetric H-mode plasma and compared to
experimental observations in order to find a reasonable model which can later be applied
to RMP scenarios. This approach is similar to that in 2D modeling with SOLPS5 (B2-
EIRENE) [141]. Throughout this section χ⊥(ψ∗) = 3D⊥(ψ∗) is assumed.
The first model under investigation is based on a tanh-like transition to the transport
barrier, similar to the ansatz presented in [29] for 1D transport modeling, but here
extended into the regular SOL:
D
(1)
⊥ (ψ
∗) = DB + (D0 −DB) ·
[
α1 − α2 tanh
(
ψ∗ − ψB
δB
)
+ α3 tanh
(
ψ∗ − ψ1
δB
)]
.
(5.15)
The basic parameters for this model are the transport levels inside and outside the
barrier D0 and DB, the inner and outer barrier position being ψB and ψ1, respectively,
and smoothness of the barrier transition δB. This model can be fine tuned by the
parameters α1, α2 and α3, e.g. to allow for different transport levels in the core plasma
and in the SOL. The following sub-models are considered:
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of various models considered for anomalous cross-field diffusion.
Model # α1 α2 α3
1.1 1 1/2 1/2
1.2 3/2 1/2 1
1.3 2 1/2 3/2
This already allows for a wide variety of realizations. However, a second model type with
similar properties is introduced in addition. This is to reflect the general uncertainty of
the transport barrier physics. The second model type is based on the parametrization:
D
(2)
⊥ (ψ
∗) = D0 +
DB − D0
1 +
(
ψ∗−ψB
δB
)2 . (5.16)
The parameters of this model are the transport levels inside and outside the barrier D0
and DB, the center position of the barrier ψB and the barrier width δB. The following
parameter sets are investigated this chapter, where D0 and DB are given in units of
m2 s−1:
Label 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Model
#
1.1 1.1 2 2 2 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.3
ψ<0.97 ψ>0.97
D0 0.5 0.4 0.2 1.7 0.7 1.0 0.4 0.24 0.4 0.24 0.4
DB 0.1 0.04 0.05 0.25 0.1 0.04 0.024 0.04 0.002 0.004
ψB 0.96 0.92 0.94 0.97 0.96 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
ψ1 1 1 - - - 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
δB 0.005 0.04 0.03 0.08 0.043 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
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Figure 5.15: Radial profiles of (a) electron density and (b) electron temperature at the
outboard midplane. Simulations have been performed for transport models
1-3.
5.4.2 Modeling of axisymmetric H-mode plasmas
The cross-field transport models presented in the previous section are now applied to
plasma transport simulations for an axisymmetric scenario. Comparing simulation re-
sults with experimental observation allows to evaluate these models. The intention is to
find the best matching model and then apply it to the corresponding RMP scenario.
The following simulations have been performed for models 1-3 with boundary conditions
of nin = 4.3 · 1019 m−3 and Pin = 6.3 MW, which are taken from experimental obser-
vations for DIII-D discharge 132731 at t = 2200 ms. Radial profiles at the outboard
midplane are extracted from the simulation results and displayed in figure 5.15 in com-
parison to data from the Thompson scattering system. The most striking feature of the
modeled data is that ne = const throughout the confined region up to the separatrix.
The shape of the Te profiles on the other hand is reasonable. In particular, the Te profile
for model 3 is in good agreement with experimental observations. The flat ne profiles
in the simulations can be explained as follows: All neutrals are ionized directly in front
of the divertor target and cannot penetrate into the confined plasma for the given nin
and Pin. In particular no neutrals can penetrate to the inner simulation boundary. This
results in Sp = 0 throughout the confined region and Γ
(p)
in = 0. Under these conditions
it is easy to see from (3.35) that no cross-field gradients can arise.
A reason for the mismatch might be that recycling of the particle flux associated with
the λp boundary condition (see section 4.3.1) has been neglected. This main chamber
recycling would probably result in Sp 6= 0 in the confined region. Similarly, a gas-puff in
the main chamber, currently also not included in the model, could contribute to particle
sources in the confined region.
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Hydrogen pumping and re-fueling
So far, re-fueling of the plasma by neutral beam injection (i.e. gas-puffing as it occurs in
the experiment) has been neglected. This would result in additional sources within the
confined region, and therefore should be taken into account regarding the observations
presented above. Also pumping of neutral hydrogen from the outer divertor has been
neglected so far. Both are now taken into account, however in a simplified manner to
realize a steady state condition. Re-fueling by neutral beam injection is approximated
by an additional in-flux Γfuel into the simulation domain. The approximation is that
all neutrals (from the beam) penetrate into the very core plasma, are ionized there and
enter the edge plasma as poloidally uniform particle flux Γfuel. To realize a steady state,
the amount of in-flux is taken from the pumped hydrogen flux Γpump at the divertor
target. The numerical realization of Γpump in the EIRENE code is accomplished by
introducing an additional surface at which all particles are absorbed (or, more generally,
with a prescribed sticking probability).
The realization of neutral hydrogen pumping by an absorbing surface is an approximation
to the real pumping process. Therefore, to estimate the related effect, three different
combinations of regular walls and pumping surfaces are analyzed (see figure 5.16 (a)).
The resulting impact on the neutral hydrogen density nH and the corresponding plasma
source Sp is demonstrated in figure 5.16 (b) by radial profiles at the outer strike point
for simulations within transport model 2. The self-consistent target (plasma) particle
fluxes and (neutral) pump fluxes are summarized below and compared to the reference
case without pumping:
Reference Model P1 Model P2 Model P3
Γtarget [kA] 18.3 1.85 1.61 1.61
Γpump [kA] - 0.15 0.16 0.16
From figure 5.16 (b) it can be seen that the neutral hydrogen density is reduced by one
order of magnitude, and even stronger in the pump duct region. Right at the separatrix
nH is reduced from nH,Reference = 2.51 · 1018 m−3 to nH,Model P1 = 6.53 · 1017 m−3 for
pump model 1 and nH,Model P2 = 5.62 · 1017 m−3, nH,Model P3 = 5.54 · 1017 m−3 for pump
model 2 and 3, respectively. Correspondingly, also the plasma sources Sp are reduced
by one order of magnitude when pumping is switched on. Clearly, pumping has a very
strong effect on the neutral particle distribution. The impact on the edge plasma is
investigated in the following for pump model P1.
Impact on the edge plasma
Self-consistent simulations with neutral hydrogen pumping and re-fueling have been
performed for the cross-field transport models in figure 5.14. Radial profiles of ne and
Te at the outboard midplane are presented in figure 5.17. It can be seen clearly that
ne profiles are in much better agreement with experimental observation when pumping
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is switched on. However, the good agreement of the Te profile from model 3 without
pumping does not prevail. Te is increased throughout the simulation domain, which
is, however, consistent with a decrease of ne while Pin is fixed. In particular at the
separatrix: T 1e,Model 3 ≈ 550 eV, which is much too large. The other models result in
a large discrepancy as well, e.g. T 1e,Model 2 ≈ 280 eV or T 1e,Model 7 ≈ 640 eV. The best
match for Te at the separatrix is obtained from model 5: T 1e,Model 5 ≈ 100 eV, however
the corresponding density is too large: n1e,Model 5 ≈ 1.5 · 1019 m−3 s−1. Also Te at the
ISB from model 5 is with T ISBe,Model 5 ≈ 600 eV much lower than the experimental value.
Much better agreement for Te at the ISB is found for model 10: T ISBe,Model 10 ≈ 2.1 keV,
however the slope up to the barrier is too small.
As demonstrated, either ne or Te are in agreement to experimental observation with or
without pumping. However, (5.15) and (5.16) still leave much freedom for exploration
and fine tuning, but this is beyond the scope of this thesis. Also the implementation
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Figure 5.17: Radial profiles of (a) electron density and (b) electron temperature at the
outboard midplane. Simulations have been performed for pumping model 1
and transport models 1-10. The blue dashed lines are for transport models
2 and 7 with a reduced pumping efficiency of 30 %.
of pumping by absorbing surfaces might overestimate the actual effect. This can be
accounted for by an additional parameter: the pumping efficiency εP (i.e. sticking
probability), which is an input parameter that specifies the fraction of absorbed (and
consequently pumped) particles at pumping surfaces. Reducing εP to 30 % (this value
is in 2D SOLPS5 modeling [142] for transport model 2 results in an increase of ne and
a corresponding decrease of Te: at the separatrix Te is reduced to T 1e,Model 2∗ ≈ 180 eV,
while ne is increased from n1e,Model 2 ≈ 0.89 · 1019 m−3 to n1e,Model 2∗ ≈ 1.5 · 1019 m−3. A
similar effect is observed for model 7, for which the modified ne profile is still in very
good agreement with experimental observations while Te is reduced (but not enough to
match experimental observations).
Possible reasons for this mismatch are that on the one hand ELMy H-mode plasmas are
not stationary: plasma conditions are significantly different during and between ELMs.
The present transport model, however, accounts only for steady state conditions and
therefore should be considered with caution for the inter-ELM phase. On the other
hand, error fields due to coil misalignments already introduce a small perturbation of
the edge plasma. In fact, modeling of the magnetic field structure with the TRIP3D
code has shown that magnetic flux surfaces are destroyed within 2 % poloidal flux inside
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Figure 5.18: Radial profiles of (a) electron density and (b) electron temperature at the
outboard midplane. Simulations have been performed with transport model
A and B for an RMP H-mode plasma.
the separatrix [143]. This is exactly the region where Te in all simulations is too large.
5.4.3 Modeling of RMP H-mode plasmas
As the preceding analysis failed to provide a single cross-field transport model that
matches both ne and Te profiles, two of the above models are selected to investigate
RMP H-mode plasmas: A = model 3 without pumping (which gives good agreement to
the experimental Te profiles) and B = model 7 with 30 % pumping (which gives good
agreement to the experimental ne profiles).
In figure 5.19 it can be seen that the structure of the edge plasma induced by RMPs
remains under H-mode conditions. Boundary conditions are set to nin = 2.3 · 1019 m−3
and Pin = 6.3 MW which corresponds to experimental conditions of this scenario. Radial
profiles at the outboard midplane are extracted in figure 5.18 and compared to exper-
imental observations. Without pumping (model A) the ne profile turns out to be flat
when nin is raised to H-mode like values. This is similar to the results for the axisym-
metric reference case. Model A has been selected because of its good agreement with
experimental Te profiles. However, as can be seen in figure 5.18 (b), the same model
does not provide good agreement for Te in the RMP case. The temperature collapses in
the complete simulation domain, e.g. T ISBe,ModelA ≈ 940 eV at the ISB.
In model B, which includes pumping, radial profiles of ne and Te are significantly different
from model A. Pumping decreases ne at the separatrix, resulting in a local increase
of Te. At the separatrix: T 1e,ModelB ≈ 270 eV, which is much larger than observed
experimentally. However, no pedestal-like structure is present in the Te profiles in both
cases, so that Te is too low further inside.
Comparing the ne profiles from model A and B suggest that the correct model is some-
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Figure 5.19: 2D cuts of ne and Te for model A and B.
where in between. One might obtain the correct ne behavior by adjusting the pumping
efficiency εP , however, the more credible approach would be to estimate the pumped
flux and re-fueling from experimental observation. This still leaves the D⊥ and χ⊥
profiles as unknown parameters. Additionally one should consider kinetic corrections
to the parallel electron heat flux, which are here left for future analysis. Furthermore,
screening of the perturbation field might be important. A first step to include this effect
is to consider a homogeneous screening of all modes, i.e. simply by reduction of the
perturbation current. All this and a detailed analysis of the plasma footprint pattern in
comparison to the results from section 5.3 are left for subsequent work.
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6 Plasma transport in the helical divertor
at TEXTOR
Helical divertor scenarios (by application of RMPs) are investigated at the TEXTOR
tokamak in order to control plasma edge transport and the resulting particle and heat
fluxes to the divertor target [65]. These scenarios are investigated both experimentally
[144, 145, 72, 146, 96, 73, 97] and numerically [132, 46, 117, 99, 47, 77]. Of particu-
lar interest is a specific plasma state called detachment, with reduced particle and heat
fluxes to the material surfaces bounding the system. In this chapter, numerical studies
are performed to investigate whether the helical divertor at TEXTOR allows to control
particle and heat fluxes in such a way that plasma detachment can be achieved. Begin-
ning with a brief summary of the phenomenology of plasma detachment in section 6.1,
this chapter continues with an overview of the magnetic field structure and the resulting
plasma structure in section 6.2. The inherent complex 3D magnetic field structure -
and consequently the demand for 3D plasma transport simulations - is demonstrated
by applying the visualization procedures presented in section 2.4. It will be shown that
in the present 3D magnetic field configuration it is not possible to speak of phenomena
such as high-recycling or detachment in the sense of the typical upstream-downstream
balances (2-point model) for poloidal divertors [7].
The typical conditions at the plasma edge allow to apply a fluid transport model (pre-
sented in chapter 3), which is implemented in the EMC3-EIRENE code (presented in
chapter 4), to perform plasma transport studies. The main part of this chapter begins in
section 6.3, where at first characteristic parameters are established to allow an analysis
of global transport phenomena which is then performed. Afterwards, in section 6.4, a
detailed study of spatially resolved transport characteristics is given in order to inves-
tigate the relevance of different domains within the chaotic magnetic edge layer and to
demonstrate that the helical divertor physics at TEXTOR is significantly different from
that in axisymmetric configurations such as poloidal divertors or toroidal limiters. The
edge plasma may be affected by the presence of impurities (e.g. carbon which is released
by plasma-wall interaction). The major effect of impurities is a cooling of electrons due
to line radiation. Therefore this chapter closes with a short analysis of the impact of
carbon impurities on the edge plasma. A more detailed analysis of impurity transport
(boundary conditions, reaction rates, source distribution) is given in appendix D.
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6.1 Brief summary of plasma detachment
The reduction of divertor heat loads is a crucial issue for designing a fusion reactor, which
motivated the investigation of so called detached plasmas. In particular these plasmas
are considered for ITER [147, 56]. The basic idea is to extinguish the plasma exhausts
(target particle and heat loads Γtarget , qtarget ) in a neutral gas cloud in a remote divertor
chamber. Quite different definitions of “detachment” are in use, and also quite different
physical phenomena are today referred to as “detachment” (see [148, 149, 150, 7, 151]).
For the sake of clarity, the definition of plasma detachment in poloidal divertors given
in [150] shall be noted here: state in which large pressure gradients are observed parallel
to the magnetic field with consequently low plasma power and ion fluxes to the material
surfaces bounding the system. The concept to achieve plasma detachment is to increase
the plasma density at the separatrix and/or to increase the power in the SOL, e.g. by
impurity radiation. This results in a localization of plasma sources in the divertor region
and, after an initial increase, a roll-over and then a decrease in parallel plasma flow with
increasing upstream density. Parallel heat flux is essentially determined by conduction,
which leads to a drop of the temperature in front of the target and allows the buildup
of a neutral gas cloud. The pressure drop is then caused by parallel momentum losses.
The wide variety of fusion devices and particle exhaust configurations (limiter tokamaks,
poloidal divertor tokamaks, stellarators with island or helical divertors, see section 2.1)
allows a wide variety of plasma recycling regimes. A detailed characterization of various
fusion devices is beyond the scope of this thesis, and only a brief description is given
here. In poloidal divertor tokamaks three different regimes are observed with increasing
upstream density nu (where upstream refers to the stagnation point in the axisymmetric
SOL):
• the linear regime: Γtarget ∼ nu, which corresponds to the so called Sheath-Limited
regime where the temperature on field lines in the SOL is constant,
• the high-recycling regime, where Γtarget increases non-linearly with nu, which cor-
responds to the so called Conduction-Limited regime with large temperature gra-
dients (but plasma pressure being constant along field lines), and
• the detachment regime with a roll-over in Γtarget without a corresponding decrease
in the Hα emission (λ = 656.2 nm line emission) in the divertor (instead: Hα
emission continues to increase).
In stellarators, particularly in W7-AS and LHD, a roll-over of Γtarget is observed as well,
both experimentally and in simulations with the EMC3-EIRENE code [152, 133]. At
these machines, however, without the intermediate high-recycling regime before detach-
ment. This suppression of the high recycling regime suggests that additional momentum
losses, other than plasma-gas friction, are present, and it has been found that these are
due to cross-field transport on open field lines with long wall-to-wall connection length.
The detachment regime in limiter tokamaks is fundamentally distinct from poloidal
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divertor tokamaks. In the former it is observed that the ionization front (measured
by Hα emission) moves radially inward (across the B-field) from the target. Hence,
in the definition of [150], this is not regarded as detachment at all. The underlying
physics it fundamentally different as well: while recycled neutral particles in limiter
tokamaks penetrate basically in radial (i.e. cross-field) direction, they penetrate basically
in parallel (to B) direction in poloidal divertor tokamaks. As will be shown below, in
tokamaks with a 3D chaotic magnetic edge layer such as TEXTOR in the helical divertor
configuration (see section 2.2.2 and figure 6.1) it is neither of both exclusively, but rather
a complex combination of both. Hence, no direct correspondence to the phenomena in
poloidal divertors can be expected and therefore a different nomenclature should be
applied.
6.2 Characteristics of the TEXTOR helical divertor
The TEXTOR helical divertor is a scenario where the DED coils are used for a resonant
magnetic perturbation of the edge plasma (see section 2.2.2). The intent of this section is
to give a short overview of the magnetic field and plasma structure of the helical divertor
configuration at the TEXTOR tokamak. A more detailed structure analysis is given in
[145, 97, 77]. The selected plasma scenario is based on the MHD equilibrium of TEXTOR
discharge #95896 with superimposed RMP field of toroidal/poloidal base mode number
m/n = 6/2, powered by IDED = 6.75 A. This type of equilibrium configuration has been
used at TEXTOR in several discharges of various RMP field configurations and currents.
Characteristic values for this discharge are:
Btor(R = 175 cm) = 1.88 T
Ip = 350 kA
q(rmin = 47.7 cm) = 3.72
6.2.1 Structure of the magnetic field
The application of RMPs results in a heterogeneous magnetic field structure at the
plasma edge with magnetic islands, short magnetic flux tubes and partially ergodic
domains with field lines in a wide spectrum of connection length Lc. This magnetic field
structure is displayed in figure 6.1 (a). In figure 6.1 (b) it is shown that as a result
a helical magnetic strike point - or better strike line pattern - on the DED target is
formed. Particle and heat fluxes are guided by the magnetic field to this helical target
pattern, therefore this configuration can be regarded as helical divertor. A feature of
this open chaotic system (see section 2.4) is the formation of short magnetic flux tubes
which connect within one poloidal turn from one strike point on the DED to the other.
The shape of such a flux tube is indicated in white in figure 6.1 (a) by its contour in
the RZ-plane at ϕ = 0 deg and in figure 6.1 (b) by its footprints on the DED target.
This magnetic topology has been chosen because of its helical SOL-like features with a
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Figure 6.1: Magnetic field structure of a TEXTOR helical divertor scenario inm/n = 6/2
configuration of the DED field: (a) Combined Poincare´ and connection length
plot at the toroidal position ϕ = 0 deg, (b) magnetic footprint on the DED
target. White contours indicate the shape of a short magnetic flux tube.
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Figure 6.2: Plasma parameters for the helical divertor scenario with magnetic topology
shown in figure 6.1 (left column) compared to the axisymmetric reference case
(right column). 2D cuts at ϕ = 0 deg of (a) electron density ne, (b) electron
temperature Te, (c) Mach number M and (d) atomic hydrogen density nH .
The color bars for Te and nH are adapted to the respective maximum values.
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Figure 6.3: Particle and heat fluxes to the DED-target. The side parts of the DED
target are mapped to an artificial poloidal coordinate for better visualization
(ϑ < 120 deg and ϑ > 240 deg). The white boxes marked A,B,C,D indicate
the positions used for the detailed analysis later in this chapter.
wide region of plasma flow in front of the DED target [97]. Embedded in this flux tube
region are domains with field lines of long Lc, the so called ergodic fingers. These ergodic
fingers have a fractal structure [89], which is demonstrated in figure C.1, and connect
the inner ergodic domain (ψ∗ ≈ 0.8) to the wall.
6.2.2 Structure of the edge plasma
The magnetic field structure induced by RMPs has a pronounced effect on the edge
plasma. Simulation results are shown in figure 6.2 (left column) for the boundary con-
ditions nin = 1.0 · 1019 m−3 and Pin = 600 kW and cross-field transport parameters
D⊥ = 1.0 m2 s−1 and χe,⊥ = χi,⊥ = 3.0 m2 s−1 and compared to the unperturbed (ax-
isymmetric) reference case (right column). As a consequence of the modified edge plasma
(density ne, temperature Te and parallel flow characterized by the Mach number M , dis-
played in parts (a),(b) and (c) of figure 6.2), the atomic hydrogen density nH is also
modified (part (d) of figure 6.2). Neutral particles penetrate (radially) much deeper into
the plasma, to about ψ∗ ≈ 0.90 compared to ψ∗ ≈ 0.97 in the axisymmetric reference
case. This seems - at first sight - opposite to what one would have hoped: to keep neu-
tral particles out of the core plasma, i.e. strong multiple recycling within the divertor
volume, etc... However, as a result of RMPs, the last closed magnetic surface is shifted
inward as well, from ψ∗ = 1 to ψ∗ ≈ 0.8 (see figure 6.1 (a)), and so neutral particles are
indeed kept outside the actual confined plasma and are still ionized mostly within the
helical divertor SOL.
The open chaotic region between ψ∗ ≈ 0.8 and ψ∗ = 1.0 with its ergodic domains and
short flux tubes acts as a divertor volume, which guides particle and heat flux in a helical
pattern onto the DED target (figure 6.3) as has already been suggested by the magnetic
footprint in figure 6.1 (b). The detailed structure of the plasma footprint strongly
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depends on the interplay between ergodic field lines and short flux tubes and the level
of cross-field transport (see also chapter 7 in [145]). The issue of high recycling in the
divertor or even of plasma detachment is closely related to the exhaust of particle and
heat flux. However, detachment is a very complex state involving delicate balances and
complex chemistry and it is still not fully understood quantitatively which mechanisms
are important in different fusion devices and divertor configurations, not even in the
axisymmetric case. At the TEXTOR tokamak it is (among other things) investigated
whether the helical divertor configuration can provide a plasma detachment similar to
the common detachment observed in poloidal divertor machines (dominated by neutral-
plasma friction). The EMC3-EIRENE code allows to quantify the various effects in
context in this inherent 3D problem.
6.3 Averaged transport analysis
As mentioned in the introduction, it is not straightforward to analyze the existence or
quality of high recycling conditions or even plasma detachment within a complex 3D
magnetic field structure. Therefore a global study is performed at first in this section to
analyze the general functionality of the TEXTOR helical divertor configuration. Here the
integrated target particle and heat fluxes Γtarget, Ptarget are analyzed with respect to the
plasma parameters nin, Tin at the inner simulation boundary, which can be regarded
(roughly) as a separatrix between the confined region and the chaotic magnetic edge
layer (see figure 6.1 (a)). In the following nsepx and Tsepx are used synonymously with
nin and Tin. The target parameters are related (in a very complex way) to upstream
conditions, where upstream denotes a stagnation point of plasma flow from which a
continuous 1D, parallel flow to the target is built up. However, upstream in the present
3D scenario is not well-defined for the global configuration: upstream can be at different
radial and poloidal positions for different field lines, which is why nsepx and Tsepx are
used for the analysis of the general functionality. Therefore: no direct correspondence
to so called 2-point poloidal divertor models (relating “true” upstream to downstream)
can be expected. Detailed transport studies follow later in section 6.4.
6.3.1 Integrated particle flux
The integrated particle flux is analyzed at first, because in poloidal divertor tokamaks
and in stellarators the most pronounced effect is seen there [150, 133]. For this, a density
scan is performed, i.e. a sequence of simulations starting from nsepx = 0.7 · 1019 m−3 to
nsepx = 4.8 · 1019 m−3, while Pin = 600 kW is kept fixed. Note that consequently Tsepx
then varies; in particular a “temperature dilution” at increasing density will result.
Coefficients for anomalous cross-field transport are set to D⊥ = 1.0 m2 s−1 and χ⊥ =
3D⊥. An overview of the edge plasma distribution for increasing nsepx is given in figures
C.2 and C.3 in appendix C by 2D cuts of electron density ne, electron temperature Te
and atomic hydrogen density nH . The resulting target particle flux Γtarget is shown in
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Figure 6.4: Integrated particle and heat fluxes to the DED target (solid lines) for a cross-
field transport level of D⊥ = 1.0 m2 s−1 and χ⊥ = 3D⊥. The target particle
flux Γtarget (blue solid line) is compared to Γtarget from another simulation
series with reduced D⊥, χ⊥ (blue dotted line). The target heat flux (red solid
line) is compared to the effective target heat load (red dashed line) which
includes the recombination energy of the incident ion flux. The corresponding
Tsepx is shown in figure 6.6, black line.
figure 6.4 by a blue solid line. It can be seen that Γtarget increases monotonically from
1.4 kA at nsepx = 0.7 · 1019 m−3 to 12.0 kA at nsepx = 4.8 · 1019 m−3. For low densities
this increase is linear (indicated by the blue dashed line), which is still roughly the case
for intermediate densities 2.0 · 1019 m−3 ≤ nsepx ≤ 3.5 · 1019 m−3. A closer analysis yields
Γtarget ∼ nβsepx with β = 1.37±0.02 for this intermediate regime. Another regime is found
for nsepx > 3.5 · 1019 m−3, where the particle flux Γtarget begins to saturate, but does not
quite reach a maximum value before simulations turn unstable at nsepx = 5.0 · 1019 m−3.
The transition to this regime corresponds to the onset of momentum losses due to plasma-
neutral interaction (friction). This can be seen by the blue line in figure 6.12 (c), which
is discussed later in section 6.5.
This general behavior is similar to the EMC3-EIRENE simulations for pure hydrogen
plasmas at the W7-AS stellarator presented in [133]. It has been found at this machine
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[152] that the absence of a high-recycling regime is due to cross-field transport processes,
which causes a damping of parallel counter-flows. The impact of cross-field particle and
momentum losses is now investigated for the TEXTOR helical divertor configuration
as well. Another sequence of simulations is performed with strongly reduced cross-field
transport: D⊥ = 0.2 m2 s−1 and χ⊥ = 3D⊥. The corresponding particle flux Γtarget is
shown by the blue “+” symbols in figure 6.4, which displays a strong non-linear behavior
like in the high-recycling regime in poloidal divertors. However, whereas in the poloidal
divertor high-recycling regime Γtarget ∼ n2u is expected according to the standard 2-point
model [7], the non-linearity of Γtarget(nsepx) in figure 6.4 is much stronger. A direct power
law scaling is not found for Γtarget, but rather a dependency of the form
Γtarget = a1 nsepx + a2 nβHRsepx. (6.1)
This is indicated in figure 6.4 by the blue dotted line, for which the power coefficient
βHR = 10.5 ± 0.9 has been found. Coming back to the simulations performed with the
more realistic value of D⊥ = 1.0 m2 s−1 and considering the restrictions of this analysis
with respect to the nsepx vs. nu issue mentioned above, one can conclude that for
this magnetic field configuration at TEXTOR a high-recycling-like regime is (almost
completely) suppressed, similar to observations at W7-AS. However, no detachment-like
regime with a sudden drop in Γtarget is observed in the present simulations. Nevertheless,
the existence of a third regime for nsepx ≥ 3.5 · 1019 m−3 with a weaker than linear scaling
of Γtarget may indicate the beginning of a detachment-like regime, which can only be
called beyond-high-recycling-like at this point.
6.3.2 Integrated heat flux
In the following the functionality of the TEXTOR helical divertor with respect to the
integrated target heat flux is investigated. For this, the simulations withD⊥ = 1.0 m2 s−1
are considered again. As seen by the red solid line in figure 6.4, the target heat flux
increases from Ptarget = 541 kW at nsepx = 0.7 · 1019 m−3 to a maximum value of Ptarget =
593 kW at nsepx = 2.0 · 1019 m−3 and then decreases continuously to Ptarget = 308 kW at
nsepx = 4.8 · 1019 m−3. The strong decrease of Ptarget for nsepx > 2.0 · 1019 m−3 is caused
by an increasing fraction of Pin that is lost to plasma - neutral hydrogen interaction.
At nsepx = 2.0 · 1019 m−3 only 1 % is lost to neutral gas, but this fraction increases
significantly to 45 % at nsepx = 4.8 · 1019 m−3.
Of great importance for the design of a fusion reactor is the effective target heat load
Htarget, which is composed of the target heat flux Ptarget and the potential energy (atomic
+ molecular recombination energy) Epot = (13.6 + 2) eV of the incident ion flux Γtarget:
Htarget = Ptarget + Epot Γtarget. (6.2)
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As can be seen by the red dashed line in figure 6.4, decrease of Ptarget is large enough to
result in a decreasing effective target load Htarget as well. This feature is exactly what
one intended to achieve with detached plasmas. However, in the present case also the
separatrix temperature decreases with increasing nsepx, which will be demonstrated later
in figure 6.6.
6.4 Detailed transport analysis
After this global transport analysis which considered only the integrated particle and
heat fluxes, now a more detailed, spatially resolved analysis is given. In particular it
is investigated whether the third regime with a weaker than linear scaling of Γtarget is
due to a full detachment at some strike points, but without detachment at some other
strike points, generally referred to as partial detachment in poloidal divertor physics. To
conduct this study, 4 strike location with distinct magnetic field structure are selected
on the DED target (see white boxes in figure 6.3). Local particle and heat fluxes at these
strike locations are investigated in section 6.4.1. Experimentally, particle target loads are
investigated by so called Langmuir probes (see e.g. [73] or section 7.2 in [145]). However,
measurements with these probes are possible only at very few and very localized positions
and presently no conclusive data is available. Much better accessible is the Hα emission
in front of the DED target, e.g. by cameras equipped with interference filter (with a
transmitted central wave length of λ = 656.2 nm and a full width at half maximum of
∆λ = 2.0 nm [153]). The relation between the target Hα emission and the particle target
fluxes is analyzed in section 6.4.1 as well. The volume distribution of the Hα emission
and the particle sources Sp due to ionization of neutrals are then investigated in section
6.4.2 and compared to the features of limiter detachment [150]: an ionization front which
moves radially away from the target. Distinct from the axisymmetric limiter scenario,
where radial transport is due to cross-field transport only, the very complex magnetic
field structure (figure 6.1) in the helical divertor scenario introduces an additional radial
component by parallel transport along inclined ergodic field lines and short magnetic
flux tubes. A detailed analysis of the geometry and plasma parameters on one such
ergodic field line is presented in section 6.4.3 in comparison to a field line within a short
magnetic flux tube.
6.4.1 Analysis of selected strike points
The local particle fluxes to the DED target are averaged at the 4 strike point-areas
marked in figure 6.3 (referred to as strike points A,B,C and D in the following) and
displayed in figure 6.5 (a). The two outer strike points are selected at locations where
only ergodic field lines intersect the target surface. These field lines guide a large particle
flux to the wall. This particle flux increases from ΓA,D = 3.5 A at both strike points A
and D at nsepx = 0.7 · 1019 m−3 to ΓA = 26.0 A and ΓD = 27.4 A at nsepx = 4.0 · 1019 m−3
and saturates at a level of ΓA ≈ 27 A and ΓD ≈ 28 A, respectively. At strike point C only
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Figure 6.5: (a) Particle target fluxes Γtarget and (b) Hα emissivities at the 4 strike points
marked in figure 6.3. The ratio PHα/Γtarget is given in part (c).
field lines from within a short magnetic flux tube intersect the target surface, whereas
strike point B represents a mixture of both, short and long field lines (compare figures
6.1 (b) and 6.3). It can be seen that the target particle flux from short magnetic flux
tubes is considerable smaller than that from long, ergodic field lines, which penetrate
much deeper into the plasma (see e.g. figure 6.8 (a)). The particle flux at strike point C
increases from ΓC = 2.4 A to ΓC = 17.0 A at nsepx = 4.6 · 1019 m−3 where it saturates.
Plasma recycling is assumed at target plates (see section 4.3.1), that is Γtarget results in
surface recombination of the incident ion and electron flux and consequently re-emission
of neutral particles. Therefore Γtarget is correlated to the Hα emission in front of the
target. This relation, however, is strongly dependent on the magnetic field structure and
the corresponding plasma properties in the divertor region. There is in fact no linear
relation between the local Γtarget and the Hα emissivity PHα . To see this, PHα at the
four strike points A,B,C and D is averaged radially over 1 cm inwards from the DED
target. No qualitative difference is found if PHα is averaged over 0.5 cm or 2 cm instead.
The density dependence of this divertor Hα radiation is shown in figure 6.5 (b). The
average Hα emissivity from strike point C (the one with the short magnetic flux tube) in-
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creases continuously from a very low level of PC = 0.08 kW m−3 at nsepx = 0.7 · 1019 m−3
and saturates at a level of PC = 3.6 kW m−3 at high densities. PHα at the two outer strike
points A and D is quite different: it increases from PA,D = 0.15 kW m−3 to a maximum
value of PA = 4.5 kW m−3 and PD = 4.7 kW m−3, respectively, at nsepx = 3.5 · 1019 m−3
and then significantly decreases again. The qualitative behavior of PHα at strike point
B is in between that of strike point C and strike points A and D, respectively. The
ratio PHα/Γtarget is given in part (c) of figure 6.5 and clarifies that there is indeed no
linear relation between the local Γtarget and the Hα emissivity, except for low densities
nsepx ≤ 2, 5 · 1019 m−3.
The cause for this roll-over in the target Hα emission is a strong decrease of the target
electron temperature Te,target. The basic two-point model for the divertor SOL (presented
in chapter 5.2 in [7]) suggest a Te,target ∼ n−2sepx scaling, if both are on the same field line.
From figure 6.6 it can be seen that also in the present 3D case Te,target can be described
by a power law
Te,target = T0
(
n0
nsepx
)α
, (6.3)
however, with two significantly different coefficients for low and high densities. A thresh-
old density of nthresh ≈ 2.4 · 1019 m−3 can be determined from figure 6.6, such that for
nsepx < nthresh the target temperature at strike point D is well described by a power law
with exponent
α1 = 0.78± 0.03 (3.9 %). (6.4)
Compared to the temperature at the separatrix Tsepx (black line) this is roughly a linear
scaling Te,target ∼ Tsepx. Furthermore, this coefficient α1 is close to the value 2/3 from
an idealized simple (low recycling) model: T ∼ n−2/3sepx , indicating the energy dilution
effect (see section 4.10.2 in [7]) at constant power into the SOL with increasing density.
For nsepx > nthresh on the other hand, it can be seen that Te,target scales according to a
power law with much larger coefficient α2 > α1:
α2 = 3.40± 0.12 (3.4 %). (6.5)
The threshold density of nthresh ≈ 2.4 · 1019 m−3 corresponds to the onset of power
losses by plasma-neutral interaction. It has already been shown in figure 6.4 that Ptarget
significantly decreases for nsepx > nthresh, which is associated with a larger fraction of
Pin that is lost by plasma-neutral particle interactions. The value of Te,target ≈ 20 eV
at nthresh is consistent with figure 1.25 in [7], which shows that for T . 20 eV the
ionization rate significantly drops. Hence, the lifetime of neutral particles is increased,
and consequently also the radiation potential Erad, pot, i.e. the total amount of energy
radiated by a single particle during its lifetime.
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Figure 6.6: Target electron temperatures Te,target at the strike points A,B,C and D from
figure 6.3 compared to the separatrix temperature Tsepx.
The Te,target values at the other strike points obey a similar power law with a transition
between small and large exponents at the same threshold density nthresh. Note again
that a direct comparison to the basic two-point model is not possible, because this model
is based on the upstream density nu in the SOL, while here nsepx, the density at the
inner simulation boundary, is used. The mean upstream density nu, averaged over the
upstream densities of many field lines connected with each strike point region, might
depend non-linearly on nsepx, because of the complex magnetic field structure and non-
linear transport effects. Nevertheless, nin and Pin are prescribed as boundary conditions
in the present simulations, which is as similar as one can probably get compared to the
control parameters nu, qu in the basic 2-point model.
The decrease of Te,target is much stronger at the two outer strike points: Te,target decreases
below 5 eV at nsepx = 3.6−3.7 · 1019 m−3, which corresponds to the drop in PHα shown in
figure 6.5 (b). This is because the rate coefficient for Hα emission significantly decreases
for Te . 5 eV (see figure 3.31 in [7]). At even higher densities nsepx ≈ 4.5 · 1019 m−3, also
Te,target at strike point B decreases below 5 eV. This corresponds to a local drop in PB
as well. Te,target at strike point C does not decrease below, but almost reaches the level
of 5 eV. This is consistent with the absence of a clear drop in the local Hα emission PC .
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6.4.2 Distribution of hydrogen radiation and ionization sources
In the previous section it has been demonstrated that the local Hα emission in front
of the target, which can be attributed to a specific strike point, is non-linearly related
to the local target particle flux Γtarget. The local - as well as the global - particle
fluxes increase and saturate at high nsepx. A drop at high densities is only observed
for the target Hα emission. This is quite opposite to observations in poloidal divertor
detachment scenarios, where a roll-over is observed in Γtarget without a decrease (even
an increase) in the divertor Hα emission. The difference is that in the present TEXTOR
study only the Hα emission directly in front of target has been considered, whereas the
full divertor Hα emission would correspond to the volume integrated Hα emission up to
the last closed flux surface, i.e. roughly the entire simulation domain. The integrated
Hα emission indeed increases with nsepx. This can be seen by analyzing the distribution
of the Hα emission, which is now done by 2D cuts perpendicular to the DED target (i.e.
at a fixed toroidal position). 2D cuts of the distribution of the ionization sources Sp are
given in comparison as well.
Both PHα and Sp distributions are displayed in figure 6.7 for a low density (nsepx =
2.0 · 1019 m−3, before the drop of target Hα) and a high density (nsepx = 4.8 · 1019 m−3,
after this drop of target Hα). The Hα distribution in the low density case (6.7 (a)) is
localized radially in the region 2 cm in front of the target and is distributed poloidally
in 4 separate radial stripes. These stripes are clearly related to the position of the strike
points. The ionization front is even more localized with a radial width of about 1 cm.
In the high density case (figure 6.7 (b)), the peaks of the PHα and Sp distributions move
radially inward from the DED target, resulting in stripes of about 6 cm length. It can
be seen that the two outer stripes slightly move away from the target surface, which
corresponds to the drop in Hα observed in figure 6.5 (b).
To quantify this observation, radial profiles are extracted from the 2D cuts at the
poloidal position of strike point D and displayed in figure figure 6.7 (c). The black
curves mark the maximum values of PHα and Sp with increasing nsepx. At low den-
sities (nsepx = 1.0 · 1019 m−3) the maximum value of PHα is 0.38 kW m−3 which is
located at rmin = 46.9 cm. With increasing nsepx the maximum value increases to
PHα = 4.50 kW m−3 at nsepx = 3.0 · 1019 m−3 which is located at rmin = 47.3 cm. Then
the maximum value is increased further to PHα = 6.15 kW m−3 at nsepx = 4.0 · 1019 m−3,
but shifted radially inwards to rmin = 46.5 cm. At even higher densities (nsepx =
4.8 · 1019 m−3), the maximum value decreases to PHα = 3.44 kW m−3 which is shifted
even further inward to rmin = 45.1 cm, i.e. 2.6 cm away from the DED target. The
profiles of the ionization source Sp display a similar behavior. The patterns of the 2D
distributions of Hα and Sp are not significantly modified if simulated camera pictures are
considered (see appendix E.4), only a slight smoothing can be observed. This smoothing
is because of the tangential view of the camera on the helical strike points.
These observations are phenomenologically similar to the limiter detachment described
in [150]. However, the physical mechanism behind it is different, because due to field
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Figure 6.7: Distribution of Hα emissivity (left column) and ionization source Sp (right
column) in front of the DED target at ϕ = 86 deg: (a) for nsepx =
2.0 · 1019 m−3 and (b) for nsepx = 4.8 · 1019 m−3. Contour lines of the con-
nection length Lc are superimposed in white. (c) Radial profiles extracted
at the poloidal position of strike point D, which is indicated by the dotted,
horizontal lines in (a) and (b). The black curves mark the maximum values
of PHα and Sp with increasing nsepx.
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Figure 6.8: (a) Projection of field lines F1 (red) and F2 (blue) into the R − Z plane.
(b) Radial excursion of the ergodic field line F2 depicted by the normalized
poloidal flux ψ∗, which is compared to the local major radius.
line inclination in the present case a radially inward shifted ionization front corresponds
to an upward shift of particle sources along field lines. This mixes the radial and parallel
transport and complicates interpretation. How this affects plasma transport on field
lines is investigated in the next section.
6.4.3 Field line profiles
In this section a detailed analysis of plasma parameter on selected field lines is given
to address the important topic of upstream and downstream regions in the TEXTOR
helical divertor configuration. Two field lines are selected for comparison: field line F1,
which is located inside a short magnetic flux tube and connects to the target at strike
point C with a connection length of Lc,F1 = 29 m, and field line F2, an ergodic field line
that connects to the target at strike point D with a connection length of Lc,F2 = 128 m.
Field line geometry
An overview of the field line geometry of F1 and F2 is given in figure 6.8 (a) by a
projection into the R−Z plane. The geometry of the short field line F1 is rather simple,
it performs (almost) one poloidal turn until it intersects the DED target again. The
ergodic field line F2 on the other hand, performs 4 poloidal turns until it strikes the
DED target again. This is also demonstrated in figure 6.8 (b) by the local major radius
R(L) (green), where L is the position along the field line. Each time the field line is in
front of the DED target it is “pushed” either inwards or outwards by the perturbation
field, which is displayed in figure 6.8 (b) by the local normalized poloidal flux ψ∗(L)
(blue). Starting at ψ∗ = 1, it is immediately pushed inwards to ψ∗ ≈ 0.91. After one
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Figure 6.9: Ionization rates (solid lines) and recombination rates (dashed lines) for a
field line inside a short magnetic flux tube (a) and for an ergodic field line
(b). Ionization rates (i.e. particle sources Sp) along the first poloidal turn of
the ergodic field line are magnified in part (c).
poloidal turn it is pushed back outwards to ψ∗ ≈ 0.95, only to be pushed inwards again
to ψ∗ ≈ 0.87 after another poloidal turn. After the third poloidal turn it is pushed
outwards to ψ∗ ≈ 0.94 and intersects the wall one poloidal turn later.
Ionization and recombination
As demonstrated in figure 6.8 (b), the field line F2 performs 4 poloidal turns and therefore
passes 3 times the vicinity of the DED target. This is directly reflected in the modulation
of plasma particle sources (ionization rates) Sp along F2, which are shown in figure 6.9
(b). Comparing this to figure 6.8 (b) one finds that plasma sources are always present
when the field line is in the vicinity of the DED target, hence the 3 maxima of Sp along
F2 in figure 6.9 (b). As field line F1 performs only one poloidal turn, no intermediate
maxima of Sp can be found in figure 6.9 (a). Whether the intermediate maxima along F2
correspond to upstream sources along this field line is investigated in the next paragraph
after the issue of volume recombination has been discussed.
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A closer look at the ionization rates in figure 6.9 (c) reveals that Sp is indeed pushed
upwards along the field line as suggested by the radially inward shift observed in the
previous section. The maximum value of Sp for nsepx = 1.0 · 1019 m−3 is 18 kA m−3
which is located almost directly at the target strike point (L = 0.06 m). This increases
significantly to Sp = 61 kA m−3 for nsepx = 3.0 · 1019 m−3, still located directly at the
strike point. When nsepx is increased to 4.0 · 1019 m−3, the maximum value of Sp reduces
to 45 kA m−3 which is now pushed upward to L ≈ 2 m. When nsepx is further increased
to 4.8 · 1019 m−3, Sp reduces to 42 kA m−3 at L ≈ 4 m.
A more pronounced feature is that the sources further along the ergodic field lines are
significantly influenced by increasing nsepx. E.g. averaged peak values Sp,P1 (between
L = 31 m and L = 38 m) at the first peak after one poloidal turn significantly increase
with increasing nsepx. This is summarized in the following table:
nsepx [1019 m−3] 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 4.8
Sp,P1 [kA m−3] 1.3 4.7 13.0 24.8 25.4
From the target temperature in figure 6.6 it might be expected that the volumetric
recombination process
H+ + e− → H + h ν (6.6)
becomes relevant. This process is so far neglected in the EMC3-EIRENE code, where
the effective particle source Sp in (3.35) is given by ionization rates Rion alone. Post
processed recombination rates Rrec for the two selected field lines are displayed in figure
6.9 by dashed lines. Clearly, local volume recombination rates are by more than 2
orders of magnitude lower than ionization rates along the short field line, even for high
separatrix densities. Also along the long field line Rrec is much lower than Rion; at high
nsepx still by 1 order of magnitude. This analysis shows that it is justified to neglect
volume recombination in the present simulations (that is as long as Te does not drop
further).
Density, temperature and Mach number
The strong increase of Sp along the ergodic field line F2 results in the formation of peaks
in the density, which can be seen in figure 6.10 (a). Consequently, the temperature is
reduced, in particular at the location of the Sp and ne peaks (see figure 6.10 (b)). Peak
densities ne,P1 and the corresponding temperatures Te,P1 at L = 37 cm are summarized
in the table below:
nsepx [1019 m−3] 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 4.8
ne,P1 [1019 m−3] 0.4 1.3 3.5 11.8 17.8
Te,P1 [eV] 62.4 32.2 15.5 4.4 2.7
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Figure 6.10: Field line profiles of (a) electron density ne, (b) electron temperature Te,
(c) pressure P and (d) Mach number M for field line F1 (left column) and
F2 (right column).
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The peak density ne,P1 already exceeds the separatrix density for nsepx = 3.0 · 1019 m−3
and continues to increase significantly for even higher nsepx. Peak values on the short
field line F1, on the other hand, are located in front of the target only and stay well
below nsepx. For low nsepx, both the short field line F1 and the ergodic field line F2 are
isothermal (except for the very last part in front of the target). With increasing nsepx,
heat conduction becomes relevant, which is reflected by the presence of temperature
gradients all along the field line. The Mach number M along the selected field lines
is shown in figure 6.10 (d). It can be seen that M does not change significantly with
increasing nsepx, however, the effective plasma flow velocity u‖ = M cs decreases. This
is because cs ∝
√
Te + Ti and Te, Ti decrease with increasing nsepx and constant Pin.
The M profile along the short field line F1, with a single stagnation point halfway
between targets, allows a clear distinction between upstream and downstream regions.
However, on the ergodic field line F2 there is no unique upstream position, but there are
three stagnation points along the field line: at L1 = 25 m, L2 = 50 m and L3 = 80 m
which are marked in figure 6.10 (d) by gray, vertical bars. Furthermore, there is a point
of almost stagnation at L4 = 110 m. All these stagnation points are located on the low
field side after 2k−12 , k = 1, . . . , 4 poloidal turns, which can be seen by a comparison with
figure 6.8 (b). To analyze the difference between L4 and the other points, stagnation
points are classified in two categories: one where the flow direction changes (type 1) and
one where the flow direction does not change on both sides (type 2). Given the boundary
condition of sonic flow to the wall, it can be seen easily that there must always be an
odd number of type 1 stagnation points on a field line. The existence, type and position
of several stagnation points can be understood by the following analysis: As can be seen
in figure 6.10 (c), the plasma pressure P is almost constant on parts of the field line with
ψ∗ = const. P only changes when the field line is pushed inwards or outwards, which
happens always at the HFS. These pressure gradients give rise to a plasma flow which is
directed outwards, because P increases in direction towards the core plasma. Therefore
type 1 stagnation points must exist at L1, L2 and L3. Type 2 stagnation points on
the other hand, can arise when plasma flow is damped, e.g. due to viscous effects of
counter-flows on neighboring field lines (see figure 6.2 (c)) or friction with neutrals. If,
however, parallel transport is strong, damping is only partial such as for L4.
6.4.4 Conclusions of the detailed transport analysis
Obviously, the definition of upstream and downstream regions in a chaotic magnetic edge
layer is challenging, even for selected field lines. The present analysis has shown that
there are two upstream positions on the ergodic field line F2, one for each strike point:
L1 for the left strike point (L = 0 m) and L3 for the right strike point (L = 128 m). This
leaves the region between L1 and L3 with an additional stagnation point, but where
plasma flow occurs as well. This flow is not directed to the target, however, it has
been shown that it is directed outward, at least in the present case. Hence, it would
be an over-simplification to define the upstream region by geometric properties, e.g. by
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Lc,s < 1/2 p.t., where Lc,s is the connection length in shortest direction to the wall.
Beside the analysis of upstream and downstream regions in the previous section, it
has been shown in section 6.4.1 that at high densities nsepx a sudden drop of the Hα
emission at some strike points can be observed without a drop of the corresponding
local particle flux Γtarget. This is quite opposite to observations in poloidal divertor
detachment scenarios. In particular, it has been found that a linear relation between
Γtarget and PHα is valid only for low densities nsepx ≤ 2.5 · 1019 m−3. The strong drop
of PHα in the present TEXTOR configuration has been connected to a drop of Te,target
below 5 eV. Studies of the Hα radiation distribution in section 6.4.2 have shown a
radially inward shift of PHα with increasing nsepx, which is phenomenologically similar
to limiter detachment, however, with a different physical mechanism behind it. It has
to be concluded, therefore, that simple 2-point models are not generally applicable, nor
are the resulting concepts of (parallel) divertor detachment or high-recycling regime.
6.5 Impact of impurity radiation
While impurities play a significant role in certain limiter-detachment scenarios (where
they are introduced on purpose) [149, 154], intrinsic impurities such as carbon released
by plasma-surface interaction might have an impact on the edge plasma as well. E.g. in
simulations of detachment scenarios at W7-AS [40] and LHD [44] a significant impact
of carbon radiation has been found. Therefore the simulations of the TEXTOR helical
divertor configuration presented in the previous sections have been repeated including
carbon impurities. In the present model the impact of impurities is considered by an
energy sink Se,cool for electrons due to ionization and line radiation of impurities (see
section 3.3.2). Friction forces on the main plasma are neglected.
A detailed study of various model parameters for impurity transport is presented in ap-
pendix D. Here only the resulting impact of carbon impurities on the edge plasma is in-
vestigated. In the present analysis impurity sources are given by a sputter yield Y = 2 %
of the recycling flux Γtarget with a δ-distributed energy of Esput = 0.1 eV, which corre-
sponds to chemical sputtering. The chosen sputter yield Y is the same as that used in
edge plasma simulations for W7-AS [152], LHD [44] and W7-X [133]. An overview of the
Se,cool distribution for nsepx = 2.0 · 1019 m−3 and nsepx = 4.0 · 1019 m−3 is given in figure
6.11 (a) and for more densities in the appendix in figure C.4. The volume integrated value
Pcool is given in figure 6.12 (a). Starting from Pcool = 32 kW at nsepx = 1.0 · 1019 m−3
the carbon radiation increases slowly to Pcool = 76 kW at nsepx = 2.5 · 1019 m−3, then
suddenly increases significantly to Pcool = 168 kW at nsepx = 3.0 · 1019 m−3 and contin-
ues to increase to Pcool = 300 kW and further at nsepx = 4.3 · 1019 m−3. The latter value
is 50 % of the total input power.
The high level of impurity radiation at high nsepx has a significant impact on the edge
plasma. The primary effect is a cooling of the edge plasma, which is shown in figure
6.11 (b). This is also reflected in the separatrix temperature in figure 6.12 (b). At
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Figure 6.11: (a) 2D cuts of the electron cooling rate Se,cool due to ionization and line
radiation of carbon impurities. (b) Resulting modification of the electron
temperature.
nsepx = 2.0 · 1019 m−3 and Tsepx = 77 eV the modification ∆Tsepx is negligible, and only
a weak reduction of Te by ∆Te ≈ −2 eV is observed in front of the DED target. How-
ever, at nsepx = 4.0 · 1019 m−3, the separatrix temperature is significantly reduced, from
Tsepx = 46 eV by ∆Tsepx = −7 eV. Within the edge region, right at the position of
the peak radiation, Te is reduced by ∆Te = −14 eV. As a result of the modified edge
plasma, momentum losses due to plasma-neutral interaction (e.g. by charge exchange)
significantly increase, because the lifetime of neutral particles increases due to reduced
ionization rate coefficients. This is demonstrated in figure 6.12 (c) by the (dimensionless)
momentum loss factor
fM =
∫
dV Smmp cs
Γtarget
. (6.7)
At nsepx = 2.5 · 1019 m−3 (i.e. the onset of strong impurity radiation) the momentum
losses start to increase significantly from fM = 0.23 to fM = 0.7 at nsepx = 4.0 · 1019 m−3,
much faster than in the reference case without impurities. As a result, the target particle
flux is reduced at high nsepx. A peak value of Γtarget = 7.2 kA is found at nsepx =
3.5 · 1019 m−3 compared to Γtarget = 9.6 kA in the reference case without impurities (see
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Figure 6.12: (a) Total carbon radiation as a function of nsepx, (b) resulting separatrix
temperature Tsepx, (c) relative momentum losses due to plasma-neutral in-
teraction and (d) resulting target particle flux Γtarget compared to the ref-
erence case without impurities.
figure 6.12 (d)). For even higher densities, the target particle flux drops to a level of
Γtarget = 5.8 kA at nsepx = 4.6 · 1019 m−3.
In conclusion, impurities can be neglected only in the low density and high temperature
cases, while it is found that at higher densities their impact can be significant. The drop
of Γtarget is phenomenologically similar to the roll-over observed in poloidal divertor
detachment, while the radial inward shift of the Hα emission - and in particular that
of the impurity radiation in figure 6.11 (a) - is phenomenologically more similar to the
features of limiter detachment. Hence, although one might speak of detachment in the
present TEXTOR helical divertor configuration as well, this would be very confusing: it
has been shown in this chapter that the physical mechanisms behind it are neither that
of poloidal divertor nor limiter detachment alone, and that this plasma state belongs
into a new, its own, category. However, as this state is significantly affected by plasma
impurities, one should improve the model for impurity production and transport first
before this plasma state can be fully established as helical divertor operational regime.
This has to be done in a future analysis.
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7 Conclusions
Resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) are applied at several fusion devices in order to
modify edge plasma transport and to control particle and energy exhausts. In particular,
a recent experimental finding was that RMPs provide a promising tool to control ELMs,
an instability at the plasma edge. However, the detailed effects of RMPs on the edge
plasma are not fully understood. Therefore, the motivation for this thesis has been to
perform 3D numerical simulations in order to analyze these effects. This is a necessary
step in order to provide a reliable modeling tool to allow predictions for the next step
fusion device ITER.
The concept of magnetic confinement and plasma exhaust has been briefly introduced,
concluding with an introduction to open chaotic magnetic edge layers in tokamaks. Such
chaotic layers are created by RMPs, which is currently investigated e.g. at the TEXTOR
and DIII-D tokamaks. Modeling of the resulting magnetic field structure is a first step
to understanding the impact on the edge plasma. In this thesis the so called vacuum
approach has been applied where the vacuum perturbation field is superimposed to an
axisymmetric equilibrium field. The process of visualizing the magnetic field structure
by Poincare´ and connection length plots involves field line integration, for which an
Adams-Bashforth method is applied. The accuracy and performance of this method
has been compared to other, more routinely applied methods. It has been found that
the Adams-Bashforth method yields better accuracy than the Euler and Heun methods
and is comparable to the 4th order Runge-Kutta method. The multi-step nature of the
Adams-Bashforth method allows computation times similar to the Euler method, which
is faster than the Heun and Runge-Kutta methods. Therefore the Adams-Bashforth
method is the most suitable one for field line tracing, which is also the basis for edge
plasma transport simulations by generating magnetic field aligned grids.
Presently, the most promising application of RMP induced chaotic magnetic edge layers
is the control of ELMs in ITER relevant plasma scenarios, such as under investigation at
the DIII-D tokamak. The generalization of the EMC3-EIRENE code to block-structured
grids has allowed for the first time to perform self-consistent 3D fluid plasma transport
simulations including kinetic neutral particle transport, applied to RMP scenarios at
the poloidal divertor machine DIII-D. It has been shown that the magnetic field struc-
ture is reflected in the edge plasma as well, emphasizing the necessity for 3D transport
simulations. In particular, the footprint of target particle and heat fluxes has been an-
alyzed and it has been found that a certain low level D⊥ . 0.25 m2 s−1 of anomalous
cross-field transport is necessary to observe a distinct striation pattern. Such a pattern
is indeed observed experimentally, at least for the particle flux. This low level of D⊥ is
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much smaller than that found in simulations for TEXTOR, where a pronounced helical
strike point pattern prevails for much larger D⊥. This is related to the different connec-
tion length of field lines at TEXTOR and DIII-D. The striation pattern of the modeled
particle flux has been found to be in qualitative agreement to experimental observations
which suggests the applicability of the vacuum approach for the magnetic field structure.
The modeled heat flux, however, also shows a clear striation pattern in the simulations,
distinct from the experiment. But: see also footnote on page 71 regarding revised ex-
perimental results. This mismatch indicates the necessity to include, at least, kinetic
corrections of the parallel electron heat flux as well as probably an advancement of the
cross-field transport model to include effects of an edge transport barrier in H-mode
plasmas. Only then the full validity of the vacuum approach can either be verified or
disproved.
The strong 3D volumetric effects of RMPs on the edge plasma have been demonstrated as
well, and in particular that the structure of helical magnetic lobes is very well reflected in
the plasma parameters ne and Te. This includes a very strong, toroidally and poloidally
localized increase of ne (45 %) and Te (85 %) outside the separatrix in the magnetic lobes.
By means of a short magnetic flux tube it has been demonstrated that it is not justified
to formulate a 1D transport model for selected flux tubes on top of a 3D magnetic
geometry, but it is necessary to include the full 3D plasma and neutral transport. The
poloidal modulation found in the region of short flux tubes is in qualitative agreement
to observations and 3D modeling for RMP scenarios at the TEXTOR tokamak, even the
more pronounced effect on ne.
The set of model equations for the edge plasma is solved in the EMC3-EIRENE code
by simulation of fluid parcels that are representatives either for particles, parallel (to B)
momentum or energy. A two-step method for tracing fluid parcels which allows to ac-
count for spatially inhomogeneous transport coefficients without an explicit calculation
of cross-field derivatives has been presented. Such a two-step method is implemented in
the EMC3-EIRENE code to account for the density dependence of the cross-field heat
conductivity κ⊥ = nχ. This implementation has been further generalized to include
spatially inhomogeneous χe and χi as well. Furthermore, this two-step method has also
been implemented in the particle and momentum transport part of the code, which
now allows spatially inhomogeneous D⊥ as well. The correct performance of this code
improvement has been analyzed. It now allows a more realistic modeling of H-mode
plasmas by including the effects of an intrinsic transport barrier at the edge. Several ad
hoc models for these transport coefficients have been compared and applied to simula-
tions of axisymmetric H-mode plasmas at DIII-D. Hydrogen pumping and re-fueling has
been implemented in the present model and it has been shown that the corresponding
redistribution of particle sources is necessary to obtain agreement between experimen-
tal and modeled density profiles, however, at the expense of loosing agreement between
experimental and modeled temperature profiles. In the present studies the pumping
efficiency remains an ad hoc model parameter. However, the pumped hydrogen flux can
be obtained experimentally and can be used in a later analysis as additional boundary
condition. Simulations of RMP H-mode plasmas have shown a collapse of the electron
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temperature at the plasma edge in comparison to experimental observations. This col-
lapse indicates that the parallel electron heat flux may be overestimated in the current
fluid model and that kinetic corrections (“flux-limiters”) may be necessary. This is also
supported by the analysis of plasma footprints mentioned above.
Of particular interest is also the reduction of steady state heat fluxes, even in absence of
the transient ones caused by ELMs. Such plasma states are e.g. investigated at the TEX-
TOR tokamak in helical divertor configuration. Simulations with the EMC3-EIRENE
code have shown that the RMP induced magnetic field structure has a significant impact
on the edge plasma, which is essentially distinct to the axisymmetric reference case. The
general functionality of the TEXTOR helical divertor has been investigated by means of
integrated target particle and heat fluxes. It has been demonstrated that for the present
scenario a high-recycling-like regime is almost completely suppressed, similar to the re-
sults for W7-AS in [133]. The absence of such a regime has been found to be caused
by cross-field diffusion and consequently damping of parallel counter-flows. The same
mechanism has also earlier been found in W7-AS simulations. Therefore the present
findings are a generalization of these results and show the similarities of the TEXTOR
helical divertor configuration and the island divertor configuration at W7-AS. A third
recycling regime has been found for high densities, where the target particle flux Γtarget
begins to saturate with increasing separatrix density nsepx. This has been connected to
the onset momentum losses due to plasma-neutral interaction. Furthermore it is shown
that the effective target heat load is significantly reduced, e.g. at high nsepx up to 45 %
of the input power is lost to plasma-neutral interaction instead of deposition on the DED
target.
A more detailed analysis of selected strike point locations has demonstrated that the
local target particle fluxes show the same qualitative behavior as the integrated flux
Γtarget. A striking feature of the TEXTOR helical divertor is that the target Hα emis-
sion suddenly drops at the strike points with ergodic field lines, with a peak value at
nsepx = 3.5 · 1019 m−3. This drop is quite opposite to the features of detachment in
poloidal divertor tokamaks, however, it is indeed observed experimentally at TEXTOR.
Furthermore, it has been shown that no unique upstream position (stagnation point)
exists in the helical divertor scenario, not even on selected field lines. Therefore, it has
to be concluded that simple 2-point models are not generally applicable, nor are the
resulting concepts of (parallel) divertor detachment or high-recycling regime.
The effects of intrinsic carbon impurities have been investigated. It has been found
that impurity radiation and ionization losses significantly increase with increasing nsepx,
which leads to an additional cooling of the edge plasma. This cooling can be neglected for
low densities but is important for intermediate and high densities. As a result, plasma-
neutral interaction is modified and momentum losses for the plasma increase. These
momentum losses results in a reduction of the target particle flux Γtarget with a weak
drop at high densities. A peak value of Γtarget = 7.2 kA is found at nsepx = 3.5 · 1019 m−3
which is 75 % of the value observed in the reference case without impurities. The drop
of Γtarget is phenomenologically similar to the roll-over observed in poloidal divertor
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detachment, while for the Hα emission and impurity radiation a radial inward shift is
observed, which is phenomenologically more similar to the features of limiter detachment.
In conclusion, it has been shown by the detailed transport analysis in this chapter that
this plasma state falls into a different kind of detachment category and should therefore
be referred to by a different name. As this state is significantly affected by plasma
impurities, one should improve the model for impurity production and transport in a
later analysis.
Because of the inherent 3D nature of plasma transport in the presence of RMPs, the
computational effort for simulations is very large. However, the numerical scheme imple-
mented in the EMC3-EIRENE code is ideally suited for parallelization on multi-processor
computing architectures, and therefore allows to reduce the effective computation time.
The scalability depends on many details of the selected plasma scenario and no general
limit can be given. Nevertheless, it has been shown for one specific scenario that the
speedup is almost linear up to 512 processors. Execution times have been investigated
for several TEXTOR and DIII-D scenarios, which are of about one order of magnitude
larger for the latter, because of the larger simulation volume. This indicates that the
direct application of the code to ITER might be problematic (although it is in prin-
ciple possible from a point of view of the magnetic configuration and edge transport
barrier), even with present supercomputers. Further investigations have been suggested
- in particular of the particle tracing strategy - but have to be left for future work.
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A Random numbers and related issues
Often probabilistic events are analyzed by an ens amble of numerical outcomes of many
test runs. The generation of numerical values for a random variableX requires knowledge
of its statistical distribution FX : R → [0, 1]. A formal definition of random variables
can e.g. be found in [112, 155, 111], here only univariate random variables X on a subset
of real numbers I ⊆ R1 are considered where FX is differentiable and F ′X(x) = p(x) is
the probability density.
Example 1
Uniformly distributed random variable X in the finite interval [a,b]. The distribution
function FX and the corresponding probability density p are given by
FX(x) =

0 , x < 0
x−a
x−b , a ≤ x ≤ b
1 , x > b
; p(x) =
{
0 , x ∈/ [a, b]
1
b−a , x ∈ [a, b]
(A.1)
Example 2
Exponential distribution with decay parameter λ:
FX(x) =
{
0 , x < 0
1− exp(−λx) , x ≥ 0 ; p(x) =
{
0 , x < 0
λ exp(−λx) , x ≥ 0 (A.2)
Example 3
Gaussian distribution:
FX(x) =
1
2
[
1 + erf
(
x√
2
)]
; p(x) =
1√
2pi
exp
(
−1
2
x2
)
(A.3)
No algebraic form of FX is known. Instead it is related to the so called error function
which is defined by erf(x) =
2√
pi
∫ x
0
dt e−t
2
.
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A.1 Random number generators
In computer simulations of a probabilistic model a large number of random numbers have
to be generated. For this purpose algorithms have been developed to generate random
numbers. These algorithms, however, are deterministic, i.e. they cannot generate true
random numbers, and hence are called pseudo random number generators (PRNGs). A
review on PRNGs used for Monte Carlos calculations can be found in [156]. The most
common PRNGs are a linear congruential generators (LCGs), which are of the recursive
form
Xn+1 = (aXn + b) mod c (A.4)
for an integer initial value X0 (called seed). The parameter a and c are positive integers
and b a non-negative integer. The properties of LCGs have been studied extensively and
are well-known [157], a list of LCGs can be found in [158]. (A.4) can be used to generate
uniformly distributed pseudo random numbers in the unit interval:
Un = Xn/c. (A.5)
One particular drawback of LCGs is that d-tuples of such numbers which represent
points in a d-dimensional space fall on a certain number of hyperplanes [159] which
decreases with increasing d. This can be a problem e.g. for Monte Carlo simulations of
high dimensional integrals, but not necessarily for simulations in 3D space. Several tests
to check the statistical properties have been described in [157] and implemented in the
“Diehard Battery of Tests of Randomness” [160]. Based on this, “Dieharder: A Random
Number Test Suite” has been developed to provide an open source (GPL) [161] test suite.
This test suite additionally includes some of the test described in [162] which have been
developed for cryptographic applications by the National Institute for Standards and
Technology (NIST).
A.2 Generation of non-uniformly distributed random numbers
Random variables with a non-uniform distribution X can be related to a uniformly
distributed random variable, if the corresponding distribution function FX is invert-
ible. Let U be uniformly distributed, then x(U) is defined by U = FX(x(U)) so that
x(U) = F−1X (U). This inverse transform method can e.g. be used for exponential random
variables (A.2)
x(U) = − ln(1− U)
λ
= − lnU
′
λ
, (A.6)
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where U ′ = 1 − U is also uniformly distributed. If FX cannot be inverted easily, then
other methods are more appropriate. E.g. for Gaussian random variables the Box-Muller
method [163] provides an efficient way to generate Gaussian random numbers: Let U1
and U2 be two independent, uniformly distributed random variables then G1 and G2
defined by
G1 =
√
− 2 lnU1 cos(2pi U2) (A.7)
G2 =
√
− 2 lnU1 sin(2pi U2) (A.8)
are two independent standard Gaussian random variables. A detailed review on Gaussian
random number generators is given in [164], where various algorithms are described and
benchmarked.
A.3 Application in the EMC3-EIRENE code
Over the last years a lot of Monte Carlo computer programs, such as the EMC3-EIRENE
code, have been advanced for high-performance computing, i.e. by running in parallel on
a multitude of processors. To deal with the issues in parallel random number generation
the Scalable Library for Pseudorandom Number Generation (SPRNG) [165] has been
developed. The EMC3-EIRENE code, however, comes with its own PRNG, a 48 bit
multiplicative LCG with
a = 44485709377909
b = 0 (A.9)
c = 248.
This PRNG is initialized with the seed
X0 = iCPU ·S, iCPU = 1, . . . , NCPU, (A.10)
where iCPU is the process number and S is some user defined input number.
The EMC3-EIRENE code turns out to be robust against the choice of the PRNG. This
is demonstrated in figure A.1 for a selected TEXTOR simulation. A converged solution
of Te is shown in figure A.1 (a) which is taken as reference data. Based on this Te one
ENERGY iteration is performed with the EMC3-EIRENE code with 160 k MC particles
on 32 CPUs each for several PRNGS. For this the EMC3-EIRENE code is coupled to
the SPRNG library which provides easy access to various PRNGS. The default PRNG
in the EMC3 code is labeled PRNG0 in figure A.1 which is compared to
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Figure A.1: Test of several PRNGs applied in simulations with the EMC3-EIRENE code.
(a) Converged Te distribution at ϕ = 0 deg, (b) poloidal Te profiles obtained
with different PRNGs after one ENERGY-iteration with EMC3-EIRENE
with 160 k MC particles on 32 CPUs each, (c) relative differences ∆T ∗e to
the converged solution from (a).
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• another 48-bit LCG with different parameters (LCG48),
• a 64-bit LCG (LCG64),
• a combined multiple recursive generator (CMRG)
• and an additive Lagged Fibonacci Generator (LFG).
Poloidal profiles of Te obtained from these PRNGs are shown in figure A.1 (b). The
profiles show no obvious deviation from a calculation with the default PRNG. This is
supported by figure A.1 (c) which shows the relative differences
∆T ∗e =
∣∣∣∣∣2 T (0)e − T (PRNG)eT (0)e + T (PRNG)e
∣∣∣∣∣ (A.11)
between the converged solution T (0)e and T
(PRNG)
e from an additional calculation for the
PRNG-test. In all cases, with the default PRNG and the PRNGs from the SPRNG
library, ∆T ∗e is at the same level well below 1 %. This demonstrates the robustness of
the EMC3-EIRENE code with respect to the applied PRNG.
A.4 Relaxation of noisy iterations
The iterative procedure described in chapter 4 to obtain a self-consistent solution of the
edge plasma involves a relaxation scheme in order to suppress numerical instabilities.
Applying a specific relaxation scheme allows to further reduce the noise level without
the need to increase the number of Monte Carlo particles per iteration step. The idea is
to subsequently increase the relaxation factor α to smooth out the noise in each iteration
step. The general relaxation scheme is given by
x∗n+1 = αn+1 x
∗
n + (1− αn+1)xn+1, (A.12)
where ∗ denotes the relaxed quantity. Starting from a converged solution x1 (up to some
noise level), αn is increased with each iteration step n ≥ 2:
αn =
n− 1
n
. (A.13)
Using x∗1 = x1 as initial condition it is easily found that
x∗2 =
1
2
(x1 + x2) and x∗3 =
1
3
(x1 + x2 + x3) . (A.14)
Now it is easy to prove the general case as well:
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x∗n =
1
n
n∑
i=1
xi. (A.15)
Assume that (A.15) is valid for some n ∈ N, then
x∗n+1 = αn+1 x
∗
n + (1− αn+1)xn+1
=
n
n+ 1
1
n
n∑
i=1
xn +
1
n+ 1
xn+1
=
1
n+ 1
n+1∑
i=1
xn+1. (A.16)
As the iteration scheme (A.12) with (A.13) is started from a converged solution, it can
be assumed that the standard error σn = σ of each calculation xn is constant. Hence,
the standard error of x∗n is given by σ∗n =
1√
n
σ. Now it can be shown that the difference
between iterations
∆n+1 = x∗n+1 − x∗n
=
1
n+ 1
xn+1 − 1
n+ 1
x∗n (A.17)
is distributed with variance given by (note that xn+1 and x∗n are statistically independent
while x∗n+1 and x∗n are not)
s2n+1 =
1
(n+ 1)2
σ2 +
1
(n+ 1)2
σ∗n
2
=
1
(n+ 1)n
σ2. (A.18)
Hence, for large enough n, the standard error of ∆n is given by
sn ≈ 1
n
σ. (A.19)
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Figure A.2: Differences between iterations of (A.20) with relaxation factor from (A.13).
Example
Consider the noisy iteration scheme
xn = 1 + d ξn (A.20)
with normal distributed ξn and d = 0.1. Then the relaxation scheme (A.12) with (A.13)
results in the differences ∆n in (A.17) which are shown in figure A.2. Clearly, these
differences decrease according to the n−1 scaling expected from (A.19).
Application to multi-dimensional functions
The iterative application of the EMC3-EIRENE core can be regarded as a fixed point
iteration of a multi-dimensional function F in (4.56) where the mean relative change
∆F in (4.57) is used to study convergence. The latter quantity is of the general form
∆2 =
∑
i wi ∆
2
i∑
i wi
(A.21)
where i denotes the cell number and wi the corresponding weight. Provided that ex-
pectation values are E(∆i) = 0 and E(∆2i ) = s
2
i then the expected global quantity
is
∆2 = E(∆2) =
∑
i wiE(∆
2
i )∑
i wi
=
∑
i wi s
2
i∑
i wi
. (A.22)
For iteration number n: si(n) ∼ n−1 according to (A.19), and therefore also ∆ ∼ n−1.
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B Verification of the generalized
EMC3-EIRENE code
The field line reconstruction method in the EMC3-EIRENE code has been supplemented
by a cell surface mapping technique in order to allow computational grids with arbitrary
connectivity (see section 4.2). For convenience, grids are block-structured in this present
work. Details of the coordinate transformation between blocks and test for the correct
performance of this code generalization are presented in section B.1. A second generaliza-
tion of the EMC3-EIRENE code is the implementation of local coefficients for cross-field
transport (see section 4.1.3). The correct performance is investigated in section B.2.
B.1 Block-structured grid decomposition
The transformation of coordinates at the boundary between adjacent blocks according to
(4.44) involves the transformation matrices given in (4.45),(4.46). Mξη, which relates the
coordinates (ξ′, η′) to (ξ, η), can be derived from figure 4.5 by introducing intermediate
coordinates: a surface coordinate sc and a perpendicular coordinate pc. sc is fixed
at the cell interface while pc is transformed to −pc, because (ξ, η), (ξ′, η′) ∈ [−1, 1]2.
The relation of these intermediate coordinates to field line coordinates depends on the
orientation (isurf, i′surf) of the cells and is basically a rotation of the coordinate system:
R(ϕ) =
(
cosϕ sinϕ
− sinϕ cosϕ
)
, (B.1)
one for the old field line coordinates
(
sc
pc
)
= Aisurf
(
ξ
η
)
(B.2)
and one for the new field line coordinates(
ξ′
η′
)
= Bi′surf
(
sc
−pc
)
. (B.3)
Aisurf = R(ϕA) and Bi′surf = R(ϕB) are determined by (B.1) with the corresponding
angels given by
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ϕA = (isurf − 3) · pi2 (B.4)
ϕB = (−i′surf + 1) ·
pi
2
. (B.5)
(B.2) and (B.3) can be combined to determine the transformation matrix Mξη:
Mξη = Bi′surf
(
1 0
0 −1
)
Aisurf . (B.6)
Inserting (B.1) gives
Mξη =
(
cos(ϕA − ϕB) sin(ϕA − ϕB)
sin(ϕA − ϕB) − cos(ϕA − ϕB)
)
, (B.7)
which reduces with (B.4), (B.5) and m = isurf + i′surf to
Mξη =
{
(−1)m2 ·M0, m even
(−1)m−12 ·M1, m odd
(B.8)
with M0, M1 from (4.46).
The correct performance of this newly implemented method is investigated in the fol-
lowing. At first, a well-established simulation scenario at the TEXTOR tokamak is
considered. Then the application to poloidal divertor tokamaks investigated by an ex-
ample simulation for the DIII-D tokamak.
B.1.1 Comparison to established simulations
The reference case for the first benchmark of the newly implemented cell surface mapping
technique is a TEXTOR scenario with m/n = 12/4 perturbation field, which has been
extensively investigated in the past [99, 96, 97, 77]. Two toroidal blocks of ∆ϕ = 45 deg
are used (see sketch in figure B.1 (a)). The regular grid structure in the radial and
poloidal direction is translated into a 4×4 block structure (see sketch in figure B.1 (b)).
These blocks are re-connected by introducing a cell surface mapping (Mneigh,Mξη) (see
section 4.2.3).
Before performing actual plasma and neutral gas transport calculations, the correct rep-
resentation of the magnetic field structure is demonstrated, because the plasma transport
part in the code is based on a magnetic coordinate system. Here only the correct per-
formance of a block-structured decomposition is demonstrated, the interpolation error
of the field line approximation (4.35) is not discussed. This was already investigated
in [46, 49]. If the cell surface mapping technique (4.43),(4.44) required for a block-
structured decomposition was not correctly implemented, then this would result in a
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Figure B.1: (a) Field aligned grid for a TEXTOR reference scenario with m/n = 12/4
perturbation field. (b) Schematic view of a 4 × 4 block structured decom-
position in the radial and poloidal direction. Block boundaries (dark and
light blue) are connected by a cell surface mapping (Mneigh,Mξη) for block
number ib (green), cell indices ir, ip, it and local coordinates ξ, η, τ .
very different reconstructed magnetic field and plasma structure. Hence, the following
analysis can indicate the correct performance’s of the generalized code.
The reconstructed magnetic field structure is visualized in figure B.2 by means of the
wall-to-wall connection length Lc of magnetic field lines. Radial profiles at ϑ1 = 12 deg
and ϑ2 = 34 deg, as well as poloidal profiles at rmin,1 = 42 cm and rmin,2 = 46 cm
are selected. It is shown in figure B.2 that they exactly match the reference profiles
from a regular structured grid (see figure B.1 (a) for definitions of toroidal coordinates
ϕ, ϑ, rmin). The physics of such an open chaotic system and its impact on plasma trans-
port is not part of this paper and is investigated elsewhere (e.g. in [88, 89, 97]).
Transport calculation within a 4× 4 block decomposition give - as expected - the same
results as obtained from a regular grid. This is illustrated in figure B.3, again by selected
radial and poloidal profiles of the electron temperature Te and density ne. The same
tests have also been performed for the neutral transport part EIRENE. Hence, these
numerical tests exemplify the correct performance of the generalized code.
B.1.2 Application to poloidal divertor tokamaks
Now the enhanced applicability of the EMC3-EIRENE code is presented by an example
of a simulation for the DIII-D tokamak. The computational domain and the topology
of the grid has already be introduced in section 4.2.1.
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Figure B.2: Magnetic Topology of an RMP scenario at the TEXTOR tokamak, depicted
by the wall-to-wall connection length Lc of magnetic field lines. The center
part shows a 2D cut at ϕ = 0 deg, giving an overview of the magnetic topol-
ogy. Bottom: radial profiles at ϑ1 = 12 deg (blue) and ϑ2 = 34 deg (green),
right: poloidal profiles at rmin,1 = 42 cm (blue) and rmin,2 = 46 cm (green).
Data from calculations within a 4 × 4 block-structured grid is presented as
symbols, while reference data within a regular grid is presented as solid lines.
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Figure B.3: Electron temperature Te and density ne for the magnetic topology from
figure B.2. The upper left and lower right parts are 2D cuts at ϕ = 0 deg.
Middle row: radial profiles at ϑ1 = 12 deg (blue) and ϑ2 = 34 deg (green),
upper right and lower left parts: poloidal profiles at rmin,1 = 42 cm (blue)
and rmin,2 = 46 cm (green). Data from calculations within a 4 × 4 block-
structured grid is presented as symbols, while reference data within a regular
grid is presented as solid lines.
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Figure B.4: (a,b) 2D cuts of the connection length Lc of magnetic field lines and (c)
radial profiles at Z1 = −90 cm (green) and Z2 = −110 cm (blue) comparing
the reconstructed Lc (symbols) to the original Lc from field line integration
(lines).
Field line reconstruction
The magnetic field structure is depicted in figure B.4 (a),(b) by 2D cuts of the wall-to-
wall connection length Lc of magnetic field lines. It is shown in figure B.4 (c) that the
reconstructed field structure is in good agreement with the original one obtained from
direct field line integration.
Plasma transport verification
Now the correct treatment of plasma transport in a poloidal divertor configuration is
investigated. For this an axisymmetric magnetic configuration, i.e. a configuration
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Figure B.5: (a) 2D cut of the electron temperature Te at ϕ = 0 deg and (b,c) radial Te
profiles extracted at the inner (High Field Side, HFS) and outer (Low Field
Side, LFS) midplane. The inset in (c) shows Te profiles along field lines
located at ψ∗ = 1.005 (red), ψ∗ = 1.01 (green) and ψ∗ = 1.02 (blue).
without RMP field, is considered, because in this case analytic solutions are known.
A separatrix exists with closed magnetic surfaces inside. Plasma parameters on these
surfaces are constant (see e.g. Te in figure B.5 (a)), because of the fast parallel transport.
Hence, the normalized poloidal magnetic flux ψ∗ from (2.15) can be used as radial
coordinate so that ne = ne(ψ∗) and Te = Te(ψ∗). Inside the separatrix (ψ∗ ≤ 1) and for
a preset constant plasma background, the 3D transport equations then reduce to a 1D
balance, e.g. for the electron temperature:
∂Te
∂ψ∗
= − Pin
A∗ψ |∇ψ∗|ne χ⊥
, ψ∗ ≤ 1. (B.9)
The total input power for electrons Pin, the electron density ne and the cross-field diffu-
sion coefficient χ⊥ are set to the following values for this test case:
Pin = 3.2 MW
ne = 2 · 1019 m−3
χ⊥ = 1.2 m2 s−1
while the area Aψ∗ of flux surface ψ∗ as well as the flux surface averaged gradient |∇ψ∗|
are determined by the given magnetic configuration:
Aψ∗ |∇ψ∗| =
∮
Aψ∗
dA eψ∗ · ∇ψ∗. (B.10)
Outside the separatrix (ψ∗ > 1), in the so called Scrape-Off Layer (SOL), exponential
decay
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Te(ψ∗) = Te,LCFS exp
[
−ψ
∗ − 1
λ∗Te
]
, (B.11)
with an e-folding length λ∗Te is expected, because of nearly constant parallel loss rates, i.e.
sink action in parallel direction due to free streaming along B and plasma recombination
at divertor targets. Any SOL sources, e.g. due to divertor recycling, are turned off in
this test. Exponential decay is recovered very accurately with the EMC3-code (see figure
B.5 (c)):
Te,LCFS = (48.7± 0.2) eV (B.12)
λ∗Te = (7.32± 0.05) · 10−3 (B.13)
λ∗Te is an e-folding length with respect to ψ
∗, but it can be related to an average e-folding
length in real space:
λTe = λ
∗
Te · |∇ψ∗|
−1
LCFS = (3.35± 0.02) mm (B.14)
where |∇ψ∗|LCFS is the average gradient of the normalized poloidal flux ψ∗ at the sepa-
ratrix. In the present test case heat conduction parallel to B plays no role, the plasma
temperature is essentially constant along the magnetic field (isothermal flow in the par-
allel direction, see inset in figure B.5 (c)). The cross field decay length λTe can therefore
simply be estimated from target sheath losses vs. cross field conduction gains in each
flux-tube (sheath limited SOL regime). The analytic estimate for λTe is given in [7],
which reduces for the present case to
λTe =
√
χ⊥ Lc,eff
2 γe cs
≈ 3.2 mm (B.15)
with sheath heat-transmission factor γe = 4.5 and ion sound speed cs = 4.4 · 105 ms .
Lc,eff ≈ 34 m is the average effective length of SOL field lines, i.e. the contact-length with
the confined plasma, taken at the first decay length (B.14) outside the separatrix. This
estimate is within 5 % of the calculated value, which is a good agreement regarding the
very crude approximations made here. Using Te,LCFS from (B.12), Te can be integrated
from the separatrix inwards using (B.9). Figure B.5 (b) shows that the EMC3 data very
accurately agree with this prediction. Te at the inner simulation boundary is predicted
to Te = 1.68 keV, while Te from EMC3 is Te = 1.67 keV, computed on 32 CPUs with
1000 Monte Carlo particles each.
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B.2 Spatially varying coefficients for cross-field transport
Distinct from finite volume or finite element implementations, the generalization to spa-
tially varying transport coefficients is non-trivial for the Lagrangian Monte Carlo ap-
proach in EMC3, as it affects the basic random walk generation. The implemented
procedure (see section 4.1.3) is therefore verified explicitly in this section. The general-
ized code is applied to a scenario which resembles a 1D radial transport case on a given
plasma background. In this case plasma transport equations are of the form:
− 1
r
d
dr
rD d
dr
F = S. (B.16)
The radial domain for the present study is given by [RA, RB], which is fitted to the edge
plasma region at the LFS midplane in DIII-D for the scenario discussed in chapter 5. In
the present study only surface sources are considered at the radial boundaries:
S = SA δ(r −RA) − SB δ(r −RB), (B.17)
where the surface sources SA = Γ/FA and SB = Γ/FB are determined by the total in
and out flux Γ and the respective surface areas FA(∼ RA) and FB(∼ RB). Integrating
(B.16) from r to RB yields
dF
dr
=
RB DB
rD
dF
dr
∣∣∣∣
RB
and DB = D(RB), (B.18)
where dFdr
∣∣∣
RB
is determined by (B.17) to
dF
dr
∣∣∣∣
RB
= −SBDB , (B.19)
or by an alternative formulation for the boundary condition
dF
dr
∣∣∣∣
RB
=
FB
λ
. (B.20)
Hence, by prescribing Γ and λ, the boundary value FB can be determined to
FB = −λ Γ
FB DB (B.21)
and (B.18) can then be transformed to the following form:
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dF
dr
= − Γ
FB
1
D
RB
r
. (B.22)
(B.22) is now integrated analytically
FB − F(R) =
∫ RB
R
dr
dF
dr
, (B.23)
where the right hand side is evaluated according to one of the following models for D
and solved for F(R):
1. D(R) = D0 = constant
F(R) = FB + ΓRB
FB D0 log
(
RB
R
)
(B.24)
2. linearly varying D: D(R) = AR + B with A = DB−DARB−RA and B = DA − RA
DB−DA
RB−RA
F(R) = FB + ΓRB
FB B log
(
RB
R
AR + B
DB
)
(B.25)
3. Segmented D (stepwise constant or linear):
D(R) =

D1(R) R ∈ [R0 = RA, R1]
...
Dn(R) R ∈ [Rn−1, Rn = RB]
(B.26)
where each segment is described by one of the above models. Then F(R) is seg-
mented as well and each segment can be determined iteratively from (B.24) or
(B.25) by starting with Fn(R) and replacing FB by FB,i = Fi+1(Ri), i < n.
Five realizations of these models with different parameter values are now applied to check
the correct treatment of local cross-field diffusion χ⊥ in the energy transport equation:
F = T , D = nχ⊥, Γ = Pin. The explicit test models are summarized in figure B.6,
where χ0 = 3.0 m2 s−1 and χB = 0.3 m2 s−1.
Transport simulations with the EMC3-EIRENE code are preformed with these models
with the boundary condition λ = −5 cm for models 1 and 5 and λ = −1 cm for models 2,3
and 4. Results are shown in figure B.7 and compared to the analytical solutions given
above. Excellent agreement is found, indicating the correct implementation of local
transport coefficients in the EMC3-EIRENE code. Similar tests have been performed
for particle transport simulations with the same result.
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Figure B.6: Test models for the energy cross-field transport coefficient χ⊥.
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C Visualization of the magnetic field and
plasma structures in the TEXTOR helical
divertor
Figure C.1: Demonstration of the fractal structure of the magnetic field in the poloidal
plane at ϕ = 0 deg. The connection length of field lines is given in poloidal
turns. White boxes indicate the subsequent zoom regions. The position of
the poloidal profiles is marked by dashed lines in the respective color.
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Figure C.2: 2D cuts at ϕ = 0 deg of the electron density ne [1019 m−3], electron tem-
perature Te [eV] and atomic hydrogen density nH [1017 m−3] for separatrix
densities nin = 0.7 · 1019 m−3 to nin = 2.5 · 1019 m−3. Color bars are adjusted
to the respective maximum values.
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Figure C.3: 2D cuts at ϕ = 0 deg of the electron density ne [1019 m−3], electron tem-
perature Te [eV] and atomic hydrogen density nH [1017 m−3] for separatrix
densities nin = 3.0 · 1019 m−3 to nin = 4.8 · 1019 m−3. Color bars are adjusted
to the respective maximum values.
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Figure C.4: 2D cuts at ϕ = 0 deg of the electron cooling rate Se,cool due to carbon
radiation and ionization. The separatrix density nin is given in 1019 m−3.
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D Impurity transport
The impurity transport option in EMC3 and applications to TEXTOR have been exten-
sively studied in [99]. Here only a brief summary of the main results is given. Impurities
are naturally present in fusion devices because of plasma-wall interactions. The intrin-
sic impurity species in the TEXTOR tokamak is carbon, which is sputtered from the
graphite plates at the DED target. The effect of RMPs on production and transport of
carbon in analyzed in this section for the same plasma equilibrium used in the previous
section, however with an m/n = 12/4 perturbation field. In particular the capability to
shield the core plasma from impurities by application of RMPs is of great interest. In-
dications for this have been found in the experiment [144, 166]. The influence of certain
model parameters is investigated here: the boundary condition at the inner simulation
boundary (see section 4.3.1), the model for atomic processes (corona or non-corona) and
the model for impurity production.
D.1 Distribution of carbon ions
Before discussing the details of impurity shielding, an overview of the distribution of
carbon ions is given in this paragraph. The input parameters for the following simulation
are:
nin = 1.2 · 1019 m−3
Pin = 600 kW
D⊥ = D
(carbon)
⊥ = 1.4 m
2 s−1
χ⊥ = 4.1 m2 s−1
In particular the same cross-field diffusion coefficient D⊥ is used for hydrogen and carbon
ions. 2D cuts of the carbon ion densities nCZ+ , Z = 1, . . . , 6 are given in figure D.1. A
strong spatial modulation is clearly visible in all carbon densities, which is a result from
the modified magnetic field structure due to application of RMPs. The distribution
of C1+, C2+ and C3+ ions is mainly localized in front of the DED target, with an
increasing penetration depth with increasing charge number. This is because in the
relevant parameter range for given ne and Te, ionization rates for carbon ions decrease
with increasing charge number (see figure 3.1). The absolute values indicate that carbon
is basically present as C4+. The clear distinction between ionization rates for Z ≥ 4 and
Z < 4 (which is related to the atomic structure of the C4+ ion) is obviously reflected in
the density distribution in the present TEXTOR case. Once carbon is ionized to C4+
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Figure D.1: 2D cuts of carbon densities at ϕ = 0 deg. Color bars are adjusted to the
respective peak values in each picture.
further ionization is balanced with recombination so that C5+ and C6+ densities are
much smaller than the C4+ density.
As can be seen in figure D.1, carbon ions penetrate into the core plasma up to the inner
simulation boundary. To study the effect of RMPs on impurity penetration it is therefore
necessary to apply reasonable boundary conditions.
D.2 Boundary conditions
As already stated in section 4.3.1, no mass accumulation of impurities in the core plasma
is assumed for a steady state condition, i.e.
Z∑
a= 0
Γ(imp,a)in = 0. (D.1)
This is implemented as reflection of Monte Carlo fluid parcels at the inner simulation
boundary. The charge stage after reflection Zreflect is determined by one of the following
models:
• Model ZCFL: No change of charge stage. This implies zero charge flux of impu-
rity ions into the core plasma.
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Figure D.2: Radial profiles of carbon densities obtained from simulations with differ-
ent core-boundary conditions. Profiles are averaged on unperturbed flux
surfaces for the given minor radius at the HFS.
• Model FION: Zreflect = Zmax(= 6). This corresponds to full ionization of C in
the core plasma.
• Model IBAL: Simple ionization balance where transport is neglected (see also
section 5.1.3 in [99]). Zreflect is sampled according to a probability distribution pZ ,
which is obtained from the local balances at the inner simulation boundary
nCZ+1+ =
R
(ion)
Z
R
(rec)
Z+1
nCZ+ (D.2)
by normalization
pZ =
nCZ+∑Zmax
j=0 nCj+
, i.e.
Zmax∑
Z=0
pZ = 1. (D.3)
The impact of the boundary condition on impurity transport is summarized in figure
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D.2 by averaged radial profiles. Obviously, the densities of C1+, C2+ and C3+ are not
affected by the choice of boundary condition. Values at the DED target are:
Boundary condition n(target)
C1+
[1015 m−3] n(target)
C2+
[1015 m−3] n(target)
C3+
[1015 m−3]
ZCFL 0.834 1.860 2.974
FION 0.830 1.852 2.956
IBAL 0.831 1.848 2.964
The deviations are smaller than 1 % and well within the noise level of the Monte Carlo
procedure (see section 4.3.4). This robustness against the choice of boundary condition
results because these low charge stage ions do not reach the inner simulation boundary
at all. Also the impact of recombination from higher charge stages is weak, because the
recombination times are (under TEXTOR conditions) much larger than the average life
time of impurity ions in the plasma. However, it can be seen that for C4+, C5+ and C6+
the choice of boundary condition is essential. The dominant ion species in simulations
with the ZCFL boundary condition is C4+ (red curves in figure D.2), which has already
been found in figure D.1. This is because further ionization is suppressed, because of low
ionization rates. However, further ionization can occur in the much hotter core plasma,
and therefore the charge distribution of impurity ions leaving the core plasma is expected
to be shifted towards higher charge stages.
The application of the FION boundary condition leads to a completely different distri-
bution of high charge stage ions. Now C6+ is the dominant ion species, with a density
maximum at the inner simulation boundary (ISB). Densities of C4+, C5+ and C6+ ions
at the ISB are summarized in the following table for all three boundary conditions:
Boundary condition n(ISB)
C4+
[1015 m−3] n(ISB)
C5+
[1015 m−3] n(ISB)
C6+
[1015 m−3]
ZCFL 14.26 1.19 0.01
FION 1.08 0.03 14.78
IBAL 2.50 7.25 6.04
However, the FION boundary condition might overestimate the effect of impurity ion-
ization in the core plasma. Temperatures in the intermediate region between the very
deep core and the edge may not be high enough for full ionization of carbon ions. Con-
sequently, a third type of boundary condition is introduced: the local ionization balance
(IBAL). The charge distribution is obtained from the balance (D.2) with normalization
(D.3), evaluated for densities and temperatures at the inner simulation boundary. For
ne ≈ 1.2 · 1019 m−3 and Te ≈ 100 eV the relative distribution of C4+:C5+:C6+ is about
10 : 50 : 40, where the contribution of low charge stages can be neglected (see figure
3.16 in [7]). The self consistent ratio of densities at the inner simulation boundary (see
table above), however, is shifted to lower charge stages (about 16 : 46 : 38), because this
balance is influenced by transport processes in the edge plasma. This boundary condi-
tion can be improved by using some average values for ne and Te in the core plasma,
but some uncertainty in the charge distribution still remains. Hence, comparisons to
experimental observation of high charge stage ions are impossible without a realistic
boundary condition. This might be obtained in the future by a coupling of the 3D edge
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Figure D.3: Impact of the boundary condition on the shielding and source reduction
factors fRMP, evaluated separately for C4+ to C6+ and for the total impurity
density according to (D.5).
transport code EMC3-EIRENE to some 1D core transport model for impurities, e.g. the
STRAHL code [102, 167].
Nevertheless, core contamination by impurities can be investigated numerically by means
of the total impurity density at the ISB:
nimp =
6∑
i=1
n
(ISB)
Ci+
, (D.4)
This is because, within the trace impurity model used, there is no significant change in
the underlying transport characteristics between high charge state ions. Therefore nimp
remains robust against the choice of boundary condition:
Boundary condition nimp [1015 m−3]
ZCFL 15.46
FION 15.89
IBAL 15.79
and can be used as a parameter to study core contamination.
The RMP effect on core contamination can now be investigated under the assumption
that transport within the core plasma is not affected by RMPs. The shielding and source
reduction factor
fRMP =
n
(RMP)
imp
n
(0)
imp
, (D.5)
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is defined as the ratio between impurity densities at the ISB with and without RMP
field. As the radial profiles in figure (D.2) already suggest, f (ZRMP) evaluated for each
charge stage Z depends significantly on the boundary condition. This is demonstrated
in figure D.3. Depending on the boundary condition n(ISB)
C4+
is either not reduced at all
(FION) or even increased by a factor of 3.2 (IBAL). n(ISB)
C6+
is reduced in any case, but
resulting in f (6)RMP = 0.04 (ZCFL) or f
(6)
RMP = 0.92 (FION). However, (D.5) provides a
robust parameter with respect to the boundary condition: fRMP ≈ 0.92 in all cases.
Hence, this parameter is used for the following analysis.
The change in core contamination can be caused by two effects, a change in impurity
source and transport (= shielding). To separate one from the other, nimp is normalized
to the respective total impurity source strength Simp, so that a separate transport factor
fshield and a source factor can be defined:
fshield =
n
(RMP)
imp /S
(RMP)
imp
n
(0)
imp/S
(0)
imp
, fsrc =
S
(RMP)
imp
S
(0)
imp
. (D.6)
Now fRMP can be split into the respective contributions from source and transport
effects:
fRMP = fsrc · fshield. (D.7)
Impurity sources are obtained from the hydrogen recycling flux (see next section for a
detailed discussion of the impurity source model) and increase by 14 % due to application
of the RMP field. This yield the source factor fsrc = 1.14 and consequently the transport
factor fshield = 0.81. The transport effects are caused by main plasma flow in front of
the DED target (see figure 6.21), which can push impurity ions back to the DED target
due to friction forces. The fractions FRMP, Fw/o RMP of impurity ions within such a
downstream region (i.e. where the Mach number |M | ≥ 0.2) are given in the following
table:
Ion type Fw/o RMP FRMP
C1+ 47 % 64 %
C2+ 38 % 52 %
C3+ 27 % 36 %
C4+ 8 % 12 %
Clearly, a larger fraction of impurity ions is pushed back to the DED target in the RMP
scenario, leading to a reduction of core contamination of fshield = 0.81. This transport
effect compensates the effect of increased impurity sources and results in an overall RMP
effect of fshield = 0.92.
1Although this figure is for a m/n = 6/2 configuration, a similar flow field is present in the m/n = 12/4
configuration as well.
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Figure D.4: Impact of the model for atomic processes on averaged radial density profiles
in the presence of an m/n = 12/4 RMP field.
D.3 Reaction Rates
Reaction rates for ionization, recombination and radiation have been updated from a
simple corona model taken from the STRAHL [102] code to an advanced collisional
radiative model (ADAS) [103]. The impact of the model for atomic processes on averaged
radial density profiles is displayed in figure D.4 for the m/n = 12/4 RMP scenario. Here
the ZCFL boundary condition has been used to study the differences obtained from the
STRAHL model to the ADAS model. The latter has also been used in the previous
section. Ionization from excited states is included in the ADAS model, which leads
to higher ionization rates of low charge stage ions (see chapter 2 in [99] for a detailed
discussion of the models). Consequently, nC1+ and nC2+ obtained with the ADAS model
are lower than the respective densities obtained with the STRAHL model, while nC3+
and nC4+ are larger. The densities in front of the DED target are summarized below for
C1+, C2+ and C3+ ions:
Model n(target)
C1+
[1015 m−3] n(target)
C2+
[1015 m−3] n(target)
C3+
[1015 m−3]
STRAHL 0.93 1.94 2.66
ADAS 0.83 (−10 %) 1.86 (−4 %) 2.97 (+12 %)
The ADAS model also includes three-body recombination, which leads to higher recom-
bination rates for high charge stage ions. Consequently, nC5+ and nC6+ obtained with
the ADAS model are lower than the respective densities obtained with the STRAHL
model. The densities at the ISB are summarized below for C4+, C5+ and C6+ ions:
Model n(target)
C4+
[1015 m−3] n(target)
C5+
[1015 m−3] n(target)
C6+
[1015 m−3]
STRAHL 14.02 1.48 0.019
ADAS 14.26 (+2 %) 1.19 (−20 %) 0.014 (−24 %)
Nevertheless, the total impurity density at the ISB remains essentially unchanged at
n
(RMP)
imp = 15.5 [10
15 m−3]. Also n(0)imp = 16.9 [10
15 m−3] remains unchanged, resulting in
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Figure D.5: Scan of the control parameters nin and Pin for the RMP factor fRMP (red),
its parts due to change in sources fsrc (blue) and transport fshield (green)
and the fraction of the radiated power frad (light blue). Left: scan of nin at
constant Pin = 600 kW, right: scan of Pin at constant nin = 1.2 · 1019 m−3.
the same RMP effect fRMP for both models.
However, the radiated power is quite sensitive to the applied model for atomic processes,
in particular the integrated radiated power by C2+ ions Prad,2. Often specific line emis-
sions, e.g. from the so called CIII-line (λ = 465.0 nm by C2+), are used in the experiment
to deduce the impurity source strength. As using the condensed the STRAHL data does
not allow to resolve this line, the complete emission by C2+ ions is used in the following
for a comparison between the two models. In analogy to (D.5) the radiated power ratio
is defined by
frad =
P
(RMP)
rad,2
P
(0)
rad,2
. (D.8)
D.4 Parameter studies of separatrix density and input power
A scan of the control parameters nin and Pin shows a reduction in core contamination
with RMPs for high nin and low Pin (see figure D.5). This reduction is basically caused by
a change in transport (fshield, green curves), while the ratio of sources remains roughly
unchanged at fsrc = 1.14 − 1.16 (blue curves). Reducing Pin to 400 kW results in a
stronger shielding effect, which is reflected in a reduction of fRMP to 0.70. Increasing
Pin to 800 kW on the other hand, results in a weaker shielding effect which cannot
compensate the increase in impurity sources. This reflects in an increase of fRMP to 1.16.
The cause for this Pin dependence is that with Pin also Ti increases, which leads to a
reduction of friction forces (Ffr ∼ ni T−3/2i , compare (3.27) and (3.26)) and consequently
a reduction of the drag on impurity ions.
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Figure D.6: Left: Dependence of nimp (red) and Erad (light blue) on the energy of sput-
tered particles Esput with RMP field (solid lines) and without (dashed lines).
Right: Related RMP effect factors frad and fRMP and its contributions fsrc,
fshield. Input parameters are nin = 1.2 · 1019 m−3 and Pin = 600 kW.
Furthermore, increasing nin to 2.4 · 1019 m−3 causes an even stronger shielding effect
which is reflected in a reduction of fRMP to 0.24. This effect originates from an ampli-
fication of frictional forces: On the one hand Ffr linearly increases with ni, and on the
other hand Ti decreases with nin (at constant Pin) which leads to an additional increase
of Ffr. In conclusion, effective shielding (incl. source effects) of the core plasma from
impurities (fRMP < 1) can be observed numerically for a wide range of values of the
control parameters, except for high Pin at low nin. This prediction is robust with respect
to the model for atomic processes, as can be deduced from figure D.5 by comparing the
solid (ADAS) and dashed (STRAHL) lines. Experimentally, a weak impurity screening
is observed in the 12/4 configuration. This is consistent with the presented numerical
results for typical values of nin = 1.2 · 1019 m−3 and Pin = 600 kW. A more pronounced
screening effect is observed in the 6/2 configuration [166]. If this is reflected in the
simulations as well remains to be investigated in the future.
D.5 Impurity sources
The source strength for impurities in the original EMC3 model is given by a constant
sputter yield Y of the hydrogen influx on target Γtarget:
Simp = Y ·Γtarget. (D.9)
Sputtered impurity particles have a δ-distributed energy of Esput (see section 4.2.2 in
[99] for numerical details of impurity production and transport). Source effects of the
shielding factor are, as a consequence of (D.9), determined by the main plasma alone
(compare (D.6):
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fsrc =
Γ(RMP)target
Γ(0)target
. (D.10)
The parameter Esput on the other hand does not affect fsrc at all. It only affects the
penetration depth of impurities and, related to that, fshield. As can be seen in figure
D.6.a, a parameter scan of Esput reveals that nimp increases for higher Esput. This is
because of a deeper penetration of impurities with increasing Esput. In addition figure
D.6.a reveals that this effect is stronger in the RMP scenario, which results in a weaker
shielding (red curve in figure D.6.b). At a fictious value of Esput = 10 eV transport
effects would just compensate the source effects with no overall RMP effect (fRMP = 1).
The shielding of low energy particles (typical from chemical sputtering) is more efficient
than shielding of high energy particles (typical from physical sputtering). This is because
of the localized downstream region in front of the target which fast particles can pen-
etrate. The next step would be to analyze the impact of realistic sputter models, such
as a Thompson distribution of Esput for physical sputtering with a sputter yield given
by the Bohdansky formula [168], or its revised version including an angular dependence
[169]. This has been preliminary analyzed in [99] and confirms the above tendencies.
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E Trilinear hexahedral elements and their
application in toroidal configurations
The particular field line reconstruction method presented in section 4.2 introduces hex-
ahedral grid cells that are curved in Cartesian coordinates but straight in cylindrical
coordinates. Following the isoparametric concept, which is commonly used in finite ele-
ment methods, these hexahedral cells can be used for a continuous description of some
data Fi defined on the grid nodes i = 1, . . . , nnodes (section E.2), e.g. the magnetic
field B. Such a continuous description is e.g. necessary for a kinetic treatment of ions
in the trace ion module (TIM), which is currently being implemented and verified in
the EIRENE code [170]. Another application is the visualization or post-processing of
plasma data. This method has e.g. been applied for the generation of figures 6.7 and
5.9. At the end of this chapter (section E.4) an additional application is presented: the
evaluation of line of sight integrals, e.g. for the simulation of camera pictures.
The formulation the special kind of hexahedral element (i.e. curved element with planar
end-faces in the R−Z plane, see figures 4.3 and 4.4) involves three different coordinate
systems. The following notation is used for coordinates:
x ≡ (x, y, z) : Cartesian coordinates
R ≡ (R,Z, ϕ) : cylindrical coordinates
ξ ≡ (ξ, η, ζ) : natural coordinates
The advantage of the special kind of hexahedral element presented here is that curvilinear
coordinate lines allow an accurate representation of magnetic field lines while planar
end-faces allow an algebraic formulation of the inverse of the coordinate mapping. For
bilinear quadrilaterals (see figure E.1) it is well-known that the coordinate mapping (E.1-
E.2) is invertible if and only if the Jacobian at the four corners is positive. However,
in [115] it is shown that the condition of a positive Jacobian at the 8 corners is not
sufficient to guarantee invertability. No algebraic expression is known so far and one has
to resort to alternative tests, e.g. an algorithmic method is presented in [171] to check
for the local positivity of the Jacobian. In [172] an infinite power series is derived for
the inverse mapping, which is based on the theory of geodesics in differential geometry.
However, due to the planar end-faces of the special hexahedron discussed here, the issue
of invertability is reduced to that of a bilinear quadrilateral and an algebraic expression
can be given for the inverse mapping. Therefore this chapter starts with an overview on
bilinear quadrilaterals before turning to trilinear hexahedra.
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E.1 Bilinear quadrilateral
ξ
η
P1 P2
P3P4
P1
P2
P3
P4
η = 1 η = 1
η = −1 η = −1
ξ = 1
ξ = 1ξ = −1 ξ = −1
Figure E.1: Bilinear quadrilateral in its reference plane (left) and in the real plane (right)
The bilinear quadrilateral (Q4) is defined by assuming a bilinear expansion of x, y in the
natural coordinates ξ, η:
x(ξ, η) = α0 + α1 ξ + α2 η + α3 ξ η (E.1)
y(ξ, η) = β0 + β1 ξ + β2 η + β3 ξ η. (E.2)
The parameters αi and βi, i = 1 . . . 4 are determined by the four nodes (xi, yi) and the
corresponding natural coordinates (ξi, ηi):
x(ξi, ηi) = xi, y(ξi, ηi) = yi. (E.3)
A different representation of x(ξ, η) and y(ξ, η) is obtained by the use of shape functions
Ni(ξ, η) which are commonly used in finite element methods (for an introduction to
isoparametric elements and shape functions see [108, chap. 3], [109, chap. 16-18]):
x(ξ, η) =
4∑
i= 1
Ni(ξ, η)xi, y(ξ, η) =
4∑
i= 1
Ni(ξ, η) yi (E.4)
Ni(ξ, η) =
1
4
(1 + ξi ξ) (1 + ηi η) (E.5)
For the bilinear quadrilateral considered here, ξi and ηi are defined in figure E.1 and in
the table below:
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i 1 2 3 4
ξi -1 1 1 -1
ηi -1 -1 1 1
The inverse transformation ξ = ξ(x, y), η = η(x, y) exists and is unique for convex
quadrilaterals [115]. A stable numerical algorithm to calculate the natural coordinates
ξP , ηP for a given point xP , yP is presented in [109, chap. 23]:
xb = x1 − x2 + x3 − x4, yb = y1 − y2 + y3 − y4, xcx = x1 + x2 − x3 − x4, ycx = y1 + y2 − y3 − y4,
xce = x1 − x2 − x3 + x4, yce = y1 − y2 − y3 + y4, x0 = 1
4
4X
i=1
xi, y0 =
1
4
4X
i=1
yi,
A =
1
2
((x3 − x1)(y4 − y2)− (x4 − x2)(y3 − y1)) , xP0 = xP − x0, yP0 = yP − y0,
J1 = (x3 − x4)(y1 − y2)− (x1 − x2)(y3 − y4), J2 = (x2 − x3)(y1 − y4)− (x1 − x4)(y2 − y3),
bξ = A− xP0yb + yP0xb, bη = −A− xP0yb + yP0xb, cξ = xP0ycx − yP0xcx, cη = xP0yce − yP0xce,
ξP =
2 cξ
−
q
b2ξ − 2 J1 cξ − bξ
, ηP =
2 cηq
b2η + 2 J2 cη − bη
(E.6)
Following the isoparametric concept, data values Fi given at the node positions Pi can
be interpolated smoothly into the interior in analogy to E.4:
F (ξp, ηp) =
4∑
i= 1
Ni(ξp, ηp)Fi. (E.7)
This can be used to obtain an interpolated value of F at (xP , yP ) by applying (E.6) for
the natural coordinates (ξp, χp).
E.2 Trilinear, cylindrical hexahedra
In three dimensions an 8-point hexahedral element with straight edges is defined by the
trilinear expansion
x = α0 + ξα1 + ηα2 + ζ α3 + ξ ηα4 + η ζ α5 + ξ ζ α6 + ξ η ζ α7, (E.8)
where the vectorial coefficients α0, . . . ,α7 are determined by the conditions
x(ξa) = xa, a = 1, . . . , 8 (E.9)
at the 8 nodes xa. For reasons to become clear later, the coordinate ζ is chosen to be in
[0, 1], while the coordinates ξ, η ∈ [−1, 1] in analogy to the bilinear quadrilateral. This
leads to the following definition of node coordinates ξa, ηa, ζa (see also figure E.2):
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ξ
η
ζ
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5 P6
P7
P8
ζ = 1
ζ = 0
Figure E.2: Node setup in a trilinear hexahedron.
a 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
ξa -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
ηa -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1
ζa 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
and consequently for the vectorial coefficients α0, . . . ,α7 in (E.8:
α0 = 1/4 (x1 + x2 + x3 + x4)
α1 = 1/4 (−x1 − x2 + x3 + x4)
α2 = 1/4 (−x1 + x2 + x3 − x4)
α3 = 1/4 ((x5 − x1) + (x6 − x2) + (x7 − x3) + (x8 − x4))
α4 = 1/4 (x1 − x2 + x3 − x4)
α5 = 1/4 ((x6 − x2) − (x5 − x1) + (x7 − x3) − (x8 − x4))
α6 = 1/4 ((x8 − x4) − (x5 − x1) + (x7 − x3) − (x6 − x2))
α7 = 1/4 ((x5 − x1) − (x6 − x2) + (x7 − x3) − (x8 − x4)) (E.10)
Now it is again convenient to write (E.8) with (E.10) by introducing shape functions:
x(ξ) =
8∑
a=1
Na(ξ) xa (E.11)
Na(ξ) =
1
4
(1 + ξa ξ) (1 + ηa η)
1
2
(1 + (2 ζa − 1) (2 ζ − 1)) (E.12)
≡ NQ4i (ξ, η) · NL2j (ζ), a = i+ 4j, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 0, 1 (E.13)
where NQ4i are the shape functions of the bilinear quadrilateral in (E.5) and N
L2
j are
the shape function of a linear element:
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NL20 (ζ) = 1− ζ, NL21 (ζ) = ζ. (E.14)
So far, the edges of the hexahedral element given by (E.11) are straight and not curved.
Curvature can be introduced by going to a higher polynomial expansion by introducing
additional points on the edges. This procedure leads to 20-node (serendipity) or 27-node
hexahedral elements (see e.g. [110, chap. 18]).
A different approach to obtain a special class of curved elements is the here presented
cylindrical hexahedral element. The trilinear mapping (E.11) between Cartesian and
natural coordinates is replaced by the same kind of mapping, but now between cylindrical
and natural coordinates:
R(ξ) =
8∑
a=1
Na(ξ) Ra (E.15)
with the same shape functions Na(ξ) from (E.12). A special version of this cylindrical
hexahedron is considered in the following, namely one in which the end-faces are planar,
i.e.
ϕ1 = ϕ2 = ϕ3 = ϕ4 ≡ ϕA, ϕ5 = ϕ6 = ϕ7 = ϕ8 ≡ ϕB. (E.16)
This condition simplifies the ϕ-component of (E.10) to
αϕ0 = ϕA
αϕ1 = αϕ2 = αϕ4 = αϕ5 = αϕ6 = αϕ7 = 0, (E.17)
αϕ3 = ϕB − ϕA,
thus reducing the ϕ-component of (E.15) to
ϕ(ξ) = ϕA + ζ (ϕB − ϕA) = ϕ(ζ). (E.18)
Using (E.13), the other two components of (E.15) can be written in the following form:
(
R(ξ)
Z(ξ)
)
=
4∑
i=1
NQ4i (ξ, η)
[
NL20 (ζ)
(
Ri
Zi
)
+ NL21 (ζ)
(
Ri+4
Zi+4
)]
(E.19)
=
4∑
i=1
NQ4i (ξ, η)
(
R∗i (ζ)
Z∗i (ζ)
)
(E.20)
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This is the familiar equation for a bilinear quadrilateral at the position ϕ from (E.18)
with the intermediate nodes R∗i , Z
∗
i . The inverse mapping of (E.15) can now be obtained
in two steps. First, ζ is obtained from (E.18):
ζ(ϕ) =
ϕ − ϕA
ϕB − ϕA , (E.21)
which fixes R∗i , Z
∗
i in (E.20). Then (E.6) for a bilinear quadrilateral can be applied to
obtain ξ(R∗i , Z
∗
i ), η(R
∗
i , Z
∗
i ).
Now the isoparametric concept can be applied to interpolate data values Fa from the
hexahedral nodes into the interior:
F (ξ) =
8∑
a=1
NH8a (ξ)Fa, (E.22)
where NH8a (ξ) are the shape functions of the trilinear hexahedra presented in (E.12).
E.3 Data interpolation
The concept of isoparametric elements allows to interpolate data at any point within a
grid cell. While B is usually known at the cell nodes and can therefore be applied directly
in (E.22), plasma parameters from the transport calculations performed in this thesis -
such as ne - are given as cell averaged values. Therefore it is necessary to setup a mapping
cell2node to distribute Fi, i = 1, . . . , ncell cell averaged values to Gj , j = 1, . . . , nnodes
values at the cell corners. Naturally this mapping is ambiguous, because nnodes > ncell.
The ambiguity can be reduced by periodic boundary conditions, e.g. in toroidal and
poloidal direction. However, no such conditions exist at the radial boundaries or at the
divertor plates and some freedom remains.
When preparing the mapping cell2node it makes a difference whether the Fi are defined
on the magnetic grid (which is used for data interpolation) or on the much coarser
plasma grid (which is defined by joining several magnetic grid cells to a plasma grid
cell). Here only plasma cells created by combining magnetic cells in toroidal direction
are considered. In the following the mapping pc2mc is presented which distributes data
from a plasma cell to its sub-cells, afterwards the mapping cell2node is presented.
Plasma cell to magnetic cell
Although one can just distribute the value Fi in plasma cell i to all its sub-cells, this is
not recommended, because this results in some kind of numerical artifact when sampling
data values in toroidal direction: toroidal profiles will be flat in all sub-cells except the
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f0 f1 fn−1
FL FR
AL,2
AL,3
AL,1
FL FR...
F
Figure E.3: Sketch of a plasma cell with data F , which is distributed to f0, . . . , fn−1 in
its sub-cells (magnetic cells). The left and right cell neighbors are used to
obtain intermediate values SL, SR at the toroidal cell boundaries, where the
overlap areas AL,i, AR,j , i = 1, . . . , nL, j = 1, . . . , nR are used to obtain a left
and right average values FL, FR.
very first and last in toroidal direction. The following procedure is performed for each
plasma cell i with data Fi, i = 1, . . . , nplas to smoothly distribute data from plasma cells
to magnetic cells:
• First the left and right cell neighbors have to be determined. Note that there can
be several partial cell neighbors at toroidal mapping surfaces (see section 4.2.3
and figure E.3). Let there be nL, nR left and right cell neighbors with plasma cell
number mL,j ,mR,k and overlap area AL,j , AR,k, j = 1, . . . , nL, k = 1, . . . , nR.
• Calculate left and right overlap area weighted average values FL, FR, e.g.:
FL =
1
W
nL∑
j=1
AL,j FmL,j , W =
nL∑
j=1
AL,j , (E.23)
The average cell lengths lL, lR of the left and right neighbor are calculated in the
same way.
• Intermediate values F˜L, F˜R at the toroidal cell boundaries are now calculated, e.g.:
F˜L = α ·FL + (1− α) ·Fi, α = li
li + lL
, (E.24)
where li is the length of cell i.
• Finally, data can now be distributed to the n sub-cells:
fa = βa F˜L + (1− βa) F˜R, βa = a+ 0.5
n
, a = 0, . . . , n− 1 (E.25)
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Magnetic cell to nodes
Now that data values are defined in each magnetic cell, these values are mapped to the
grid nodes. Each node value Gb, b = 1, . . . , nnodes is defined as the weighted average
Gb =
1
Wb
∑
a∈Ab
wa fa, Wb =
∑
a∈Ab
wa, (E.26)
where Ab is the set of magnetic cells that share node b and wa = Va is the weight for
cell a, which is taken to be the cell volume Va.
E.4 Example: Simulation of camera pictures
This example describes the simulation of a camera at the TEXTOR tokamak which
is used to observe the DED target, e.g. the Hα emission. The setup of the camera
is sketched in figure E.4 for a tangential view on the target region at ϕt = 67.5 deg1.
The camera position is denoted by xcam in the following. Grid points xij are defined
in a poloidal plane at ϕt (the projection plane) which are later used to plot the line-
of-sight integrated values. The same radial and poloidal range rmin ∈ [39.7, 47.7] and
ϑ ∈ [130, 230] as for the 2D cuts in figure 6.7 is used to provide equidistant grid points
xij , i = 1, . . . , nr, j = 1, . . . , np. This defines i · j lines of sight, all fixed at xcam with
direction dij
lij(t) = xcam + t ·dij , dij = xij − xcam, t ∈ R (E.27)
For the purpose of integrating line-of-sight values, 2nl + 1 data points are selected for
each line:
lijk = lij(tk), tk = k/nl, k = 0, . . . , 2nl (E.28)
to cover the complete volume in the vessel which is observed by the model camera. Then
the line-of-sight integrated values of PHα(i, j) are approximated by
Pij =
2nl∑
k=0
∆l PHα(lijk), (E.29)
where ∆l = |dij | /nl. To obtain the actual photon flux, an additional weight wk has
to be introduced which accounts for a finite observation angle of the camera and for
1Note that ϕt = 67.5 deg in the present simulation corresponds to ϕt = 157.5 deg using the TEXTOR
convention for the toroidal angle.
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Figure E.4: Geometric setup of a camera to observe the DED target region at ϕt =
67.5 deg.
the fraction of emitted photons that reach the camera. This weight, however, is just
a constant factor which only depends on the resolution nr ·np, i.e. the amount of the
sample lines, and the aperture of the camera. Hence, Pij is proportional to the expected
photon flux.
Two examples of the so obtained camera picture are presented in figure E.5 and compared
to 2D cuts at the projection plane. As can be seen, there is no significant difference in
the general structure. Only the structures are smoother in the simulated camera picture,
which is reasonable, because of the helical nature of the strike points and the toroidal
view direction. However, details of the distribution are indeed different between the
simulated picture and the 2D cut, but are left here for future analysis.
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Figure E.5: Hα distribution observed by the model camera (left) and 2D cut of the Hα
distribution at ϕ = 67.5 deg (right) for nsepx = 2.0 · 1019 m−3 (upper row)
and nsepx = 4.8 · 1019 m−3.
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